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1. INTRODUCTION 

This publication continues the series of soi1 survey 
reports for Saskatchewan initiated on an R.M. basis in 1984. 
This series of publications is a continuation of the basic soi1 
survey program in the Province, initiated in 1958; however, 
the publication format has been substantially changed to 
include more interpretive information on an R.M. basis. 

The main purpose of a soi1 survey is to inventory the soil 
resounxs of an ares, providing a description of the soils and 
showing their extent and distribution. It has become increas- 
ingly apparent, however, that many users require additional 
interpretive information for the resolution of production, 
conservation and other problems related to a particular set of 
soi1 conditions. TO that end, this report also presents a 
number of interpretations based on the soil inventory infor- 
mation. 

In order to gain the most information about any particu- 
lar area within the municipal@, both the soi1 map and report 
must be used together. 

1.1 USING THE SOIL MAP AND 
REPORT 

Each delineation on the soi1 map contains a map symbol 
and a unique numher which are described and illustrated 
below. 

The Soi1 Map Symbol 

The map symbol is composed of up to threc rows of 
information. The first row always consista of a soi1 associa- 

Figure 1. Sequence of Symbols. 
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tion code, a map unit number and, in some cases, a substrate 
modifier code. The second row of information consists of a 
surface texture code. However, if the map symbol is com- 
posed of only two rows, this texture information is not 
included in the symhol. The last row is a code composed of 
numbers and letters that indicate the slope class and surface 
form of the landscape. A brief explanation of each of these 
map symbol components is provided in the legend on theside 
of the map. The legend describes the general type of soil 
development, the geologic material in which each soil has 
developed, and in complex amas, where each geologic mate- 
rial ouxrs in the landscape, as well as the kinds of soils 
comprising each map unit. 

Delineation Number and Soi1 
Interpretations 

Each map delineation contains a unique number which 
is used to reference additional soils and interpretive informa- 
tion in Section 6 of the report. This section provides a tabular 
listing of interpretive symbols for each delineation. An 
explanation of these symbols is provided under the appropri- 
ate subsection in Section 4 entitlcd “Soti Interpretations.” 

Example 

TO deterrnim the agricultural capability classification for area 
180(usedintheexamplebelow),turntoSection6andlookup 
the numbez 180 listed in the left-hand column mder the 
headiig, “Area No.“. Next. read across to the symbols listed 
in the column headed, “*Agricultural Capability”. These 
symlxds areexplainedinSubsection4.4, entitled, “SoilCapa- 
bility for Agriculture”. 

Delineation No.: 180 

Soil Association: 
DoBv 
(Dorintosh-Beaver River) 

Slope Glass: 2-3 
(OS% slopes) 

SurfaceForm: ud 
(undulating diiected) 

Soil Map Unit No.: 1 

Substrate Modifier: T 
(glacial till) 

Snrface Texture: 
I-cl 

(loam to clay loam) 
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2. INTRODUCTION TO 
SOILS 

The nature and agriculturally important properties of 
the soils of the area are descxibed in succeeding sections 
of this report The present section, largely adapted fiom 
H.C. Moss, in A Guide toUnderstanding Saskatchewan 
Soik, de& mainly with features common to most prairie 
soik. 

2.1 THE SOIL PROFILE 

A soil is a natural body that occupies a relatively thin 
section (usually less than a meter) of the earth’s surface and 
consists of several layers or horizons which differ in 
appeamnce and composition from the underlying material. 
Its formation fiom the original geological deposit involves 
various physical, chemical and biological processes which 
result in the formation of individual layers or horizons, 
extending from the surface downwards, that have specitïc 
characteristics. The whole succession of layers down to 
and including the original geological deposit is called the 
soi1 profile. Each individual layer is called a soi1 horizon. 
A particular soil is recognized and separated from other 
soils by identifying the various layers or horizons which 
make up its profile. The recognitionof soil profiles forms the 
basis of soil classification and mapping. 

The soik of Saskatchewan are classified according to 
a national system of soi1 classification and the names given 
to the soils are derived, in part, from this system. For 
example, an ortbic profile is a soi1 whose characteristics are 
defined as an Orthic Chemozemic soil of the National 
system. 

In profiles of mineral soils, three main horizons are 
recognized. From the surface downward, these are desig- 
nated by the letters A, B, and C. The A horizon forms all or 
part of the surface soil. It may be dark colored representing 
an accumulation of humus, or it may be a light-colored 
horizon from which clay, humus and other materials have 
becn removed. The B horizon occurs immediately below the 
Ahorizon. Itmayhaveanaccumulationofclayandmayhave 
been altered to give a change in color or structure. The C 
horizon occupies the lower portion of the soi1 profile and 
usually represents the parent material. It is relatively tmaf- 
fected by soi1 forming processes operative in the A and B 
horizons. 

2.2 THE SOIL MAP 

Id&ly, the area represented by each soil profile should 
be shown on tbe map. This, however, is only possible where 
large, uniform areas of a single soil occur, or in detailed soi1 
surveys where small areas cari be separated on tbe map. 
Since, on tbe semidetailed maps, it is rarely possible to 
delineate areas of a single soil, it is almost always necessary 
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to combine small areas of several soik into a larger area. 
These larger amas are represented on the map by a map 
unit that identifies the kinds and distribution of the compo- 
nent soi1 profiles. 

‘Ihe soi1 association is used to show the relationship 
hetween map units that have formed on a similar 
geological deposit within a particular soil zone. The Oxbow 
Association, for instance, is the name given to a group of soi1 
profiles formed on loamy glacial till occurring in the black 
soi1 zone. The various map units of the Oxbow Association 
reflect variations in the kind and distribution of Oxbow soils 
from one area to the next 

Where two geological deposits occur within a deline- 
atedareaonthe map, twoassociationsareused. Asan 
example, Meota-Oxbow is the name given to a group of 
soils of the Meota and Oxbow soi1 associations. Different 
map units of tbis complex are used to reflcct variations in the 
kind and distribution of Meota and Oxbow soils from one 
area to the next. As an exception, areas in which several 
geological deposits occur in a somewhat chaotic and 
unpredictable pattem thmughout the landscape are often 
given a single association name. For example, Keppel is the 
name given to soils formed in a highly complex mixture of 
loamy glacial till, silty water-modifled glacial till and silty 
glaciolacustrine materials. 

It is possible also to fmd soils reflecting the character- 
istics of two soi1 zones within a local area. Under these 
circumstances, two associations are used to reflect tbese 
different soil properties. For example, Black and Dark Gray 
soik that occur together are mapped in the Oxbow-White- 
wood complex, the Oxbow referring to the Black soils and 
Whitewood to the Dark Gray soils. 

The soi1 map, then, attempts to portray the kinds and 
distribution of various soi1 profiles throughout the munici- 
pality. The symbols on the map identify the soi1 map unit, 
the soi1 texture, the slope class and surface form. ‘lhe map 
legend provides a brief description of these features. More 
complete descriptions of individual soil associations and 
their component soi1 types are provided in the Description of 
Soils section of the report. The types of geological deposits 
which comprise tbe parent materials of the various soi1 
associations, the surface forms or shape of the land, and the 
soil’ s surface texture are described below . 

2.3 SURFACE DEPOSITS 

Alluvial Deposits - Alluvial deposits are materials 
laid down by streams and rivers, in valley bottoms and 
collection basins, since glaciation. These deposits are strati- 
lied and often contain beds or layers that are oblique to me 
main planes of stratification, indicative of their river or 
stream origin. 

Eolian Deposits - Eolian deposits are sandy or silty 
deposits tbat have been moved and redeposited by the wind, 
often in the form of sand dunes or silty lœssial veneers or 
blankets. Eolian deposits are well-sorted, poorly compacted 
and may contain beds or layers. 
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Fluvial Deposits - Fluvial deposits are materials laid 
down in rivers and stre.ams carrying glacial meltwater. 
They are usually sandy or gravelly and, like the alluvial 
deposits described above, may contain beds or layers mat are 
inclined or oblique to the main planes of stratification. These 
deposits are usually thick but may be thin, like a veneer, and 
underlain by glacial till. Materials laid down in direct contact 
with the glacier are tenned gkzcioj7uviaf. 

Lacustrine Deposits - Lacushine deposits are materi- 
als laid down in a glacial lake. These deposits are often 
stratifiedandcharacterized by dark- and light-colored beds 
or layers reflecting summer and winter depositional cycles 
inaglacial lake. Lacustrinedeposits usually have a high 
content of very fine Sand-, silt- or clay-sized particles. 
Those dominated by sand-sized particles are termed Zoamy 
lacustrine while those dominated by silt- and &y-sized 
particles are termed silty and ckàyey lacustine, respec- 
tively. They are usually thick but may be thin, likeaveneer, 
and underlain by glacial till or gravel. MateriaIs laid down in 
close contact with the glacier are termed gkzciolacustine 
deposits. 

Morainal Deposits - Morainal deposits, often re- 
ferred to as glacial till, are materials laid down by the glacial 
ice. These deposits are generally comprised of stones and 
gravels embedded in a matrix of sand-, silt- and clay-sized 
materials. When this matrix contains nearly equal amounts 
of sand, silt and clay they are. calledkmmy marainaldeposits. 
When there is a preponderance of sand or silt, they are 
referred to as sandy morainal or si@ mominal deposits, 
respectively. Usually, there are fewer stones and gravels 
present in silty morainal deposits than in sandy or loamy 
types. Morainal deposits characterized by an abundance of 
surface stones are called bouldery morainal deposits. 

Rolling - Landscapes that are characterized by a se- 
quence of long (often 1.6 km or greater), moderate to strong 
slopes extending from round& sometimes confmed depres- 
sions to broad, rounded knolls, that impart a wave-like 
pattem to the land surface are called rolling. ‘Ihey are called 
dissected rolling where shallow gullies join one low area or 
kettle to the next. 

Organic Deposits - Organic deposits are materials 
laid down by the accumulation of plant remains. They are 
generally 40 cm thick or greater and are comprised of either 
the remains of mosses or sedges and grasses and often have 
inclusions of woody materials. When the organic materials 
are largely undecomposed, so that there isalargeamount 
of well-preserved fiber that is readily identifiable as to 
botanical origin, they are called fdric organic deposits. 
When the organic materials are in an intermediate stage of 
decomposition, so that there is an intermediate amount of 
fiber that is identifiable as to botanical origin, they are called 
mesic organic deposits. Highly decomposed materials, 
which have a small amount of fiber that cari be identifïed as 
to botanical origin, are called humic organic deposits. 

Terra& - Areas, usually along a valley, that have a 
steep, short scarp slope and a horizontal or gently inclined 
surface above it are called terraced. 

Undifferentiated Deposits - Areas where the origin 
of the materials for the purpose of mapping has not been 
specified are termed undifferentiated deposits. These 
deposits, usually consisting of several mater& (morainal, 
fluvial, lacustrine, or others) occur in areas of steeply 
sloping land such as coulees and valley sides. 

Undulating - Landscapes that are characterized by a 
sequence of gentle slopes extending from smooth rises to 
gentle hollows, that impart a wavelike pattem to the land 
surface are called undulating. Where shallow gullies extend 
from one low area to the next in these 1andscape-s they are 
called undu&ting dissected and where the undulating sur- 
face is broken by abandoned river channels they are called 
undulating channelled. 

2.4 SURFACE FORMS 

Aprons and Fans - A fan is a gently sloping fan- 
shaped area, usually occuning at the base of a valley wall, 
resulting from the accumulation of sediments brought down 
by a stream descending through a steep ravine. A series of 
adjacent, coalescing fans is called an apron. 

Hummocky - Landscapes with a complex pattem of 
generally short, steep slopes extending from prominent 
knolls to somewhat rounded depressions or kettles are 
termed hummocky. They are called hummocky dissected 
where shallow gullies join one low area or kettle to the next 
and hummocky gullied where numerous, parallel or 
subparallel, narrow ravines interrupt the hummocky 
features of the landscape. Occasionally, areas have a 
complex of ridged and hummocky features. They are called 
hummocky-ridged. 

Inclined - Landscapes in which the general slope is in 
one direction only are called inclined. Whem shallow gullies 
occur along the slope, the areas are called inclined 
dissecte4 where a series of parallel or subparallel, deep 
gullies or ravines occur, they are called inclined gullied. 

Level - Landscapes that are flat orhaveverygently 
sloping surfaces are said to be level. Along flood plains of 
rivers and streams where the level surface is broken by 
abandoned river channels they are called levez channefled. 

Ridged - Landscapesthathavealinearpattem,usually 
of short and straight parallel ridges but sometime-s a single, 
sinuous ridge or a series of intersecting ridges are termed 
ridged. 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 
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2.5 SURFACE TEXTURE 

Mineral soi1 is a mixture of various-sized mineral parti- 
cles, decaying organic matter, air and water. The mineral 
particles, exclusive of stones and gravel, may be grouped into 
three particle-size fractions: sands (soil particles between 
0.05 and 2 mm in diameter), silts (soil particles between 
0.002 and 0.05 mm in diameter), and clays (soi1 particles less 
than 0.002 mm in diameter). The relative proportions of 
these particle-size fractions in a soi1 determine its texture. 
The textml triangle (Figure 2) is used to illustrate the 
proportion of Sand, silt and clay in the main textural classes. 
The vertical axis is percent clay, the horizontal axis is percent 
sand, while the remainder of each class is percent silt. Thus, 
when Sand is dominant, it yields a sandy- or coarse-textured 
soil, whereas a fine-texturedsoil is made up largely of silt and 
&y. The terms “light” and “heavy” are often used to refer 
to sandy- and clayey-textured soils respectively, and are 
actually ameasureof thepowcrrquiredto tillthesoil. Tbese 
terms have nothing to do with the actuel weight of soil, as a 
given volume of dry sand actually weighs slightly more than 
tllat of clay. 

Table 1. Soi1 texture classes. 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

Coarse-Textured 
gs Gravelly sand 

ii 
Sand 
Fine sand 

gk Gravelly loarny sand 
1s Loamy sand 
Ifs Lmuny fine sand 

Moderately Coarse-Textured 
gsl Gravelly sandy loam 
gl Gravelly loam 
Sl Sandy loam 
fl Fine sandy loam 
vl Very fine sandy loam 

Medium-Textured 
SC1 Sandy clay loam 
fcl Fine sandy clay loam 
vcl Very fine sandy clay loam 
1 Loanl 

Moderately Fine-Textured 
si1 Silt loam 
Cl clay loam 

sic1 Silty clay loam 
Fine-Textured 

C CbY 
sic Silty clay 
hc Heavy clay 

Miscellaneous 

u 
Organic 
Unclassified 
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Textural class names such as sandy loam, clay loam, 
heavy clay, etc., are given to soils based upon the relative 
proportions of sand, silt and &y. Three broad, fundamental 
textural groups are recognized: sands, loams and clays. 

SANDS - The sand group includes soils in which the sand 
particles make up at least 70% of the material by weight. 
Two main classes arerecognized: sand and loamy sand. 
Sands are further broken down into different sand sizes 
such as fme sand or coarse sand. A description of these 
is found under “Sand” in the glossary. 

LOAMS - The loam group is intermediate in texture be- 
tween the coarse-textured sands and tbe fine-textured 
clays, and these soils usually contain a significant pro- 
portion of each particle-size fraction. Glass names 
include: sandy loam, silt loam, silty clay loam, sandy 
clay loam, clay loam and loam. 

CLAYS - Tbe &y group includes soils that contain at least 
35% clay-size particles, and in most cases, more than 
40%. Class names are : sandy clay, silty clay, clay and 
heavy clay. Soils of this group are often referred to as 
‘gumbo”. 

Table 1 lists the surface textures and symbols that may 
be used in this report, grouped into particle-size categories. 
The miscellaneous catergory contains two non-texture en- 
tries. The “0, or organic soi1 texture class is used for organic 
soils. By definition, tbese soils do not contain any mineral 
component and, therefore, do not have a surface texture as 
defined and described above. The symbol “0” mercly iden- 
tifies the surface as being organic. The “u” or unclassified 
class is used for areas in which surface texture has not been 
determined. These include areas that have been greatly 
altered (such as grave1 pits or mines), most wetlands and 
Mes, areas that have not been examined (such as towns and 
cities), and areas of extremely variable texture (such as some 
Hillwash or Runway delineations). 

Figure 2. Textural triangle. 

0 10 203040 5060 70 80 90 100 
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calcamous A horizon underlain by a highly calcareous B and 
C horizon. The B and C horizons often have drab colors and 
reddish spots and stains, indicative of imperfect soi1 drain- 
age. 

Humic Gleysol Soils - The Alluvium Humic Gleysol 
soils represents a variety of wet soils that have dark-colored 
A horizons. They occur in undrained depressional areas that 
are subject to flooding, and in undrained areas associated 
with abandoned stream meanders. Subsurface horizons have 
drab colors that are dotted with reddish spots and streaks, 
indicative of formation under poorly drained conditions. 
Alluvium Rego Humic Gleysol soils are those that have a 
dark colored A horizon that directly overlies the C horizon. 
The Alluvium Grthic Humic Gleysol soi1 has a dark colored 
A horizon that is also underlain by a drab-colored B horizon. 
Alluvium peaty Humic Gleysol soils have a layer of peaty 
material, 15 to 40 cm thick overlying mineral materials. In 
some areas, these soils may be saline and/or carbonated. 

Gleysolic Soils - The Alluvium Gleysolic soils repre- 
sents a variety of wet soils. They occur in undrained 
depressional areas tbat are subject to flooding and in un- 
drained areas associated with abandoned stream meanders. 
They often have thick, dark-colored A horizons and drab 
subsurface colors that are dotted with reddish spots and 
streaks. Some of these soils have a very light-gray leached 
horizon below the dark A horizon. Alluvium peaty Gleysolic 
soils have a layer of peaty material, 15 to 40 cm thick, 
overlying mineral mater&. They are generally wet for ail 
or a significant portion of the growing season and are often 
floodal. Most Alluvium Gleysolic soils are not cultivated 
unless drained, although some may become dry enough to 
cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. In some 
amas, these soils may be saline and/or carbonate-d. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF 
SOILS 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

Alluvium soils are a mixture of soils formed in variable- 
textured alluvial materials, associated with stream flcxxl 
plains and drainage channels. These soils have formed in 
materials derived fiom a variety of sources and thus vary 
markedly in color, texture, and composition. Surface tex- 
tures range from sand to clay. 

Alluvium soils are usually stone free, but may be under- 
lain by stony deposits. Eroded stream beds within Alluvium 
areas, for example, may be very stony. Alluvium soils 
usually occur on level or undulating landscapes with very 
gentle to gentle slopes. 

Alluvium soils occur in complex with soils of other 
associations and, in most of these complexes, the Alluvium 
soils occur on the lower slopes in the landscape. 

Kinds of Alluvium Soils 

Orthic Chernozemic - The Alluvium Grthic Chemo- 
zemic soi1 cari occur on all slope positions in some land- 
scapes, especially in areas of coarse-textured materials and 
good drainage. It is a well-drained soi1 characterized by a 
dark-colored A horizon, 10 to 20 cm thick, underlain by a 
brown B horizon and a light-colored, calcareous C horizon. 

Gleyed Orthic Chernozemic - The Alluvium Gleyed 
Grthic Chemozemic soil usually occurs on mid- and lower 
slopes. It is a moderately well- to imperfectly drained soil 
characterized by a dark-colored A horizon, underlain by B 
and C horizons that often have dull colors and reddish spots 
and stains, indicative of restricted soil drainage. 

Calcareous Chernozemic - Tbe AIluvium Calcareous 
Chemozemic soi1 cari occur on all slope positions in some 
landscapes, particularly in areas of fiier-textumd materials. 
It is a welldrained soil characterized by a dark-colored, 
usually calcareous A horizon, 10 to 20 cm thick, underlain by 
a thin, brownish-colored, calcareous B horizon and a light- 
colored, calcareous C horizon. 

Rego Chernozemic - The Alluvium Rego Chemozem- 
ic soi1 occurs on mid- and Upper slopes, however, it cari 
extend onto lower slopes in some landscapes. The A horizon 
is very thin, overlying a light-colored, calcareous C horizon. 
These soils generally occur on river flood-plains where soil 
formation is restricted by periodic deposition of stream 
sediments. 

Gleyed Calcareous Chernozemic - The Alluvium 
GleyedCalcareous Chemozemic soil occurs on lower slopes, 
surroundingpoorlydraineddepmssionsandabandonedstream 
meanders; however, it cari occur on all slope positions in 
some landscapes. This soil is affected to varying degrees by 
imperfect soi1 drainage and, often, by the presence of soluble 
salts witbin the rooting zone. It is characterized by a highly 

Agricultural Properties of Alluvium Soils 

The agricultural capability of Alluvium soils ranges 
from class 2, good agricultural soils, to class 7, soils with no 
capability for arable agriculture or permanent pasture. This 
wide range in agriculturaI capability is mainly the result of 
varying degrees of salinity and excess wetness. Where 
salinity and wetness are not a problem and where the soil 
texture provides an adequate water-holding capacity, they 
are often good agricultural soils. Alluvium soils may be 
downrated based on other soil and landscape limitations (i.e. 
stones, topography, flooding, erosion, etc.) that are peculiar 
to individual delineations. Ratings for each delineation are 
listed under the heading “Agricultural Capability” in the 
Interpretive Data Tables section of this report 

Alluvium soils generally have a moderate amount of 
organic matter in the A horizon, msulting in reasonable 
fertility and good tilth. Because of the association of these 
soils with lower portions of the landscape and their occur- 
rence in narrow bands in valley bottoms, wind erosion is not 
usually a serious problem. They are, however, susceptible to 
water erosion and to flooding because of their association 
with low landscape positions and drainage channels which 
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receivertmoff water in the spring or during periods of intense 
rainfall. They usually occur on favorable topography but 
areas are often small and irregular and cm by erosion chan- 
nels, making cultivation diflïcult or impractical. 

Stones are not generally a problem, however, annual 
clearing may be required along eroded stream beds. Areas 
dominated by saline or Gleysolic Alluvium soils generally 
have little potential for trop land and are suitable mainly for 
forage production or pasture. If drainage cari be improved 
and if salinity and accessibility do not pose serious limita- 
tions, some of these areas cari be brought into agricultural 
production. 

Arbow soils are Gleysolic soils tbat have formed in 
variable-textured alluvialdeposits associated with low-lying 
depressional basins, supporting a tree caver whose species 
vary according to the local drainage conditions. Most of 
tbese soils are overlain by up to 60 cm of peat. The texture 
of the mineral layer immediately below the organic layer is 
variable. 

Arbow soils are usually stone free, although stones may 
occur where the alluvial materials are shallow (less than 1 m 
thick) and underlain by glacial till, or where glacial till is the 
main deposit in which these soils are formed. These soils 
generally occur in flat to depressional areas and often occur 
at the margins of Organic soils or as small islands of mineral 
soils within areas of Grganic soils. 

Kinds of Arbow Soils 

Peaty Gleysolic SoiIs - Arbow peaty Gleysolic soils 
occur mainly in low-lying depressional amas. They are 
characterized by a shallow layer of peaty material, from 15 
to 60 cm thick, that overlies a dark-colored A horizon. The 
underlying horizons have drab colors that often include 
reddish spots and stains, indicative of formation under poorly 
drained conditions. When the organic material is primarily 
humic or mesic peat, the organic layer may be up to 40 cm 
thick; if primarily fibric peat, the organic layer may be up to 
60 cm thick. Unless artificially drained, most of these soils 
are frequendy wet for all or a significant portion of the 
growing season and are often flooded. 

Agricultural Properties of Arbow Soils 

Arbow soils are nonarable agricultural soils of capabil- 
ity classes 5 and 6, with wetness being the main limitation. 
These soils are wet for all or a significant portion of the 
growing season, thus limiting theiragricultural use to perma- 
nentpasture. Their occurrence in low-lying and depressional 
areas makes drainagedifficult and the possibility of flooding 
or unseasonal Frost damage is always present. If cleared and 
adequately drained, these soils do have a limited potential for 
the production of forage crops. Ratings for each delineation 

are listed under the heading “Agricultural Capability” in the 
Interpretive Data Tables section of this report. 

Blaine Lake soils are Black Chemozemic soils that have 
formed in moderately calcareous, silty lacustrine materials. 
Surface textures are usually loam to silty clay loam. 

Blaine Lake soils are typically stone free, however, 
some stones may occur where the lacusuine sediments are 
shallow (less than 1 m thick) and underlain by eroded glacial 
till or gravel. Blaine Lake soils occur extensively on undu- 
lating landscapes with nearly level to gentle slopes and also 
on hummocky landscapes with gentle to moderate slopes. 

Blaine Lake soils frequently occur in complex with soils 
of other associations. In most of these complexes, the Blaine 
Lake soils tend to occur on the mid- and lower slope posi- 
tions. However, where they are in complex with soils formed 
in clayey lacustrine materials, me Blaine Lake soils usually 
occur on Upper slopes and knolls. 

- 

- 

- 

Kinds of Blaine Lake Soils 
- 

Calcareous Black - Ibe Blaine Lake Calcareous Black 
soi1 cccurs mainly on Upper slopes and knolls in most Blaine 
Lake landscapes, but cari also occur on some moderately 
welldrained lower slopes. It has a black A horizon that is 
often calcareous, is 11 to 17 cm thick, and is underlam by a 
brownish- to grayish-brown, calcareous B horizon and a 
grayish-colored, moderately calcar~us C horizon. 

Gleyed Calcareous Black - The Blaine Lake Gleyed 
Calweous Black soil occurs on lower slopes, frequently 
surrounding sloughs or poorly drained depressions, and on 
imperfectly to poorly drained flat or depressional areas. It is 
an imperfectly drained soi1 with a black, usually calcareous 
A horizon, underlain by highly calcareous B and C horizons. 
The B andC horizons often have du11 colors and reddish spots 
and stains, indicative of imperfect soil drainage. Streaks of 
carbonate frequently ‘occur throughout the upper horizons. 

Peaty Gleysolic Soils - Peaty Gleysolic soils occur 
mainly in sloughs and low-lying depressional areas. They 
are characterized by a shallow layer of peaty material, from 
15 to40 cm thick, that overliesadark-colored A horizon. The 
underlying horizons have drab colors that often include 
reddish spots and stains, indicative of formation under poorly 
drained conditions. When the organic material is primarily 
fibricpeat,theorganiclayermaybeupto6Ocmthick. Unless 
artitïcially drained, most of tbese soils are f?equendy wet for 
allorasignificantportionofthegrowingseasonandareoften 
flooded. 

Agricultural Properties of Blaine Lake Soils 

Blaine Lake soils are considered to be good agricultural 
soils of capability class 2. For loam to silt loam textured 
Blaine Lake soils, a slight moisture deficit, imparted by the 
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is a well- to rapidly drained soil that, when cultivated, has a 
very light grayish-colored A horizon, underlain by a dense, 
brownish-colored B horizon with prismatic structure that 
breaks to angular blocky or coarse angular aggregates when 
dry. The B horizon, in tum, is underlain by a grayish-brown, 
weakly calcareous C horizon. Under forested conditions, the 
uppermost horizons consist of a layer of leaf litter and a very 
thin, dark-colored A horizon overlying a very light grayish- 
colored, leached horizon with platy structure. Upon cultiva- 
tion, these horizons become mixed, resulting in the very light 
grayish-colored surface. 

Peaty Gleysolic Soils - Peaty Gleysolic soils cccur 
mainly in sloughs and low-lying depressional areas. They 
are characterized by a shallow layer of peaty material, from 
15 to40cmthick.thatoverliesadarkçoloredA horizon. The 
underlying horizons have drab colors that often include 
reddish spots and stains, indicative of formation underpoorly 
drained conditions. When the organic material is primarily 
fibricpeat,theorganiclayermaybeupto6Ocmthick. Unless 
artificially drained, most of these soils are fiequently wet for 
allorasignificantportionofthegmwingseasonandareoften 
flooded. 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

subhumid regional climate and a modemte water-holding 
capacity, is the main limitation to the production of common 
field crops. For clay loam to silty clay loam-textured Blaine 
Lakesoils, a moderate heat deficit, imparted by the subhumid 
regional climate is the main limitation. These soils may be 
further downrated based on other soil and landscape limita- 
tions (i.e. salinity, topography, wetness, etc.) that are pecu- 
liar to individual delineations. Ratings for each delineation 
are Med under the heading “Agricultural Capability” in the 
Interpretive Data Tables section of this report. 

Blaine Lake soils have a high amount of organic matter 
in the A horizon. They are low in available phosphorus and 
high in available potassium. Crops grown on these soils 
usually respond to additions of nitrogen and phosphorus 
fertilizers. Under favorable moisture conditions, the major- 
ity of Blaine Lake soils often result in some of the best crops 
produced in the area. Wetconditions may be prevalent on the 
imperfectly drained soils in tbe spring, therefore, cultivation 
and seeding operations may be delayed. Drying of the 
surface of Blaine Lake Gleyed Calcareous Black soils in the 
spring cari produce a light and fluffy consistency, which may 
make preparation of a good seed bed difficult. Blaine Lake 
soils that occur in landscapes with gentle slopes have a low 
susceptibility to wind and water erosion. Stones are gener- 
ally not a problem, but where the soils are shallow and 
underlain by eroded glacial till, occasional clearing may be 
required. 

Bodmin soils are Gray Luvisolic soils that have formed 
in gravelly fluvial mater&, in areas where wooded vegeta- 
tion has had a strong influence on soi1 formation. Soils that 
have formed under these conditions are usually strongly 
leached, resulting in low organic matter levels and, hence, a 
grayish-colored surface when cultivated. Surface textures 
range from loamy sand to loam or gravelly loamy sand to 
gravelly loam, depending on the nature of me parent mate- 
rial. 

Bodmin soils are usually slightly to moderately stony, 
however, where the gravelly deposit is thin and underlain or 
mixed with glacial till, surface stones are often more numer- 
ous. Thesesoilsoccuronavarietyof landscapes. Undulating 
landscapes with very gentle to gentle slopes and hummocky 
landscapes with gentle to moderate slopes are two of the 
more common landforms. 

Bodmin soils frequently occur in complex with soils of 
other associations. In most of tbese complexes, the Bodmin 
soils occur in an unpredictable manner, occupying almost 
any slope position. 

Kinds of Bodmin Soils 

Orthic Gray Luvisd - The Bodmin Grthic Gray Luvi- 
sol soil cari occur on all slope positions in the landscape. It 

Agricultural Properties of Bodmin Soils 

Bodmin soils are pour agricultural soils of capability 
class 4. Their muse textures, resulting in a very low to low 
water-holding capacity and, consequently, poor drought 
resistance, as well as their low inherent fertility, are their 
main limitations. These soils may be downrated further 
based on other soi1 and landscape limitations (i.e. salinity, 
topography, stones, etc.) that are peculiar to individual de- 
lineations. For example, some Bodmin soils have been rated 
as class 5 (unsuitable for sustained production of annual field 
crops) because of their coarse surface textures and excessive 
amounts of stone. Ratings for each delineation are listed 
under the heading “Agricultural Capability” in the Interpre- 
tive Data Tables section of this report 

lhese soils’are low in organic matter. They usually 
require applications of nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizers 
and may also need additions of potassium and sulphur, 
depending on the crops grown. They are slightly to moder- 
ately acid in reaction, however, these levels do not seriously 
affect the production of most crops, although some sensitive 
crops, such as alfalfa, may be affect& 

Stones are usually present, however, amounts vary con- 
siderably. Some areas are almost stone free, while others 
rquire periodic removal ifthe soils are tobe cultivated. Due 
totheircoarsetextures and low organic mattercontents, wind 
erosion may present a further problem, especially on the 
steeper slopes and knolls. Conservation practices that main- 
tain a continua1 trop or trash caver should be used to protect 
these soils. Although foragecrops have been grown success- 
fully on some of the Bodmin soils, tbey are generallyconsid- 
ered to be marginal to unsuitable for annual trop production. 
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Agricultural Properties of Bagwa Lake Soils 

Bagwa Lake soils are Organic soils that have formed in 
accumulations of vegetative materials, primarily sedges, 
meadow grasses and shrubs. These partIy decomposed plant 
residues have accumulated in wet lowland amas, which are 
known as fens. The native vegetation in these areas consist 
mainly of sedges, cattails, rushes, reeds and grasses, along 
with scattcrcd willows and other shrubs. Trees such as 
tamarack and black spruce may also be present. The peat is 
derived from the accumulation of this vegetative material 
and is ofien saturated at or near the surface. In these areas, 
it is not unusual for the center of the deposit to have a small 
water body. The deposits are usually less than 2 m tbick, but 
greater than 0.6 m thick, with the thickest part occurring 
towards the center of the deposit. The surface is generally 
level with strong, hummocky microrelief. 

Bagwa Lake soils may cccur in complex with soils of 
otherassociations. Inthesecomplexes,theBagwaLakesoils 
typically occur on lower landscapc positions. 

Kinds of Bagwa Lake Soils 

Typic Fibrisol - The Bagwa Lake Typic Fibrisol soi1 is 
formed in organic materials that are weakly dccomposed 
(fibric), and the thickness of the organic material generally 
exceeds 160 cm. 

TerricFibrisol - TheBagwaLakeTenicFibrisolsoilis 
formed in organic materiaIs that are weakly decomposcd 
(fibric), and the thickness of the organic matcriai exceeds 60 
cm in thickness but is less than 160 cm. 

Typic Mesisol- The BagwaLake Typic Mesisol soi1 is 
formed in organic matcrials that are in an intermediate stage 
of decomposition (mesic), and the thickness of the organic 
material generally exceeds 160 cm. 

Fibric Mesisol - The BagwaLake Fibric Mesisol soi1 is 
formed in organic matcrials that are in an intermediate stage 
of decomposition (mesic). There is a subdominant layer of 
weakly decomposed matcrial (fibric) greater than 25 cm 
thick below a depth of 40 cm from the surface. The thickness 
of the organic material is greater than 160 cm. 

Terric Mesisol - The BagwaLake Terric Mesisol soi1 is 
formed in organic materials that are in an intermediate stage 
of decomposition (mesic), and the thickness of the organic 
makxial exceeds 40 cm but is less than 160 cm. 

Organic Soils - The Bagwa Lake Organic soils refers to 
a mixture of different types of Bagwa Lake soils. These soils 
are in various stages of decomposition, ranging from fibric, 
or weakly decomposed, to humic or highly dccomposed. The 
thickness of the organic material may also be quite variable. 
The minimum thickness of an organic soils in an intermedi- 
ate (mesic) or highly (humic) decomposed state is 40 cm, and 
60 cm for those in a weakly decomposed (fibric) statc. The 
maximum thickness of the organic material is also variable, 
ami may exceed 160 cm in some areas. 

Bagwa Lake soils are not classified for agricultural 
capability unless they are being used for agricultuml pur- 
poses. ‘Ihe rating for each delincation is listed under the 
heading “Agricultural Capability” in the Interpretive Data 
Tables section of this report. Areas that are not classified are 
given the symbol0. 

BagwaLake soils, in theirnatural state, are very wet and 
are suitable only for native grazing. Arcas with open water 
are not suitable for agricultural use If these lands are to be 
developed for agricultural use, they Will require drainage 
and, usually, some clearing before breaking. Disposai of 
drainage watcr may not be feasible in some locations. Due 
to their low-lying position, these areas are susceptible to cold 
air drainage and, thus, to late spring and carly fall ftosts. The 
organic mat isalso an excellent insulator and, thus, these soils 
are slow to warm up in the spring. This may shorten tbe 
growing season to the extent that crops may not have suffi- 
cient tinte to matum. Also, once the vegetative mat is 
disturbed by cultivation and the surface dries, these soils 
become very susceptible to wind erosion. If drainage is 
providcd, the growing of perennial foragecrops may bemore 
feasible than annual cropping. Considering the cost of 
drainage and clearing of these areas, the possible require- 
ment for speciahzed agricultu.ral equipment, and the poten- 
tial need for soi1 amendments such as fertilizer and lime, it 
may not be economically fcasible to grow annual crops on 
these soils. 

Bittem Lake soils are Gray Luvisolic soils that have 
fotmed in loam to clay loam glacial till overlain by sandy 
glaciofluvial materials, in areas where wooded vegetation 
has had a strong influence on soi1 formation. Soils that have 
formed under tbese conditions are usually strongly leached, 
resulting in low organic matter levels and, hcnce, a grayish- 
colored surface whencultivated. The surface texture of these 
soils is commonly loamy sand to sandy loam. 

Bittem Lake soils are usuahy slightly to moderately 
stony, however, sometimes stones Will tend to be concen- 
tmed at the contact between the glacial till and the sandy 
overlay. These soils occur on hummocky landscapes with 
slopes ranging from gentle to strong, and on undulating 
landscap with gentle to moderate slopes. 

Bittem Lake soils commonly occur in complex with 
soils of other associations. The Bittem Lake soils tend to 
occur in an unpredictable manner occupying any slopc 
position. 

Kinds of Bittern Lake Soils 

Orthic Gray Luvisol - The Bittem Lake Orthic Gray 
Luvisol soil usually occupies Upper slope positions, how- 
ever, it may extend to a11 slopc positions in some landscapcs. 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 
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It is a welldrained soi1 which, under forested conditions, is 
characterizcd by a gray to gmyish-brown, strongly leached 
horizon with platy structure below the forest litter. This 
surface A horizon usually includes the entire thickness of the 
sandy overlay. Upon cultivation, part or all of this Ieached 
horizon is incorporated into the plow layer, producing a light- 
gray surface. Below these horizons is arelatively thick, dark- 
brown to dark grayish-brown B horizon that usually has a 
strong (hard), angular blocky to prismatic structure due to an 
accumulation of clay leached from Upper horizons. The B 
horizon, in mm, is underlain by a grayish-colore& weakly to 
moderatcly calcareous C horizon. 

Gleyed Gray Luvisol - The Bittern Lake Gleyed Gray 
Luvisol soi1 occurs on lower slope positions. It is an imper- 
fectly drained soi1 characterized by a light gray-colored A 
horizon that is strongly leached,resulting in a platy structure, 
This horizon is underlain by a brownish-colored B horizon 
that has a distinct, angular blocky structure when dry. The B 
horizon is underlain by a very dark grayish-brown, weakl y to 
moderately calcareous C horizon. The B and C horizons 
often havedull colors and reddish spots and stains, indicative 
of imperfect soi1 drainage. 

Brunisolic Gray Luvisol - The Bitter Lake Brunisolic 
Gray Luvisol soil usually occupies Upper slope positions, 
however, it may extend to ail slope positions in some land- 
scapes. It is a well-drained soil which, under forested 
conditions, is characterized by the presence of a gray to 
grayish-brown, strongly leached horizon with platy structure 
below the forest litter. A distinguishing characteristic of 
these soils is the prescnce of a brown horizon within this 
leached horizon. Usually, the horizon with platy structure 
includes the entire thickness of the sandy overlay. Upon 
cultivation, part or all of the leached horizon is incorporated 
into the plow layer, producing a light-gray surface. Below 
these horizons is a relatively thick, dark-brown to dark 
grayish-brown B horizon that usually has a strong (hard), 
angular blocky to prismaric structure due to an accumulation 
of clay leached t?om Upper horizons. ‘Ihe B horizon, in mm, 
is underlain by a grayish-colored, weakly to moderately 
calcareous C horizon. 

Dark Gray Luvisol - The Bittem Lake Dark Gray Lu- 
vis01 soi1 usually occurs on mid- to lower slopes. It is a well- 
to moderately well-drained soil which, under forested candi-. 
tions, is characterized by the presence of a thin, dark-colored 
surface horizon below the forest litter, underlain by a gray to 
grayish-brown, leached horizon with platy structure. Usu- 
ally, the horizon with platy structure includes theentire depth 
of the sandy overlay. Upon cultivation, the Upper part of this 
leached horizon is incorporated into the plow layer, produc- 
ing a dark-gray surface. Below these horizons is a relatively 
thick, dark brown to dark grayish-brown B horizon that 
usually has a strong (hard), angular blocky to prismatic 
structure due to an enrichment of clay leached from Upper 
horizons. The B horizon is underlain, in turn, by a grayish- 
colored, weakly to moderately calcareous C horizon. 

Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol - The Bittem Lake Gleyed 
Dark Gray Luvisol soi1 occum on lower slope positions. It is 
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an imperfectly drained soi1 characterized by a dark-gray A 
horizon, underlain by a light gray, leached horizon with platy 
structure. This horizon is underlain by a relatively thick, 
brownish B horizon that usually has strong (hard), angular 
blockytoprismatic structure,theresultofanaccumulationof 
clay leached from Upper horizons. The B horizon, in tum, is 
underlain by a very dark grayish-brown, weakly to moder- 
ately calcareous C horizon, in which many of the carbonates 
occur in streaks and splotches. The B and C horizons often 
have du11 colors and reddish spots and stains, indicative of 
imperfect soi1 drainage. 

Gleysolic SoiIs - Gleysolic soils represent a variety of 
wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, occasionally, 
on the bottom of small drainage channels and low-lying 
depressional areas. They occur in areas that collect runoff 
fiom heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain wet for 
much of the growing season. They often have thick, dark- 
colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that include 
reddish spots and streaks. Peaty Gleysolic soils have a layer 
of peaty material that is 15 to 40 cm thick. In areas where the 
depositofpeatwasrelativelythin,muchorallofthepeatmay 
have been incorporated into the Upper mineral soi1 horizon 
upon cultivation. Due to their location in the landscape, some 
Gleysolic soils have become saline and/or carbonated. Most 
Gleysolic soils are not cultivated unless drained, although 
some may become dry enough to cultivate during periods of 
prolonged drought 

Agricultural Properties of Bittem Lake Soils 

Most Bittem Lake soils are poor agricultural soils of 
capability class4. The main limitations of these soils are the 
hard structure of the B horizon that mstricts water infiltration 
and rootpenetration, the sandy nature of the surface horizon, 
and the low organic matter content of the surface horizon that 
makes seedbed preparation difficult and also makes the soil 
susceptible to crusting after heavy rains: this crusting resuhs 
in poor sccdling emergence for small-seeded crops. These 
soils may be further downrated based on other soi1 and 
landscape limitations (salinity, wetness, topography, stones, 
etc.) that are peculiar to individual delineations. Ratings for 
each delineation are listed under the heading “Agricultural 
Capability” in the Interpretive Data Tables section of this 
report. 

Bittem Lake soils have low inherent fertility. They have 
a low amount of organic matter in the A horizon, are low in 
available phosphorus and low in available potassium. They 
arc slightly to moderately acid in reaction, however, the 
acidity does not usually affect the yields of cereal crops. 
There may be small, local areas where the growth of some 
sensitive crops, like legumes, may be inhibited; detailed 
samplmg and analysis for pH Will determine whether it is 
practical to lime such areas to achieve maximum yields. 

Bittem Lake soils that occur on landscapes with gentle 
slopes have a low susceptibility to wind and water erosion. 
Those soils that occur on landscapes with moderate to strong 
slopes have a moderate to high susceptibility to water ero- 
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sion. In these areas it is recommended tbat soil conservation 
practices. such as maintenance of trop msidues through 
reduced tillage or leaving stubble standing, ship cropping, 
cultivation across dissected slopes and grassing of major 
waterruns,beutilizedtocontrolwindandwatererosion. The 
addition of organic matter, through the regular use of leg- 
umes in cmp rotations or by spreading manure, will greatly 
benefit the surface structure of these soils. 

A few stones c-an be expected on these soils and occa- 
sional clearing is required. 

Beaver River soils are Gray Luvisolic soils that have 
formed inclayey lacustrine mater&, in amas where wooded 
vegetation hashadastronginfluenceon soi1 formation. Soils 
formed under these conditions are highly leached, resuhing 
in low organic matter levels and, hence, dark gray- to gray- 
colored surfaces upon cultivation. Surface textures usuaily 
range from loam to clay loam but may be clay in some areas. 

Beaver River soils are usually nonstony, but may be 
slightly stony where the lacustrine materials are shallow and 
underlain by glacial till. They are usually associated with 
undulating landscapes with very gentle to gentle slopes. 

Beaver River soils frequently occur in complex with 
soils of other associations. In most of these complexes, the 
Beaver River soils occur on mid- and lower slope positions. 

Kinds of Beaver River Soils 

Orthic Gray Luvisol - The Beaver River Grthic Gray 
Luvisol soi1 usually occurs on well- to moderately well- 
drained mid- to Upper slope positions, however, it may 
extend to lower slopes in some landscapes. Under forested 
conditions, the surface organic liaer fayer is underlain by a 
gray to grayish-brown, strongly leached, platy horizon of 
variable thickness. Upon cultivation, part or all of this 
leached horizon is incorporated with the litter layer into the 
plow layer,producing a light-gray surface. This horizon may 
be underlain by a transitional Al3 horizon as a result of 
degradation in the Upper part of the B horizon. Below these 
horizons is a relatively thick, brownishcolored B horizon 
tbat has a strong (hard), angular blocky to prismatic structure 
due to an enrichment of clay from the leached horizon. The 
B horizon is underlain by a grayish-brown, weakly to mod- 
erately calcareous C horizon. 

Dark Gray Luvisol - Tbe Beaver River Dark Gray 
Luvisol soi1 usually cccurs on well- to moderately well- 
drained lower slopes, however, it may occur throughout the 
landscape in some amas. Under forested conditions, the 
surface organic litter layer is underlain by a thin, dark- 
coloredAhorizon,overlyingagraytograyish-brown,strongly 
leached horizon with platy structure. Upon cultivation, the 
Upper part of this leached horizon is incorporated with the 
litterlayerintotheplowlayer,producingadark-graysurface. 
This horizon may be underlain by a transitional Al3 horizon 
as a result of degradation in the Upper part of the B horizon. 

Below these horizons is a relatively thick, brownish-colored 
B horizon that has a strong (hard), angular blocky to pris- 
matic structure due to an emichment of clay f?om the leached 
horizon. The B horizon is underlain by a grayish-brown, 
weakly to moderately calcareous C horizon. 

Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol - The Beaver River Gleyed 
Dark Gray Luvisol soi1 usually occurs on moderately well- to 
imperfectly drained lower slope positions. Under forested 
conditions, the surface organic litter layer is underlain by a 
thin, dark~olored A horizon, overlying a gray to grayish- 
brown, strongly leached horizon with platy structure. Upon 
cultivation, the upper part of this leached horizon is incorpo- 
rated with the litter layer into the plow layer, producing a 
dark-gray surface. This horizon may be underlain by a 
transitionalABhorizonasaresultofdegmdationintheupper 
part of tbe B horizon. Below these horizons is a relatively 
thick, brownish-colored B horizon that has a strong !&rd), 
angular blocky to prismatic structure due to an enrichment of 
clay from the leached horizon. ‘Ihe B horizon is underlain by 
a grayish-brown, weakly to moderately calcareous C hoti- 
zon. The B and C horizons often have dull colors and reddish 
spots and stains, indicative of soi1 formation under condi- 
tions of mstricted drainage. 

Gleysolic Soils - Gleysolic soils represent a variety of 
wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, occasionally, 
on the bottom of small drainage channels and low-lying 
depressional amas. They occur in amas that collect nmoff 
from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain wet for 
much of the growing season. They often have thick, dark- 
colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that include 
reddish spots and streaks. Peaty Gleysolic soils have a layer 
of peaty material that is 15 to 40 cm thick. In areas where the 
depositofpeatwasrelativelythin,muchorallofthepeatmay 
have been incorporated into the Upper mineral soi1 horizon 
upon cultivation. Due to their location in the landscape, some 
Gleysolic soils have become saline and/or carbonated. Most 
Gleysolic soils are not cultivated unless drained, although 
some may become dry enough to cultivate during periods of 
prolonged drought. 

Luvic Gleysol Soils - Luvic Gleysol soils occurmainly 
in sloughs and low-lying depressional areas which collect 
runoff from heavyrains and snowmelt. They are usually wet 
for the early part of the growing season and are often subject 
to flooding throughout the year after significant rainfall; 
drainage is resuicted by a dense, slowly permeable subsoil. 
These soils havea platy (leached), light-colomd layer below 
the surface underlain by a dense, grayish-brown B horizon 
that becomes very hard when dry. When cultivated, the 
Upper layers are mixa resulting in a gray-colored surface 
which is subject to crusting. The underlying B and C 
horizons have dull colors and reddish spots and streaks, 
indicative of formation under poorly drained conditions. 

Agricultural Properties of Beaver River Soils 

Beaver River soils are good (Dark Gray Luvisol) to fair 
(Grthic Gray Luvisol) agricultuml soils of capability classes 
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2 and 3, respectively. They have a high water-holding 
capacity and a slight moisture deflcit due to the regional 
subhumid climate. ‘Ihe main limitations of these soils are 
structural. The low organic matter content in some of these 
soils results in a structure that makes seedbed preparation 
difficult and also makes these soils susceptible to crusting, 
rewlting in poor seedling emergence, especially for small- 
seeded crops. They have a dense B horizon that may resuict 
water infiltration androotpenetration. These limitations are 
most strongly expressed in the Orthic Gray Luvisol soil. 
These soils may be further downrated based on other soi1 and 
landscape limitations (i.e. salinity, topography, wetness, 
etc.) that are peculiar to individual delineations. Ratings for 
each delineation are listed under the heading “Agricu1tural 
Capability” in the Interpretive Data Tables section of this 
report. 

Beaver River soils have low amounts of organic matter 
in the A horizon. They are low in available phosphorus and 
high in available potassium. Most crops usually re-spond to 
applications of nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizers. Sulphur 
fertilixer may be beneflcial to some crops, particularly oil 
sec& These soils are slightly to moderately acid in reaction. 
The acidity does not affect the productivity of these soils, 
although there may be local areas with moderate acidity that 
may inhibit the growtb of some sensitive crops such as 
alfa&. 

Water erosion cari become serious during periods of 
intense rainfall due to the relatively low infiltration rate of 
thesesoils. Thepotentialforwatererosionisgreatest inareas 
with long slopes; management practices, such as cultivation 
across slopes and grassing of runways, shouldbe followed as 
much as possible. Wind erosion cari be a problem unless 
conservation practices are followed. Such practices include 
maintenance of trop residues through reduced tillage or 
leaving stubble standing, continuous cropping or the estab- 
lishment of forages in seriously affected areas. Management 
practices, such as the use of legumes in trop rotations, would 
help to increase the soi1 organic matter content and, thus, 
improve the surface structure of these soils. 

Dorintosh soils are Gray Luvisolic soils that have formed 
in silty lacustrine materials, in areas where wocded vegeta- 
tion bas hadan influence on soi1 formation. Surface textures 
range from silt loam to silty clay loam. 

These soils commonly occur on undulating landscapes 
with gentle slopes and less frequently on hummocky land- 
scapes with slopes ranging from gentle to strong. Tbese soils 
are typically stone Eree; the exceptions are where the Dorin- 
tosh soils occur in complex with glacial till or are shallow 
(less than 1 m thick) overlying glacial till. 

Dorintosh soils commonly occur in complex with soils 
of other associations. They tend to occur on lower slopes 
when in complex with soils formed in coarser-textured sandy 
fluvial or sandy lacustrine materials, or with glacial till, and 
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on Upper slopes when in complex with soils formed in finer- 
textured lacustrine materials. 

Kinds of Dorintosh Soll 

Orthic Gray Luvisd - The Dorintosh Grthic Gray Lu- 
vis01 soil usually occupies the well- to moderately well- 
draincd upper and midslope positions in the landscape. 
Under forested conditions, the surface organic liaer layer is 
underlain by a light-gray to light brownish-gray colored A 
horizon. Upon cultivation, part or all of this leached horizon 
is incorporated with the litter layer into the plow layer, 
producing a light-gray surface. The A horizon generally 
ranges from 15 to 30 cm thick and exhibits a well developed 
platy structure. ‘Ibis horizon may be underlain by a transi- 
tional AB horizon as a result of degradation in the Upper part 
of the B horizon. The Al3 horizon is usually grayish-brown 
colored due to the partial removal of clay. Below these 
horixons is a relatively thick, grayish-brown B horizon that 
bas a strong (hard), angular blocky to prismatic structure due 
to an enrichment of clay fiom the leached horizon. The B 
horizon, in tum, is underlain by a grayish-colored, moder- 
ately calcareous C horizon. 

Gleyed Gray Luvisol - The Dorintosh Gleyed Gray 
Luvisol soi1 usually occurs on the lower slopepositions in the 
landscape. It is a moderately well- toimperfectly drainedsoil 
characterized by a light-gray, leached A horizon with platy 
structure. This horizon may be underlain by a transitional 
AB horizon and a grayish-brown B horizon. The relatively 
thick B horizon has a strong (hard), angular blocky to 
prismatic structure due to an enrichment of clay from the 
leached horizon. The B horizon, in tum, is underlain by a 
grayish-colored, moderately calcareous C horixon. The B 
and C horizons often have dull colors and reddish spots and 
stains, indicative of imperfect soil drainage. 

Dark Gray Luvisol - The Dorintosh Dark Gray Luvi- 
soi soi1 usually occurs on lower slope positions in the 
landscape, however in some areas it cari occur on all slope 
positions. It is a.moderately welldrained soil which, under 
forest conditions, bas a dark gray A horizon 5 to 10 cm thick, 
underlain by a light-gray to light brownish-gray colo&, 
strongly leached horizon with platy structure. Upon cultiva- 
tion, part of this leached horizon is incorporated with the 
litterlayerintotheplowlayer,producingadark-graysurface. 
This horizon may be underlain by a transitional AR horixon 
as a result of degradation in the Upper part of the B horizon. 
The AB horizon is usually grayish-brown colored due to the 
partial removal of clay. Below these horizons is a relatively 
thick, grayish-brown B horizon that has a strong (hard), 
angular blocky to prismatic structure due to an enrichment of 
clay from the leached horizon. The B horizon, in tum, is 
underlain by a grayish-colored, moderately calcareous C 
horizon. 

Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol - The Dorintosh Gleyed 
Dark Gray Luvisol soi1 usually occurs on the lower slope 
positions in the landscape. It is a moderately well- to 
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imperfectly drained soil characterized by a dark-gray A 
horizon, 5 to 10 cm thiclc, underlain by a light-gray, leached 
horizon with platy structure. This horizon may be underlain 
by a transitional AB horizon and a grayish-brown B horizon. 
The relatively thick B horizon has a strong (hard), angular 
blocky to prismatic structnre due to an enrichment of clay 
from the leached horizon. The B horizon, in mm, is underlain 
by a grayish-colored, moderately calcareous C horizon. The 
B and C horizons often have du11 colors and reddish spots and 
stains, indicative of imperfect soil drainage. 

Gleysolic Soils - Gleysolic soils mpresent a variety of 
wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, occasionally, 
on the bottom of small drainage channels and low-lying 
depressional amas. They occur in areas that collect nmoff 
from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain wet for 
much of the growing season. They often have thick, dark- 
colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that include 
reddish spots and streaks. .Peaty Gleysolic soils have a layer 
of peaty material that is 15 to 40 cm thick. In areas where the 
depositofpeatwasrelativelythin,muchorallofthepeatmay 
have been incorporated into the Upper minerai soi1 horizon 
upon cultivation. Dueto theirlocation in the landscape, some 
Gleysolic soils have become saline and/or carbonated. Most 
Gleysolic soils are not cultivated unless drained, although 
some may become dry enough to cultivate during periods of 
prolonged drought. 

Agricultural Properties of Dorintosh Soils 

Dorintosh soils are good (Dark Gray Luvisol) to fair 
(Grthic Gray Luvisol) agricultuml soils of capability classes 
2 and 3, respectively. They have a moderate water-holding 
capacity and a slight moisture deficit due to the regional 
subhumid climate. The main limitations of these soils is 
structural. The low organic matter content in some of these 
soils results in a structure that makes seedbed prepar-ation 
difficult and also makes tbese soils susceptible to crusting, 
resulting in poor seedling emergence, especially for small- 
seeded crops. Tbey have a dense B horizon that may restrict 
water infiltration and root penetration. These limitations are 
most strongly expressed in the Grthic Gray Luvisol soil. 
These soils may be further downrated based on other soi1 and 
landscape limitations (i.e. salinity, topography, wetness, 
etc.) that are peculiar to individual delineations. Ratings for 
each delineation are listed under the heading “Agricultural 
Capability” in the Interpretive Data Tables section of this 
report. 

Dorintosh soils have a low amount of organic matter in 
the A horizon. This low organic matter content increases 
susceptibility to surface crusting, which in tum impedes or 
prevents tbe emergence of trop seedlings. Dorintosh soils 
are low in available phosphorus and high in available potas- 
sium. They range from slightly acid to neutral in reaction. 
However, the acidity encountered in Dorintosh soi1 areas is 
of limited areal extent and does not seriously affect the yields 
of most grain crops. If an acidity problem is suspected, and 
legumes are grown regularly, detailed soil testing Will indi- 

cate if it is necessaq or economical to lime some amas to 
achieve maximum yields. 

These soils have a low susceptibility to wind and water 
exosion. It is recommended, however, tbat soi1 conservation 
practices, such as maintenance of trop residues through 
reduced tillage, strip cropping and sheherbelts, be utilized to 
provide dependable protection from wind erosion; any sig- 
nificant additions of organic matter to the lower portions of 
the landscape Will greatly benefit soil structure and tilth. 

- 

These soils are typically stone free with the exception of 
wheu they occur in complex with soils formed in glacial till 
or materials that are shallow (less than 1 m thick) and overlie 
glacial till. 

- 

- 
Plotten soils are Gray Luvisolic soils mat have formed in 

sandy fluvial materials underlain by silty to clayey lacustrine 
materials, in amas where wooded vegetation has had a strong 
influence on soil formation. Soils that have formed under 
these conditions are usually strongly leached, msulting in 
low organic matter levels and, hence, a grayishcolored 
surface upon cultivation. Surface textures are predominantly 
sandy loam to fine sandy loam. 

Flotten soils are usually stone free. They are most 
commonly associated with undulating or hummocky land- 
scapes with very gentle to gentle slopes. 

Flotten soils also occur in complex with soils of other 
associations. In complexes with other soils formed in sandy 
materials, the Flotten soils generally occur on Upper slopes, 
while in complexes with soils formed in glacial till, they 
generally occur in lower landscape positions, 

Kinds of Flotten Soils 

Orthic Gray Luvisol - The Flotten Grthic Gray Luvi- 
sol soil usually occupies well-dmined upper slope positions 
in the landscape. Under forested conditions, the surface 
organic litter layer is underlain by a grayish-colored A 
horizon mat is about 2 to 20 cm thick. Upon cultivation, part 
or all of this leached horizon is incorporated with the litter 
layer into the plow layer, producing a light-gray surface. 
These surface horizons usually occur in the sandy overlay. 
They are usually underlain by a much heavier-textured B 
horizon, although occasionally a thin, transitional AB hori- 
zon cccurs above the B horizon. The AB horizon is the result 
of degradation of the Upper part of this second B horizon, and 
bas a grayish-brown color due to the partial removal of &y. 
The underlying dark grayish-brown B horizon has a stmng 
(hard), subangular blocky structure that crushes easily into 
fine, subangular blocky aggregates. In some profiles, a 
noncalcareous BC horizon occurs below the B horizon, and 
above the grayish-colored, weakly to moderately calcareous 
C horizon. 

Brunisolic Gray Luvisol - TheFlotten Bnmisolic Gray 
Luvisol soil is a well- to moderately well-drained soi1 that 
usually occupies midslope positions in the landscape. Under 

- 
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forested conditions, the surface organic litter layer is under- 
lain by a grayishcolored A horizon that is about 2 to 20 cm 
thick. Upon cultivation, part or ail of this leached horizon is 
incorporated with the litter layer into the plow layer, produc- 
ing a light-gray surface. Below the A horizon is a B horizon 
that grades from reddish-brown in its Upper part to 
yellowish-brown in its lower part, This horizon is about 15 
to 75 cm tbick. Both of these horizons occur in the sandy 
overlay material. These Upper horizons are usually underlain 
by amuch heavier-textured B horizon, although occasionally 
a thin, transitional AI3 horizon occurs above the B horizon. 
The AB horizon is the result of degradation of the Upper part 
of tbis second B horizon, and has a grayish-brown color due 
to the partial removal of clay. The underlying dark grayish- 
brown B horizon has a strong (hard), subangular blocky 
structure that crushes easily into fine, subangular blocky 
aggregates. In some profiles, a noncakareous BC horizon 
occurs below the B horizon, and above the grayish-colored, 
weakly to moderately calcareous C horizon. 

Agricultural Properties of Flotten Soils 

-- 

- 

- 

Flotten soils having arelatively shallow (~50 cm) sandy 
overlay are fair to poor agricultural soils of capability classes 
3 and 4, respectively, whereas those witb a relatively thick 
overlay are very poor agricultural soils of capability class 5. 
A moderate moisture deficit, imparted by tbe subhumid 
regional climate and a low water-holding capacity, as well as 
low natural fertility, are the main limitations to the produc- 
tion of common field crops. Flotten soils may be further 
downrated based on other soil and landscape limitations (i.e. 
steep topogmphy, excessive wetness) tbat are peculii to 
individual delineations. Ratings for each delineation are 
listed under the heading “Agricultural Capability” in the 
Interpretive Data Tables section of this report. 

Blotten soils are low in organic matter and in essential 
plant nutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and occasion- 
ally, sulphur, and Will respond to applications of fertilizer. 
They are slightly to moderately acid in reaction, however, 
these levels do not seriously affect the production of most 
crops, although some sensitivecrops, such as alfalfa, may be 
affect.ed. 

When cultivated, these soils are susceptible to wind and 
water erosion particularly on rough landscapes. Flotten soils 
with a relatively thick, coarse-textured overlay are also 
subject to drought These factors, coupled with the relatively 
coolclimate,restricttheiragriculturalpotential. Ontbeother 
hand, those Flotten soils with a shallow, sandy overlay that 
occur on relatively smooth landscapes are only fair to mar- 
ginal for cereal grain and oil seed production because of 
climatic limitations, but may be excellent for forage trop and 
feed grain production. TO ensure good productivity, man- 
agement practices should be followed that will increase the 
organic matter content, maintain or increase fertility levels 
and pavent water and wind erosion. Such practices should 
include using forages in trop rotations, addition of manure, 
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tillage methods that will conserve trop residues, strip crop- 
ping and shelterbehs. 

Hamlin soils are Black Chemozemic soils that have 
formed in loamy lacustrine materials. Surface textures range 
from sandy loam to loam. 

Hamlin soils are usually stone fret, however, stones may 
wcur where the lacustrine materials are shallow (less than 1 
m thick) and underlain by glacial till or grave& or where the 
lacustrine materials occur in complex with glacial till or 
gravel. Hamlin soils usually occur on undulating landscapes 
with very gentle to gentle slopes, however, they cari occuron 
hummocky landscapes with moderate to strong slopes, par- 
ticularly where they cccur in complex with soils formed in 
glacial till. 

Hamlin soils commonly occur in complex with soils of 
other associations. In most of these complexes, the Hamlin 
soils occur on mid-and Upper slopes, however, they Will 
occuron lower slopes in complex with soils formed in glacial 
till or sandy fluvial materials. 

Kinds of Hamlin Soils 

Orthic Black - The Hamlin Grthic Black soil occurs on 
mid- and lower slopes, however, it cari extend onto Upper 
slopes in landscapes where slopes are gentle. It is a well- 
drained soi1 chamcterized by a black A horizon, 12 to 18 cm 
thick, underlam by a brownish B horizon and grayish-brown, 
moderately calcareous C horizon. 

Eluviated Black - The Hamlin Eluviated Black soi1 
usually occurs on lower slopes in the landscape, however, it 
cari extend onto mid- and Upper slopes in some areas. It is a 
moderately well- to welldrained soi1 characterized by a 
black A horizon, 10 to 20 cm thick, underlain by a dark-gray 
to gray, leached horizon with platy structure. This horizon is 
underlain by a dense B horizon and a grayish-brown, moder- 
ately calcareous~C horizon. 

Gleyed Eluviated Black - The Hamlin Gleyed Eluvi- 
ated Black soi1 occurs on lower slopes in some landscapes. It 
is a moderately well- to imperfectly drained soi1 character- 
ized by a black A horizon, 10 to 20 cm thick, underlain by a 
dark-gray to gray, leached horizon with platy structure. The 
underlying B and C horizons often have drab colors and 
reddish spots and stains, indicative of restricted soi1 drain- 
age. 

Gleysolic Soils - Gleysolic soils represent a variety of 
wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, occasionally, 
on the bottom of small drainage channels and low-lying 
depressional areas. They occur in areas tbat collect runoff 
from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain wet for 
much of the growing season. They often have thick, dark- 
colo& A horizons and drab subsurface colors that include 
reddish spots and streaks, indicative of formation under 
poorly drained conditions. Most of these soils are not 
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cultivatcd unless drained, although some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils 
have become saline and/or carbonate& 

Agricultural Properties of Hamlin Soils 

The best Hamlin soils are those with a loam or very fine 
sandy loam surface texture. Thesearegoodagricultural soils 
of capability class 2; a moderate moisture deficit, imparted 
by the subhumid regional climate and a moderate water- 
holding capacity, is their main limitation. Hamlin soils with 
fine sandy loam to sandy loam surface textures are fair 
agricultural soils of capability class 3 due primarily to their 
lower water-holding capacity. Although many of the Hamlin 
soils bave few agricultural limitations, some have been 
downmted based on other soil and landscape limitations (i.e. 
salinity, topogmphy, wetness, etc.) that are peculiar to indi- 
vidual delineations. Ratings for each delineation are listed 
under the heading “Agricultural Capability” in the Interpre- 
tive Data Tables section of this report 

Most Hamlin soils have a moderate amount of organic 
matter in the A horizon, resulting in soils of reasonably good 
tilth. Tbey are low in available phosphorus and high in 
available potassium. Hamlin soils have a weak to moderate 
cloddy surface that breaks to fine granular and single grain, 
making them moderately susceptible to wind erosion. Rela- 
tively high infiltration rates, coupled with very gentle to 
gentle slopes, often result in a low susceptibility to water 
exosion. Hamlin soils occurring on landscapes with moder- 
ate to strong slopes, however, are more susceptible to water 
erosion. The Hamlin Grthic Regosol soils on knolls are 
locally dry because of the rapid runoff associated with these 
slopes. They have low nutrient reserves and are susceptible 
to wind and water erosion. It is recommended that soil 
conservation practices, such as maintenance of trop residues 
through reduced tillage or leaving stubble standing, strip 
cropping, inclusion of forages in croprotations, and shelter- 
bel& be utilized wherever possible to control soi1 erosion 
and maintain or enhance soi1 organic matter content and 
aggregate stability. Stones are generally not a problem, 
however, periodic clearing may be required where the lacus- 
ttine materials are shallow (less than 1 m thick) and underlain 
by glacial till or gravel. 

Horsehead soils are Dark Gray Chemozemic soils that 
have formed in weakly to moderately calcareous, loamy 
glacial till, in amas of mixed grassland and forest, where 
woodedvegetationhas hadsomeinfluenceonsoil formation. 
Soils formed under these conditions are usually slightly 
leached, resulting in lower organic matter levels than similar 
soils occuning in the Black soi1 zone and, therefore, have a 
dark gray-colo& surface horizon. Surface textures are 
predominantly loam. 

These soils are slightly to moderately stony. They 
usually occur on hummocky landscapes having gentle to 
moderate slopes, although they also occur on undulating 
landscapes with gentle slopes. 

Horsehead soils fnquently occur in complex with soils 
of other associations. In most complexes, the Horsehead 
soils tend to occur on the mid- and Upper slope positions, 
although when they occur in complex witb Loon River soils, 
they are generahy found on the lower slopes. 

Kinds of Horsehead Soils 

Orthic Dark Gray - The Horsehead Grthic Dark Gray 
soi1 is a well-drained soil that usually occurs on mid- and 
upperslopepositionsinthelandscape, however,itmayoccur 
on lower slopes in some areas. It is characterized by the 
presence of a dark-gray A horizon, 10 to 18 cm tbick, 
underlain by a brownish or reddish-brown B horizon that 
usually has a moderate, angular blocky structure when dry. 
This horizon is underlain by a grayish-colored, weakly to 
modemtely calcareous C horizon. There may be a thin, 
grayish-colored layer with platy structure between the A and 
B horizons which, if cultivated, is often incorporated into the 
plow layer. This mixing imparts a dark-gray color to the soil 
surface. 

Gleysolic Soils - Gleysolic soils tepresent a variety of 
wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, occasionally, 
on the bottom of small drainage channels and low-lying 
depressional areas. They occur in areas that collect runoff 
from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain wet for 
much of the growing season. They often have thick, dark- 
colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that include 
reddish spots and streaks. Most of these soils are not 
cultivated unless drained, although some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some Gleysolic soils 
have become saline and/or carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of Horsehead Soils 

Horsehead soils are good agricultural soils of capability 
class 2. They have a moderate water-holdmg capacity and a 
slight moisture deficit imparted by the subhumid regional 
climate. The main limitations of these soils are structural. 
The lower organic matter content in some of these soils 
results in a surface structure that presents minor difficulties 
for seedbed preparation and also makes these soils suscepti- 
ble to crusting, resulting in poor seedling emergence, espe- 
cially for small-seeded crops. Minor limitations to plant 
growth may also occur due to slow penneability and hard 
structure of the subsoil. These soils may be further down- 
rated based on otlter soi1 and landscape limitations (i.e. 
salinity, topography, stones, etc.) that are peculiar to an 
individual delineation. Ratings for each delineation are 
listed under the heading “Agricultural Capability” in the 
Interpretive Data Tables section of this report. 
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Horsehead soils have a moderate amount of organic 
matter in the surface horizon. They are low in available 
phosphorus and high in available potassium. Crops grown 
on these soils usually respond well to applications of nitrogen 
and phosphorus fertilizers. 

These soils generally have a low susceptibility to wind 
and water erosion, however, if they occur in amas having 
strong to steep slopes, or dissected slopes, they may have a 
high to very high susceptibility to water erosion. It is 
recommended that soil conservation practices such as main- 
tenance of trop residues through reduced tillage or leaving 
stubble standing, ship cropping, shelterbelts, cultivation 
across dissected slopes, and grassing of major water runways 
be utilized wherever practical to provide dependable protec- 
tion fiom erosion. Inclusion of forages in a trop rotation and 
addition of manure to those areas that are strongly leached 
Will generally improve the surface soi1 structure. 

Hillwash soils are formed in various deposits associated 
with the steep and eroding sides of escarpments and valleys 
of rivers, creeks and tributaries. They are a group of Rego- 
solic, weakly developed Chemozemic, and Luvisolic soils. 
Surface textures and amounts of stone are extremely variable 
because of the variable nature of the parent mater% and the 
association of these soils witb steeply sloping, eroded land- 
SCapeS. 

Agricultural Properties of Hillwash Soils 

Hillwash soils are primarily nonarable due to the nature 
of the landscape on which they occur. Steepness of slope and 
susceptibility to erosion are the main limitations. Tbey do, 
however, have some value as pasture land, depending upon 
steepness of slopes, density of tree caver and availability of 
water. Ratings for each delineation are listed under the 
heading “Agricultuml Capability” in the Interpretive Data 
Tables section of mis report 

Kewanoke soils are Brunisolic soils mat have formed in 
gravelly fluvial mater&&. They have formed in areas where 
wooded vegetation has had an influence on soi1 formation. 
Soils formed under these conditions are often leached, low in 
organic matter sud have gray surface colors when cultivated. 
Surface textures range from sand to gravelly sandy loam. 

Kewanoke soils are usually nonstony and are associated 
with undulating, hummocky or terra& landscapes with 
gentle to strong slopes. 

Kewanoke soils commonly occur in complex with soils 
of other associations. In most of these complexes, the 
Kewanoke soils occur in an unpredictable manner, occupy- 
ing almost any slope position. 
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Kinds of Kewanoke Soils 

Orthic Eutric Brunisol - The Kewanoke Grthic Eutric 
Brunisol soi1 cari occur on all landscape positions. It is a 
rapidly drained soi1 which, under forested conditions, is 
characterized by the presence of a layer of forest litter that 
may overlie a very thin, dark-colored A horizon and a very 
tbin,grayishcoloredleachedlayer. These horizons, ifpresent, 
overlie a brownish B horizon that, in mm, overlies a light 
yellowish-brown C horizon. 

GleyedEutricBrunisol - TheKewanokeGleyedEutc 
Brunisol soi1 occurs on lower slopes. It is an imperfectly 
drained soi1 which, un&r forested conditions, is character- 
ized by the presence of a layer of forest litter that may overlie 
a very thin, dark-colored A horizon and a very thin, grayish- 
colored leached layer. These horizons, if present, overlie a 
B and C horizon, which have dull colors and reddish spots or 
stains, indicative of formation under the influence of re 
stricted soi1 drainage. 

Eluviated Eutric Brunisol - The KewanokeEluviated 
Eutric Brunisol soi1 cari occur on all landscape positions. It 
is a rapidly drained soil that, under forested conditions, is 
characterized by the presence of a layer of forest litter that 
overlies a grayish-colored, leached A horizon which, in mm, 
overlies a brownish B horizon and a light yellowish-brown C 
horizon. 

Gleyed Eluviated Eutric Brunisol - ‘IIe Kewanoke 
Gleyed Eluviated Eutric Brunisol soi1 occurs on mid- to 
lower slopes. It is a moderately well- to imperfectly drained 
soil. Under forested conditions, it has a layer of forest litter 
that overlies a thin, grayish-colored, leached A horizon 
which, in mm, overlics a brownish B horizon and a light 
yellowish-brown C horizon. The B and C horizons often 
have du11 colors and reddish spots or stains, indicative of 
formation under the influence of restricted soil drainage. 

Peaty Gleysolic Soils - Peaty Gleysolic soils occur 
mainly in sloughs and low-lying depressional amas. They 
are characterized by a shallow layer of peaty material, from 
15 to40 cm thick, tbatoverliesadark-colored A horizon. The 
underlying horizons have drab colors that often include 
reddish spots and stains, indicative of formation underpoorly 
drained conditions. When the organic material is primarily 
flbric peat, theorganic layer may be up to 60 cm thick. Unless 
artificially drained, most of these soils are fiequently wet for 
allorasignil%antportionofthegrowingseasonandareoften 
flooded. 

Agricultural Properties of Kewanoke Soils 

Kewanoke soils are poor agricultural soils of capability 
class 5. A strong moisture deficit, the result of a very low 
water-holding capacity, as well as low namral fertility, are 
the main limitations to the production of crops. These soils 
may be further downrated based on other soil and landscape 
limitations (i.e. topography, stoncs, etc.) that are peculiar to 
individual delineations. Ratings for each delineation are 
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listed under the heading “Agriculture Capability” in the 
Interpretive Data Tables section of this report. 

Kewanoke soils are infertile due to their low organic 
matter content and coame textures. Because of this and their 
very low water-holding capacity, they are not usually used 
for the production of armual field crops, and are commonly 
used for native grazing, or cleared of their tme caver and 
seeded to pasture. Water erosion is not usually a problem on 
these SO~IS. Stones in some areas may pose a problem, in 
which case clearing may be rquired. 

Kewanoke soils normally should not be cleared of their 
native vegetation. If they are cleared, agricultural production 
wilI be low, even when supplemental fertilizer is used on a 
continuai basis and adequate amounts of precipitation are 
obtained In addition, Kewanoke soils are moderately acidic 
in reaction and, as a result, sensitive crops such as aIfalfa, 
may be affected. 

- 

La Corne soils are Gray Luvisolic soils that have formed 
in loamy lacusuine materials in areas where wooded vegeta- 
tion bas had a strong influence on soi1 formation. Soils that 
have formed under these conditions are usually strongly 
leached, resulting in low organic matter levels and, hence, 
have a dark-gray to light grayish-colored surface upon culti- 
vation. Surface textures are predominantly fine sandy loam 
to very fine sandy loam. 

La Corne soils are usually stone free, however, some 
stones may occur where the lacustrine materials are shallow 
(less than 1 m thick) andunderlain by glacial till or gravel. La 
Corne soils usually occuron undulating landscapes with very 
gentle to gentle slopes, but cari also occur on hummocky 
ladscapes withgentle to moderate slopes, particularly where 
they occur in complex witb soils formed in glacial till. 

La Corne soils frquently occur in complex with soils of 
other associations. In complexes with soils formed in finer- 
textured lacustrine materials, the La Corne soils tend to occur 
on mid- and Upper slope posi tiens, whereas in complex with 
soils formed in coarser-textured sandy fluvial materials or 
glacial till, they usually occur on the mid- and lower slope 
positions of the landscape. 

Kinds of La Corne Soils 

Orthic Gray Luvisol - ‘l’he La Corne Chthic Gray Lu- 
vis01 soi1 usualIy occurs on mid- and Upper slopes and knolls 
but in some landscapes, it may be restricted to lower slopes 
and depressions. It is a welI-drained soi1 which, under 
forestedconditions,ischaracterizedbythepresenceofavery 
thin, dark-colored surface horizon below the forest litter, 
underlain by a strongly leached, gray to grayish-brown, platy 
horizon of variable thickness. Upon cultivation, part or a11 of 
this leached horizon is incorporated into the plow layer, 
producing alight-gray surface. In someareas, a portion of the 
strongly leached, grayish-colored horizon Will remain below 

the cultivated surface layer. Below these horizons is a 
relatively thick, dark-brown to dark grayish-brown, B hori- 
zon that usually has a strong (hard), angular blocky to 
prismatic structure, and is underlain, in tum, by a dark 
grayish-brown, moderately calcareous C horizon. 

Gleyed Gray Luvisd -T%e La Corne Gleyed Gray 
Luvisol soil commonly occurs on mid- and lower slope 
positions in most La Corne landscapes. It is a moderately 
well- to imperfectly drained soi1 with a light-gray A horizon, 
8 to 15 cm thick, underlain by a very light-gray horizon with 
platy structure. This horizon, in mm, is underlain by a 
relatively thick, brownish or reddish-brown B horizon mat 
bas a distinct, angular blocky structure when dry. The B 
horizon, in mm, is underlain by a grayishcolored, moder- 
ately calcareous C horizon. The B and C horizons often have 
reddish spots and surins and du11 colors, indicative of forma- 
tion in amas of restricted drainage. 

Dark Gray Luvisol - The La Corne Dark Gray Luvisol 
soi1 usually occurs on lower slope positions in the landscape, 
however, in some areas it extends throughout the landscape. 
It is a welldrained soi1 which, under forested conditions, is 
characterized by the presence of a dark-colored A horizon 
below the forest litter, underlain by a strongly leached, gray 
to grayish-brown horizon witb platy structure. ‘Ihese hori- 
zons, in turn, are underlain by a brownish or reddish-brown 
B horizon having a strong, angular blocky structure, overly- 
ing a grayish-colored, moderately calcareous C horizon. 
Upon cultivation, the forest litter, A horizon and part of the 
underlying leached horizon are incorporated together, pro- 
ducing a dark gray-colored surface horizon. 

Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol - The La Corne Gleyed 
Dark Gray Luvisol soi1 generally occurs on lower slope 
positions in the landscape. It is a moderately welI-to imper- 
fecdy drained soil characterized by a dark-gray A horizon, 10 
to 20 cm thick, underlain by a relatively thick, brownish or 
reddish-brown B horizon that bas a strong, angular blocky 
structure. The B and C horizons often have reddish spots and 
stains and du11 colors, indicative of formation in areas with 
restricted soi1 drainage. 

Gleysolic Soils - Gleysolic soils represent a variety of 
wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, occasionally, 
on the bottom of small drainage channels and low-lying 
depressional areas. They occur in areas that collect nmoff 
from heavy tains and snowmelt, and usually remain wet for 
much of the growing season. They often have thick, dark- 
colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that include 
reddish spots and streaks. Peaty Gleysolic soils have a layer 
of peaty material that is 15 to 40 cm thick. In areas where the 
deposit of peat wasrelatively tbin, much oral1 of thepeatmay 
have been incorporated into the Upper mineraI soi1 horizon 
upon cultivation. Due to their location in the landscape, some 
Gleysolic soils have become saline and/or carbonated. Most 
Gleysolic soils are not cultivated unless drained, although 
some may become dry enough to cultivate during periods of 
prolonged drought. 
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Agricultural Properties of La Corne Soils 

La Corne soils are fair agricultural soils of capability 
cIass 3 due mainly to their moderate water-hokiing capacity. 
Aithough the majority of the La Corne soils are considered to 
be class 3 soils, some of them may have becn downrated 
fiutber based on various soil and landscape limitations (i.e. 
topography, wetness etc.) that are pecuiiar to individuaI 
delineations. La Corne soils occurring on strongly sloping 
hummocky landscapes, for example, are placed in capability 
cIass 4 due to topographie limitations. Ratings for each 
delineation are listed under the heading “AgriculturaI Capa- 
bility” in the Interpretive Data Tables section of this report. 

The sandy nature and low organic matter content of the 
La Corne soils result in soils of only moderate fertihty and 
tilth. The low organic matter content in some of these soils 
resuhs in a structure that makes seedbed pmparation difficult 
and also makes the soiIs susceptible to crusting after heavy 
rains, msulting in poor see4iling emergence, especially for 
small-seeded crops. They are slightly acid to neutraI in 
reaction, however, these levels do not seriously affect the 
production of most crops, ahhough some sensitive crops, 
such as alfalfa, may be affected. TO ensure productivity, 
management practices should be followed that Will increase 
the organic matter content, maintain or incmase fertility 
levels and prevent water and wind erosion. Such practices 
should include using forages in trop rotations, addition of 
manure, tillage methods that will conserve trop residues, 
strip cropping and shelterbelts. 

Lavallee Lake soils are Organic soils that have formed 
in accumulations of vegetative materials, primariIy mosses 
andforestvegetation. Theycommonly occurinbowl-shaped 
depressions in radier isolated, small amas of the northem 
fiinges of the agricuhural region of Saskatchewan and are 
often very wet. The deposits are usualIy less than 2 m thick, 
but greatcr than 0.6 m thick, with the thickest portion occur- 
ring towards the center of the area. Lavailee Lake soils 
typicahy have a level to very gently sloping surface with 
moderate to strong, hummocky microrelief. 

Typical fens (grasses and sedges) tend to occur toward 
the wet cerner of thebowls. Near the outer edges, the peat is 
better drained and a bog vegetation community develops, 
which forms the substrate for the LavaIiee Lake soils. Bogs 
(Lavallee Lake) are typically well treed with white spruce, 
black spruce and tamarack. Surface vegetation consists of 
various shrubs, forbs, grasses, sedges and mosses, including 
sphagnum. 

The LavalIec Lake soils may occur in complex with 
other organic and mineraI soi1 associations. In complexes 
with Bagua Lake soils, Lavallee Lake soiIs occur on the 
higher Iandscapepositions. In complexes with mineral soils, 
Lavallee Lake soils typically occur on the lower landscape 
positions. 
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Kinds of Lavallee Lake Soils 

Typic Fibrisol - The Lavailee Lake Typic Fibrisol soi1 
is formed in organic materiais that are weakly decomposed 
(fibric), and the thickness of the organic material generally 
excceds 160 cm. 

Mesic Fibrisol - Tbe Lavallee Lake Mesic Fibrisol soi1 
is formed in organic materials that are weakIy decomposed 
(fibric). There is a subdominant layer at an intermediate 
stage of decomposition (mesic) greater than 25 cm thick 
bclowadepthof6Ocm. Thethicknessoftheorganicmaterial 
is greater than 160 cm. 

Terric Fibrisol - The Lavailee Lake Terri~ Fibrisol soil 
is formed in organic materials that are weakIy decomposed 
@bric), and the thickness of the organic material exceeds 60 
cm in thickness but is less than 160 cm. 

Typic Mesisol - The Lavallee Lake Ty-pic Mesisol soil 
is formed in organic materials that are in an intermediate 
stage of decomposition (mesic), and the thickness of the 
organic material generaIly exceeds 160 cm. 

Fibric Mesisol - The LavaIlee Lake Fibric Mesisol soi1 
is formed in organic niaterials that are in an intetmediate 
stage of decomposition (mesic). There is a subdominant 
layer of weakly dccomposed material (fibric) greater than 25 
cmthickbelowadepthof40cm. Thethicknessoftheorganic 
materiai is greater than 160 cm. 

Terric Mesisol - TheLavaIlee Lake Tenic Mesisol soil 
is formed in organic materials that are in an intermediate 
stage of decomposition (mesic), ami the tbickness of the 
organic material exceeds 40 cm but is less than 160 cm. 

Terric Fibric Mesisol- The Lavallee Lake Terri~ Fi- 
bric Mesisol soil is fonned in organic mater& that are in an 
intermediatestageofdecomposition (mesic). ThereisaIayer 
of weakIy decomposed @bric) material greater than 25 cm 
thick below the depth of 40 cm. Tbe thickness of the organic 
material is less than 160 cm. 

Terric Humisol- The LavaUee Lake Terric Humisol 
soi1 is formed in organic materials that are highly decom- 
posed (humic), and the thickness of the organic material 
exceeds 40 cm but is less than 160 cm. 

Organic Soils - The Lavallee Lake Organic soiis refers 
to a mixture of different types of LavaIlee Lake soils. These 
soils are in various stages of decomposition, ranging from 
fibric, or weakIy dccomposed, to humic or highiy decom- 
posed. The thickness of the organic material may also be 
quite variable. The minimum thickness of an organic soiI.9 in 
an intermediate (mesic) or highly (humic) decomposed state 
is4Ocm,and6OcmforthoseinaweakIydecomposed(fibric) 
state. The maximum thickness of the organic material is aIso 
variable, and may exceed 160 cm in some amas. 

Agricultural Properties of Lava& Lake Soils 

LavaIlee Lake soils are not classified for agricultural 
capability unless they are being used for agricultural pur- 
poses. Ihe rating for each delineation is listed under the 
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heading “Agricultural Capability” in the Interpretive Data 
Tables section of this report. Areas tbat are not classified are 
given the symbol0. 

Lavallee Lake soils are usually very wet and in their 
natural state, are suitable only for native grazing, or forestry 
purposes if treed. If these areas are to be developed for 
agricultural use, they will require drainage and, usually, 
clearing before breaking. At best, most of these efforts only 
result in poor agricultural soils. Due to their location in 
depressional amas, these soils are susceptible to cold air 
drainage and, consequently, to late spring and early fall 
frosts. The organic mat is an excellent insulator and thus, 
these soils are also slow to warm up in the spring. This may 
delay trop development and shorten the growing season to 
the extent that crops may not have suffîcient time to mature. 
Also, once the vegetative mat is disturbed by cultivation and 
thesurfacedries,thesesoilsbecomeverysusceptibletowind 
erosion. If drainage is provided, the growing of perennial 
forage crops may be more feasible than annual cropping. 
However, considering tbe cost of drainage and clearing of 
these lands, tbe possible requirement of specialized agricul- 
tural equipment, and the potential need for soi1 amendments 
such as fertilizer and lime, it may not be economically 
feasible to grow annual crops on these soils. 

Loon River soils are Gray Luvisolic soils that have 
formed in weakly to moderately calcareous, loamy glacial 
till, in areas where wooded vegetation has had a strong 
influence on soi1 formation. Soils formed under these con- 
ditions are highly lcached, resulting in lower organic matter 
levels and, hence, dark-gray to gray surface colors. Surface 
textures range from sandy loam to loam. 

Laon River soils are typically moderately to very stony 
but range from slightly to excessively stony in some areas. 
They usually occur on hummocky landscapes with slopes 
ranging from gentle to steep, but may also occur on very 
gently sloping undulating landscapes. 

Loon River soils frequently occur in complex with soils 
of other associations. In most of these complexes, the Loon 
River soils occur on mid- to Upper slope positions. 

Kinds of Loon River Soils 

Orthic Gray Luvisol - The Loon River Orthic Gray 
Luvisol soil usually occurs on mid- to Upper slope positions, 
however, it may extend to all slope positions in some land- 
scapes. It is a well-drained soil which, under forested 
conditions, is characterized by a gray to grayish-brown, 
strongly leached surface horizon below the forest Mer. 
Upon cultivation, part or all of this horizon, which has a platy 
structure, is incorporated into the plow layer, producing a soil 
with a light-gray surface color. Below these horizons is a 
grayish-brown transitional AB horizon that grades into a 
relatively thick, dark-brown to brown B horizon. This 

horizon usually has strong (hard), angular blocky to pris- 
matic structure due to an accumulation of clay leached from 
Upper horizons. The B horizon, in tum, is underlain by a very 
dark grayish-brown, weakly to moderately calcareous C 
horizon, in which many of thecarbonates occur in streaks and 
splotches. 

Gleyed Gray Luvisol - The Laon River Gleyed Gray 
Luvisol soi1 usually occurs on lower slope positions. It is an 
imperfectly drained soil characterized by alight gray-colored 
A horizon that is strongly leached, msulting in a platy 
structure. This horizon is underlain by a brownish-colomd B 
horizon that has a distinct, angular blocky structure when 
dry. The B horizon is underlain by a very dark grayish- 
brown, weakly calcareous C horizon. Tbe B and C horizons 
often have dull colors and reddish spots and stains, indicative 
of imperfect soi1 drainage. 

Dark Gray Luvisol - The Loon River Dark Gray Luvi- 
sol soil usually occurs on mid- to lower slope positions. It is 
a well- to moderately well-drained soi1 which, under fomsted 
conditions, is characterized by the presence of a thin, dark- 
colored surface horizon below the forest litter, underlam by 
a gmy to grayish-brown, lcached horizon with platy struc- 
ture. Upon cultivation, the litter, the dark-colored surface 
horizon, and the Upper part of the leached horizon are 
incorporated into the plow layer, producing a dark-gmy 
surface. Below these horizons is a relatively thick, dark- 
brown to brown B horizon that usually has strong (hard), 
angular blocky to prismatic structure, the result of an accu- 
mulation of clay leached from Upper horizons. The B 
horizon, in tum, is underlain by a very dark grayish-brown, 
weakly to moderately calcareous C horizon, in which many 
of the carbonates occur in streaks and splotches. 

Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol - The Loon River Gleyed 
Datk Gray Luvisol soil usually occurs on lower slope posi- 
tions. It is an imperfectly drained soil characterized by a 
dark-gray A horizon, 5 to 20 cm thick, underlain by a light 
gray, leached horizon with platy structure. This horizon is 
underlain by a relatively thick, brownish B horizon that 
usually has strong (hard), angular blocky to prismatic struc- 
ture, the result of an accumulation of clay leached from Upper 
horizons. The B horizon, in mm, is underlain by a very dark 
grayish-brown, weakly to moderately calcareous C horizon, 
inwhichmanyofthecatbonatesoccurinstreaksandsplotches. 
TheBandC horizonsoften havedullcolorsandreddishspots 
and stains, indicative of imperfect soi1 drainage. 

Gleysolic Soils - Gleysolic soils represent a variety of 
wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, occasionally, 
on the bottom of small drainage channels and low-lying 
depressional amas. They occur in areas that collect runoff 
from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain wet for 
much of the growing season. They often have thick, dark- 
colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that include 
reddish spots and streaks. Peaty Gleysolic soils have a 
surface Iayer of peaty material, 15 to 40 cm thick. In areas 
where the deposit of peat was relatively thin, much or all of 
the peat may have been incorporated into the Upper mineral 
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soi1 horizon upon cultivation. Most Gleysolic soils are not 
cultivated unless drained, although some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils 
have becorne saline and/or carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of Laon River Soils 

The best Loon River soils are those with a loam surface 
texture. These are fair agricultural soils of capability class 3. 
They have a slight moisture defïcit due to the regional 
subhumid climate and a moderate water-holding capacity. 
The main limitations of these soils are related to soi1 struc- 
ture. The low organic matter content of these soils results in 
a structure that makes seedbed preparation diffcult and also 
makes the soil susceptible to crusting after heavy rains, 
resulting in poor seedbng emergence especially for small- 
seeded crops. They also have a dense B horizon that may 
restrict water infiltration and mot penetration. Many Loon 
River soils, however, have a sandy loam surface texture and 
am poor agricultural soils of capability class 4. Tbose soils, 
in addition to structural limitations, also have a moisture 
limitation due to the coarsc textures of the topsoil and 
resulting droughtincss. These limitations are most strongly 
expressed in the Gray Luvisol soils. Furthermore, due to the 
occurrence of Laon River soils in the northem agricultural 
region of Saskatchewan, the cooler growing season, as well 
as the possible occurrence of late spring or early fall frosts 
may in some years affect the growth of crops that require a 
longer season to reach maturity. As well, these soils may be 
fürther downrated based on other soil and landscape limita- 
tions (i.e. topography, stones, etc.) tbat are peculiar to indi- 
vidual delineations. Ratings for each delineation are listed 
under the heading “Agriculture Capability” in the Interpre- 
tive Data Tables section of this report 

Loon River soils are generally low in available nitrogen, 
phosphorus andorganic matter, and Will generallyrespond to 
applications of fertilizers. Sulphur fertilizer may benefit oil 
seed crops. They are slightly to moderately acid in reaction, 
however, these levels do not seriously affect the production 
of most crops, although some sensitive crops, such as alfalfa, 
may be affected. 

Stones cari pose a serious hindrance to cultivation and 
annual clearing is often required. Water erosion cari be a 
serious problem during periods of intense rainfall on areas 
with long, steep slopes due to the relatively low infiltration 
rates of these soils. Management practices, such as cultiva- 
tion across slopes and grassing of runways in affected areas, 
should be followed as much as possible. Wind erosion is not 
usually a serious problem but cari be expected to worsen 
when all land is cleared and cultivated unless conservation 
practices are followed. Such practices include maintenance 
of trop residues through reduced tillage or leaving stubble 
standing, strip cropping or the establishment of forages in 
seriously affected areas. The use of legumes and forage 
crops in rotations will help to increase the soi1 organic matter 
content and thus improve the surface structure of these soils. 

Makwa soils are Black Chemozemic soils that have 
formed in weakly to moderately calcareous, loamy glacial 
till. Surface textures are predominantly loam, but cari range 
from sandy loam to clay loam. They are usually slightly to 
moderately stony and occur on undulating or hummocky 
ladscapes with very gentle to gentle slopes. 

Makwa soils may occur in complex with soils of other 
associations. In most of these complexes, the Makwa soils 
occur on lower to midslope positions. 

Kinds of Makwa Soii 

Orthic Black - The Makwa Grthic Black soi1 occurs 
mainly on upper slopes, but may occur on any slope position 
in some landscapes. It is a well-drained soi1 characterized by 
a black A horizon that may range in thickness from 10 to 20 
cm, underlain by a brownish-colored B horizon and a gray- 
ish-colored, weakly to moderately calcareous C horizon. 

Eluviated Black - The Makwa Eluviated Black soi1 
occurs on mid- to lower slopes. It is a well-drained soil with 
a black A horizon that is underlain by a leached, grayish- 
colored horizon with platy structure. The leached horizon is, 
in turn, underlain by a grayish-brown B horizon that has 
moderate, angular blocky to prismatic structure due to an 
enrichment of clay leached from Upper horizons. The B 
horizon is underlain by a grayish-colored, weakly to moder- 
ately caicareous C horizon. 

Gleysolic Soils - Gleysolic soils represent a variety of 
wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, occasionally, 
on the bottom of small drainage channels and low-lying 
depressional areas. They occur in areas that colle& runoff 
from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain wet for 
much of the growing season. They often have thick, dark- 
colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that include 
reddish spots and streaks. Peaty Gleysolic soils have a 
surface layer of peaty material, 15 to 40 cm thick. In areas 
where the deposit of peat was relatively thin, much or all of 
the peat may have been incorporated into the Upper mineral 
soi1 horizon upon cultivation. Most Gleysolic soils are not 
cultivated unless dmincd, although some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils 
have become saline and/or carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of Makwa Soils 

Makwa soils are good agricultural soils of capability 
class 2. Their main limitation is due to a moderate heat 
deficiency of the regional climate. Although they are poten- 
tially very productive soils, they are limited by a relatively 
short growing season. Makwa soils may be further down- 
rated based on other soi1 and landscape limitations (i.e. 
salinity, wetness, topography, stones, etc.) that are peculiar 
to individual delineations. Ratings for each delineation are 
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listed under the heading “Agriculttual Capability” in the 
Interpretive Data Tables section of this report.. 

Most Makwa soils have a moderate to high amount of 
organic matter in the A horizon resulting in reasonably fertile 
soils of good tilth. l’hese soils, however, are usually low in 
available phosphorus but high in available potassium. Crops 
grown on most Makwa soils respond to additions of nitrogen 
and phosphoms fertilizers. They are slightly to moderately 
acid in reaction, however, these levels do not seriously affect 
the production of most crops, although some sensitive crops, 
such as alfalfa, may be affected. 

Stones cari pose a hindrance to cultivation and annual 
clearing is often re-quired. Water erosion cari be a serious 
problem during periods of intense rainfall on areas with long, 
steep slopes due to the relatively low infiltration rates of these 
soils. Management practices, such as cultivation across 
slopes and grassing of runways in affected areas, should be 
followed as much as possible. Wind erosion is not usually a 
serious problem but cari be expected to worsen when all the 
land is cleared and cultivated unless conservation practices 
are followed. Such practices include maintenance of trop 
residues through reduced tillage or leaving stubble standing, 
or the establishment of forages in seriously affected areas. 

Meadow Lake soils are a mixture of Black Chemoxemic 
and Black Solonetzic soils formed in clayey lacustrine mate- 
rials. Some Meadow Lake soils may have a thin veneer of 
silty lacustrine materials overlying the clayey parent mate- 
rial. The parent material usually has altemating bands of 
clayey and silty mater&. These soils usually occur on 
undulating landscapes with very gentle to gentle slopes. 
‘Ihey are usually stone free, however, a few stones may occur 
where the lacustrine mater& are shallow and underlain by 
glacial till. Surface textures are usually silt loam to clay loam 
but may range front loam to clay. 

Meadow Lake soils are often highly leached and may 
resemble Luvisolic soils except that they have a black surface 
color as opposed to the dark-gray or gray surface colors of 
Luvisolic soils. 

Meadow Lake soils frequently occur in complex with 
soils of other associations. In most of these complexes, the 
Meadow Lake soils occur on the mid- to lower slope posi- 
tions. 

Kinds of Meadow Lake Soils 

Orthic Black - The Meadow Lake Grthic Black soi1 
may occur in any landscape position. It is a moderately well- 
drained soi1 with a black A horizon, 10 to 20 cm thick, 
underlain by a dark-colored B horizon and a grayish, weakly 
to moderately calcareous C horizon. 

Eluviated Black - The Meadow Lake Eluviated Black 
soi1 usually occurs on lower slopes, but may extend to the 
knolls in some landscapes. It is a mcderately well drained 
soi1 that has a black A horizon greater than 10 cm thick that 

overlies a grayish colored, leached horizon with platy stntc- 
une. This grayish leached horizon is at least 2 cm thick but 
is more typically 5 to 10 cm thick. This leached layer is 
underlain by adark-colored B horizon that bas been enriched 
by clay leached @ont the A horizon, and a grayish-colored, 
wcakly to moderately calcareous C horizon. 

SolonetzicBlack - TheMeadow LakeSolonetzicBlack 
soi1 may occur in any landscape position. It is a moderately 
welldrained soi1 with a black to very dark-gray A horizon 
that overlies agrayishcolored, leached horizon. This leached 
horizon is underlain by a dense, dark-colored B horizon 
having a hard, columnar structure. In some of these soils the 
Upper part of the B horizon is degrading, which results in a 
blocky soi1 structure. The B horizon is underlain by a 
grayish-colored, weakly to moderately calcareous C horizon 
that may contain salts. 

Black Solodized Solonetz - Ihe Meadow Lake Black 
Solodized Solonetz soil may occur in any landscapeposition. 
It is a moderately well-draiied soi1 that has a black to very 
dark-gray A horizon, overlying a leached, grayish horizon 
with platy structure. These horizons are underlain by a B 
horizon that has white- or gray-capped columnar structures, 
which are darkly stained with organic matter, and are ex- 
tremely hard when dry. The underlying C horizon is grayish 
colored, weakly to moderately calcareous, and may contain 
salts. 

Black Solod - The Meadow Lake Black Solod soi1 may 
occur in any landscape position, although it commonly 
occurs in lower slope positions. It is a moderately well- 
drainedsoilwithablacktoverydarkgray-coloredAhorizon, 
underlain by a transitional AB horizon that is grayish in color 
and from which clay and organic matter have been leached 
and redeposited in the underlying B horizon. ‘Ihe B horizon 
is darkly stained by organic matter, and breaks into small 
blocky structures that are hard when dry. 

Gleysolic Soils - Gleysolic soils represent a variety of 
wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, occasionally, 
on the bottom of small drainage channels and low-lying 
depressional areas. They occur in areas that collect nmoff 
from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain wet for 
much of the growing season. They often have thick, dark- 
colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that include 
reddish spots and streaks. Peaty Gleysolic soils have a 
surface layer of peaty material, 15 to 40 cm thick. In areas 
where the deposit of peat was relatively thin, much or all of 
the peat may have been incorporated into the Upper mineral 
soi1 horizon upon cultivation. Most Gleysolic soils are not 
cultivated unless dmined, although some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils 
have become saline and/or carbonated. 

Luvic Gleysol Soils - Luvic Gleysol soils occur mainly 
in sloughs and low-lying depressional areas which collect 
runoff from heavy tains and snowmelt. They are usually wet 
for a significant part of the growing season and are often 
subject to flooding. These soils have aplaty (leached), light- 
colored layer below the surface and a dense grayish-brown to 
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brownish-gray B horizon that becomes very hard when dry. 
When cultivated, the upper layers are mixed, resulting in a 
light gray-colored surface which is subject to crusting. The 
underlying B and C horizons have dull colors and reddish 
spotsandstreaksindicativeofformationunderpoorlydrained 
conditions. 

Agricultural Properties of Meadow Lake Soils 

Meadow Lake soils are good agricultural soils of capa- 
bility class 2. Their main limitations are adverse soi1 struc- 
ture and a moderate heat deficiency imparted by the regional 
climate. The soil structure of the A and B horizons is such 
that it may restrict mot growtb and penetmtion, or moisture 
infiltration. Although they are potentially very productive 
soils, they are also limited by a relatively short growing 
season. Some soils such as tlte Solodized Solonetz may be 
further downrated to’a f%r soil (class 3) due to the more 
restrictive characteristics of the subsoil. In these soils, tbe B 
horizon has a very dense structure tbat restricts mot and 
moisture penetration. Otber Meadow Lake soils may be 
further downrated based on other soil and landscape limita- 
tions (i.e. salinity, wemess, topography, etc.) that are pecu- 
liar to individual delineations. Ratings for each delineation 
are listed under the heading “Agricultural Capability” in the 
Interpretive Data Tables section of this report. 

Meadow Lake soils have a moderate to high amount of 
organic matter in the A horizon, resulting in reasonably 
fertile soils of good tilth. These soils, however, are usually 
low in availablephosphoms but high in available potassium. 
Crops grown on most Meadow Lake soils should respond to 
additions of nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizers. They are 
slightly to moderately acid in reaction, however, these levels 
donotseriouslyaffecttheproductionofmostcrops,altbough 
some sensitive crops, such as alfalfa, may be affected. Soil 
salinity is associated with some solonetzic soi1 areas. 

Water erosion cari be a serious problem during periods 
of intense rainfall on areas with long slopes due to the 
relatively low infiltration rates of these soils. Management 
practices, such as cultivation across slopes and grassing of 
runways in affected are-as, should be followed as much as 
possible. Wind erosion is not usually a problem, however 
cultural practices that maintain a rough surface and a trash 
caver should be used to minimized tbe risk when surfaces 
become dry. 

Meota soils are Black Chemozemic soils that have 
formed in sandy fluvial materials. Surface textures range 
from very fine sandy loam to loamy sand. 

Meotasoils are usually stone free, however, some stones 
may occur where the sandy deposits are shallow (less than 1 
m thick) and underlain by glacial till or gravel. Meota soils 
frequently occur on undulating landscapes with very gentle 
to gentle slopes, but in some areas, these soils commonly 
occur on hummocky landscapes with gentle to moderate 
slopes. 
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Meota soils frequently occur in complex with soils of 
other associations. In most of these complexes, the Meota 
soils tend to occupy the mid- and lower slope positions. 
However, in complex with thick Black Chemozemic sandy 
soils or some of the Dark Gray Chemozemic soils, the Meota 
soils often occur on Upper slope positions. In otber com- 
plexes, the Meota soils may occur randomly tbroughout tbe 
hitldscape. 

Kinds of Meota Soils 

Orthic Black - The Meota Ortbic Black soi1 usually 
occupies mid- and Upper slope positions in most Meota 
landscapes. It is a well- to rapidly drained soi1 characterized 
by a black A horizon, 11 to 17 cm thick, underlain by a 
brownish B horizon and a light-brown, weakly calcareous C 
horizon. 

Gleyed Black - The Meota Gleyed Black soi1 usually 
occurs on mid- and lower slopepositions in the landscape. It 
is a moderately well- to imperfectly drained soil with a black 
A horizon overlying B and C horizons, which have dull 
colors and mddish spots and stains indicative of formation 
under conditions of restricted drainage. 

Gleyed Cakareous Black - The Meota GleyedCalcar- 
eous Black soi1 occurs on lower slopes, often surrounding 
sloughs. It is a moderately well- to imperfectly drained soil 
witb a black, usually calcareous A horizon underlain by 
highly calcareous B and C horizons. The B and C horizons 
often have dull colors and reddish spots and stains, indicative 
of imperfect soi1 drainage. 

Gleysolic Soils - Gleysolic soils represent a variety of 
wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, occasionally, 
on the bottom of small drainage channels and low-lying 
depressional areas. They occur in areas that collect nmoff 
from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain wet for 
much of the growing season. They often have thick, dark- 
colo& A horizons and drab subsurface colors that include 
reddish spots and streaks, indicative of formation under 
poorly drained conditions. Most of these soils are not 
cultivated unless drained, altbough some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils 
have become saline and/or carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of Meota Soils 

The best Meota soils, those with very fine sandy loam 
surface textures, are good agricultural soils of capability 
class 2, a moderate moisture deficit, imparted by the sub- 
humid regional climate and a moderate water-holding capac- 
ity, is their main limitation. Most Meota soils, however, have 
fine sandy loam to sandy loam surface textures, and are only 
fair agricultural soils of capability class 3; a low water- 
holding capacity is their main limitation. Meota soils witb 
coarser textures (loamy sands) have an even lower water- 
holding capacity and are more droughty. Tbese soils are 
considered to be poor agricultural soils of capability class 4. 
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Meotasoilsmaybefurtherdownmtedbasedonothersoiland 
landscape limitations (i.e. salinity, topography, wetne-ss, 
etc.) that are peculiar to individual delineations. For exam- 
ple, Meota soils tbat have been severely eroded may be rated 
as capability class 4 or 5, depending on the severity of the 
erosion and its effect on trop production. Ratings for each 
delineation are listed under the heading “Agricultural Capa- 
bility” in the Interpretive Data Tables section of tbis report. 

The moderate organic matter content of these soils, 
coupled with their sandy textures, results in soils of low 
fertilitythataren0teasilykeptingoodtih.h. Thepotentialfor 
wind erosion is high on most Meota soils due to their sandy 
nature and weak structure, which makes it difficult to keep a 
rough surface that is resistant to wind erosion. Management 
practicesthatmaintainatrashcoverandmaintainorincrease 
the organic matter content of tbese soils are recommended. 
Such practices include reduction of tillage, leaving stubble 
standing, frequent inclusion of forages in trop rotations and 
additionof manure. Water erosion is generally not aproblem 
because of their high infiltration rates. Likewise, stones are 
seldom a problem on these soils. 

Meadow soils are Gleysolic soils that have formed in 
variable-textured alluvial sediments typically associated with 
low-lying depressional basins. Surface textures are variable 
but usually range from loam to clay. 

Meadow soils are usualIy stone free, although some 
stones may occur where the alluvial materials are shallow 
(less than 1 m thick) and underlain by glacial till. Meadow 
soils usually occur on nearly level to very gently sloping 
landscapes. 

Meadow soils may occur in complex with soils of other 
associations. If they are in complex with organic soils, they 
usually occur on Upper slope positions or along the margins 
of tbe organic deposit. Gccasionally, Meadow soils may 
occur in complex with well-drained soils. In these cases, the 
Meadow soils occur in lower landscape positions. 

Kinds of Meadow Soils 

Gleysolic Soils - The Meadow Gleysolic soils occur in 
depressional areas that are subject to floodmg. lhey are wet 
for all or a significant portion of the growing season. They 
may have a relatively thick, dark-colomd A horizon and 
drab-colored B and C horizons that are dotted with reddish 
spots and streaks, indicative of formation under poorly 
drained conditions. In some areas, the Meadow Gleysolic 
soils are almost entirely carbonated. In theseareas, they have 
a highly calcareous A horizon underlain by a highly calcar- 
cous B or C horizon. Meadow peaty Gleysolic soils are 
covered by a shallow layer of peaty material, from 15 to 40 
cm thick. Where the organic material is primarily lïbric peat, 
the organic layer may be up to 60 cm thick. In some cases, 
the Meadow Gleysolic soils are also saline. In these areas, 

soluble salts are usually present within 50 cm of the surface. 
Meadow saline Gleysolic soils often occur intermixed with 
Meadow carbonated Gleysolic soils. 

Agricultural Properties of Meadow Soils 
- 

Meadow soils are fair to nonarable agricultural soils of 
capability classes 3 to 6. The wide range in agricultural 
capability is mainly a result of varying degrees of wetness 
and salinity. Many of these SO~IS are wet for all or a 
significant portion of the growing season, thus limiting their 
use for arable agriculture. Improved drainage, however, bas 
permitted cultivation in some areas and may result in fair 
agricultural soils. While textures vary, they usually range 
from loam to &y; consequently, water-holding capacity is 
often adequate. The organic matter content of the surface 
horizon is usually high, resulting in reasonable fertility and 
good tilth. Stones are rarely a problem in Meadow soils. 
Because of the association of these soils with lower portions 
of the landscape, wind erosion is nota serious problem. Gn 
the other hand, they do receive nmoff water in the spring or 
during periods of intense rainfaIl and, consequently, are 
susceptible to water erosion and to flooding. Areas with 
peaty surfaces and saline poorly drained soils have little 
potential for arable agriculture and are best suited for forage 
production or pasture. Ratings for each delineation are listed 
under the heading “Agricultural Capability” in the Interpre- 
tive Data Tables section of this report 
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Nisbet soils are Dark Gray Chemozemic soils mat have 
formed in sandy fluvial materials, in areas of mixed gmssland 
and forest, where wooded vegetation bas had some influence 
on soi1 formation. Surface textures range from loamy sand 
to sandy loam. 

Nisbet soils are usually stone free, however, some stones 
may occur where the sandy deposits are shallow (less than 1 
m thick) and underlain by glacial till or gravel. Tbese soils 
are typically associated with hummocky landscapes having 
gentle and moderate slopes. Undulating landscapes with 
very gentle to gende slopes occur less frequently. 

The Nisbet soils often occur in complex with soils of 
other associations. In most of these complexes, the Nisbet 
soils occur on mid- and Upper slope positions. However, in 
complexes with soils developed in glacial till, the Nisbet 
mils usually occur on the mid- and lower slope positions. 

Kinds of Nisbet Soils 

Orthic Dark Gray - The Nisbet Grthic Dark Gray soil 
cari occupy aI1 slope positions in some landscapes. It is a 
welldrained soi1 that is characterized by a dark-gray A 
horizon, 11 to 22 cm thick, underlain by a brown-colored, 
lime-free B horizon and a light-brown, weakly calcareous C 
horizon. 
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Peaty Gleysolic Soils - Peaty Gleysolic soils occur 
mainly in sloughs and low-lying depressional amas. They 
are characterized by a shallow layer of peaty material, from 
15 to4Ocm thick, that overlies a dark-colored A horizon. The 
underlying horizons have drab colors that often include 
reddish spots and stains, indicative of formation underpoorly 
drained conditions. When the organic material is primarily 
fibricpeat,theorganiclayermaybeupto6Ocmthick. Unless 
artificially drained, most of these soils are frequently wet for 
allorasignificantportionofthegrowingseasonandareoften 
floodcd. 

Agricultural Properties of Nisbet Soils 

Nisbet soils with fine sandy loam and sandy loam 
surface textures are fair agricultural soils of capability class 
3 dueprimarily to their sandy nature. Theoccurrenceof these 
soils in an area of more favorable precipitation compensates 
slightly for the low water-holding capacity. The coarser- 
textured Nisbet soils, thosc with loamy sand and sand surface 
textures, are considered to be poor agricultural soiis of 
capability class 4. Nisbet soils may be further downrated 
basedon soil and landscapelimitations (i.e. salinity, wetness, 
topography, erosion, etc.) that are peculiar to individual 
delineations. Limitations for each delineation are listed 
under the heading ‘Agricultural Capability” in the Interpre- 
tive Data Tables section of this report 

The Nisbet soils have a low organic matter content 
which, combined with the sandy nature of this soil, results in 
one of the poorest agricultural soils in the Dark Gray soil 
zone. Fertilizer applications, particularly nitrogen and phos- 
phorus, cari increase their productivity somewhat, In addi- 
tion, applications of potassium and sulphur may be required 
for certain crops. The potential for erosion is high on these 
soils hccause of their sandy texture, weak structure and low 
organic matter content, making it difficuh to keep a cloddy 
surface that is resistant to wind erosion. It is recommended 
that soil conservation practices, such as maintenance of trop 
residues through reduced tillage or leaving stubble standing, 
frequent inclusion of forages in trop rotations, and shelter- 
belts, be utilizcd wherever possible tc control soi1 erosion 
and maintain or enhance soi1 organic matter content and 
aggregate stability. Stones are generally not a problem. 
Arcas of poorly drained soils, especially those with peaty 
surfaces, often have little potential for arable agriculture and 
axe best suited for forage production or pasture. 

Perley soils are Thick Black Chemozemic soils that 
have formed in sandy fluvial materials. They are distin- 
guished f?orn Meota soils by havinga surface horizon that is 
greater than 20 cm thick Surface textures range from very 
fine sandy loam to loamy sand. 

Perley soils are usually stone free, however, some stones 
may occur where the sandy deposits are shallow (less than 1 
m thick) and underlain by glacial till or gravel. Perley soils 
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frequently occur on very gently to gently undulating land- 
scapes, but in some areas, these soils commonly occur on 
hummocky landscapes with gentle to moderate slopes. 

Perley soils fiequently occur in complex with soils of 
other associations. In most of these complexes, the Perley 
soils occur on the mid- and lower slope positions. 

Kinds of Perley Soils 

Calcareous Black - The Perley Calcareous Black soi1 
occurs on mid- and Upper slopes and knolls in most Perley 
landscapes, however, it cari extend onto lower slopes in some 
landscapes. It is a well- to moderately well-drained soil with 
a black, usually calcareous A horizon, 20 to 37 cm thick, 
underlain by a brownish-colored, calcareous B horizon and 
a light-brown, weakly to moderately calcateous C horizon. 

Gleyed Calcareous Black - The Perley GleyedCalcar- 
eous Black soi1 occurs in low-lying depressional areas or on 
lower slope positions, often surrounding sloughs. It is a 
moderately well- to imperfectly drained soil with a black, 
usually calcareous A horizon, 20 to 40 cm thick, tmderlain by 
highly calcareous B and C horizons. The B and C horizons 
often have drab colors and reddish spots and stains, indica- 
tive of imperfect soi1 drainage. Salts are frequently present 
in the C horizon of Perley Gleyed Calcareous Black soils. 

Gleysolic Soils - Gleysolic soils represent a variety of 
wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, occasionally, 
on the bottom of small drainage channels and low-lying 
depressional amas. They occur in areas that collect runoff 
from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain wet for 
much of the growing season. They often have thick, dark- 
colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that often 
include reddish spots and streaks, indicative of formation 
under poorly drained conditions. Most of these soils are not 
cultivated unless drained, although some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils 
have become saline and/or carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of Perley Soils 

The best Perley soils, particularly the typical or Perley 
Grthic Black soils with a very fine sandy loam surface 
texture, are rated as capability class 2; a moderate moisture 
deficit, imparted by the subhumid regional climate and a 
moderate water-holdmg capacity, is their main limitation. 
Most Perley soils, however, have fine sandy loam to sandy 
loam surface textures, and are, at best, only fair agricultural 
soils of capability class 3. Their low water-holding capacity 
is their main limitation. Perley soils with coarser textures 
(loamy sands) are even more droughty and are considered to 
be poor agricultural soils of capability class 4. Perley soils 
may he further downrated based on other soil and landscape 
limitations (i.e. salinity, topogmphy, wemess, etc.) that are 
peculiar to an individual delineation. For example, Perley 
soils are downrated to class 4 or 5 if the potential for trop 
production is severely affected by salinity. Ratings for each 
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delineation are listed under the heading “Agricultural Capa- 
bility” in the Interpretive Data Tables section of tbis report. 

A moderate to high organic matter content makes most 
Perley soils reasonably fertile, although additions of phos- 
phorus and nitrogen are usually required to obtain optimum 
yields. Due to their sandy nature and weak structure, these 
soils are often subject to wind erosion, particularly when the 
surface is no1 protected by a trash caver. Tillage practices 
that maintain a trash caver and management practices that 
maintain or incmase the organic matter content Will help 
reduce this hazard. Water erosion is generally nota problem 
because of high infiltration rates. Likewise, stones are 
seldom a problem on these soils. 

Pine soilsare a mixture of Brunisolic and Regosolic soils 
tbat have formed in sandy fluvial materials, some of which 
have been reworked by the wind. They have formed in amas 
where trees have had an influence on soi1 formation. Soils 
formed under these conditions are often leached, low in 
organic matter and have gray surface colors when cultivated. 
Surface textures range from sand to loamy sand. 

Pine soils are usually nonstony and are frequently asso- 
ciated with hummocky landscapes with gentle to strong 
slopes. In some areas, undulating landscapes with very 
gentle 10 gentle slopes are common. 

The Pine soils occur in complex with many other soil 
associations. Typically, they occur in complex with soils 
formed in other sandy fluvial mater&, in which case the 
Pine soils nsually occnr on the mid- to Upper slope positions. 

Kinds of Pline Soils 

Ortbic Eutric Brunisol - lhe Pine Grthic Eutric Bru- 
nisol soi1 oceurs mainly on Upper slopes and knolls, but may 
extend onto midslopes in some landscapes. It is a very 
rapidly drained soi1 which, under forested conditions, is 
characterized by the presence of a layer of forest litter that 
may overlie a very tbin, daxk-colored A horizon. These 
horizons overlie a brownish B horizon that, in turn, overlies 
a light yellowish-brown C horizon. In many amas, the only 
significant difference between the B and underlying C hoxi- 
zon is that the C horizon is weakly calcareous. In amas where 
these soils are cultivated, the resulting surface is 10 to 18 cm 
tbick and light gray in color. 

Gleyed Eutric Brunisol - The Pine Gleyed Eutric Bru- 
nisol soil occurs mainly on lower slopes, but may extendonto 
midslopes in low-lying, gentle landscapes. It is amoderately 
well- to imperfectly drained soi1 which, under forested con- 
ditions, is characterized by the presence of a layer of forest 
litter that may overliea very thin, dark-colored A horizon and 
a very thin, grayish-colored, leached layer. These horizons, 
if present, overlie a brownish B horizon and a yellowish 
brown C horizon, which have dull colors and reddish spots or 
stains, indicative of formation under the influence of re- 

stricted soi1 drainage. Upon cultivation, the Upper horizons 
are mixed, resulting in a light gray-colored surface. 

Eluviated Eutric Brunisol - lbe Pine Eluviated Euhic 
Brunisol soi1 cari occur on ail landscape positions. It is a 
rapidly drained soi1 that, nnder forested conditions, is char- 
acterized by the presence of a layer of forest litter that 
overlies a thin, gmyish-colored, leached A horizon which, in 
mm, overlies a brownish B horizon and a light yellowish- 
brown C horizon. The B horizon may be up to 2 m or more 
in thickness. Upon cultivation, the Upper horizons are mixed, 
resulting in a light gmyish-colored surface, 

Gleyed Eluviated Eutric Brunisol - ‘IIe Pine Gleyed 
Eluviated Euuic Bnmisol soil occnrs on mid- to lower 
slopes. 11 is a moderately well- to imperfectly drained soil. 
Under forested conditions, it has a layer of forest litter that 
overlies a tbin, grayish-colored, leached A horizon which, in 
mm, overlies a brownish B horizon and a yellowish-brown C 
horizon. The B and C horizons often have du11 colors and 
reddish spots or stains, indicative of formation under tbe 
influence of mstricted soi1 drainage. 

Orthic Regosol - The Pine Grthic Regosol soil occurs 
on Upper slopes and knolls. It is a very rapidly drained soil, 
which under forested conditions, is characterized by the 
presence of a layerof forest litter that may overlie a very thin, 
dark-colored A horizon that directly overlies the yellowish- 
brown C horizon. 

Gleyed Regosol - The Pine Gleyed Regosol soil occurs 
mainly on lower slopes, but may extend onto midslopes in 
low-lying, gentle landscapes. 11 isan imperfectly drained soil 
which, under forested conditions, is characterized by the 
presence of a layer of forest litter that may overlie a very thin, 
dark-colored A horizon. These horizons diiectly overlie the 
yellowish-brown C horizon, which has du11 colors and red- 
dish spots and stains, indicative of formation under tbe 
influence of testricted soi1 drainage. 

Gleysolic Soils - Gleysolic soils mpresent a variety of 
wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, occasionally, 
on the bottom of small drainage channels and low-lying 
depressional amas. They occur in areas that collect nmoff 
from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain wet for 
much of the growing season. They often have thick, dark- 
colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that include 
reddish spots and streaks. Peaty Gleysolic soils have a 
surface layer of peaty matetial, 15 to 40 cm thick. In amas 
where the deposit of peat was relatively thin, much or ail of 
the peat may have been incorporated into the Upper minera1 
soi1 horizon upon cultivation. Most Gleysolic soils are not 
cultivated unless drained, ahhough some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought, 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils 
have become saline and/or carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of Pine SO& 

The best Pine soils, tbose with a loamy sand surface 
texture, are very poor agricultural soils of capability class 5. 
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The Sand-textured Pine soils are considered to be nonarable 
and of capability class 6. A strong moisture deficit, imparted 
by the subhumid regional climate and a very low water- 
holding capacity, as well as low natural fertility, are the main 
limitations to tbe production of common field crops. Thcse 
soils may be further downrated based on other soi1 and 
landscape limitations (i.e. erosion, topography, deficiencies 
in fertility, etc.) tbat are peculiar to individual delineations. 
Ratings for each delineation are listed under the heading 
“Agricultural Capability” in the Interpretive Data Tables 
section of tbis report. 

Pine soils are infertile due to their low organic matter 
content and coarse textures. Because of this and their very 
low water-holding capacity, they are not usually used for the 
production of annual field crops, and are commonly used for 
native grazing, or cleared of their tree caver and seeded to 
pasture. If these soils are cleared, tbey are highly susceptible 
to wind erosion until a permanent vegetative caver, of either 
forages ortrees, is reestablished. Watererosion is not usually 
a problem on tbese soils. Stones do not pose a problem unless 
glacial till is near the surface, in which case periodic clearing 
may be required. 

Pine soils normally should not be cleared of their native 
vegetation. If they are cleared, agricultuml production Will 
be low, even when supplemental fertilixer is used on a 
continuai basis and adequate amounts of precipitation are 
obtained. In addition, Pine soils are slightly to moderately 
acidic in reaction and, as a result, sensitive crops, such as 
alfalfa, may be affecti 

Runway soils ate formed in various deposits associated 
witb the sides and bottoms of shallow drainage channels. 
This group of soils includes Regosolic, Luvisolic, Chemo- 
zemic and Gleysolic soils that are primarily associated with 
dissected landscapes. As a result, surface texture, degree of 
stoniness, slope class and salinity are extremely variable. 

Agricultural Properties of Runway Soils 

Runway soils are usually rated as class 4, 5 or 6 for 
agricultural capability. Most of these soils, however, are 
nonarable in that tbe bottom lands are poorly drained and the 
side slopes are often too steep to permit cultivation. A few 
areas, where slopes permit crossing with field implements, 
have some potential for cultivation. As well, many areas 
have little potential for grazing land because they occur as 
narrow strips cutting through cultivated amas. Where they 
are large enough to be fenced, they do have some value as 
pasture land depending upon steepness of slope, density of 
tme caver and availability of water. Ratings for each deline- 
ation are listed under the heading “Agricultural Capability” 
in the Interpretive Data Tables section of this report 

Shellbrook soils are Dark Gray Chemozemic soils that 
have formed in loamy lacustrine materials, in areas of mixed 
grassland and fores& where wooded vegetation has had some 
influence on soil formation. Soils that have formed under 
these conditions are usually slightly leached. They have 
lower organic matter levels than similar soils occurring in the 
Black soilzone, as evidenced by adark-gray surface horizon. 
Surface textures range from sandy loam to loam. 

Shellbrook soils are usually stone free. Some stones 
may occur where tbe lacustrine materials are shallow (less 
than 1 m thick) and underlain by glacial till or grave& or 
where the lacustrine materials occur in complex with glacial 
till or gravel. Shellbrook soils usually occur on undulating 
landscapes with very gentle to gentle slopes, however, they 
cari also occur on hummocky landscapes witb gentle to 
modemte slopes. 

Shellbrook soils occur in complex with soils of many 
other associations. In most of tbese complexes, the Shell- 
brook soils occur on mid- and lower slopes, however, in 
complex with certain soils, such as BlackChemoxemic soils 
formed in loamy lacustrine materials, tbey tend to occur on 
Upper slope positions. 

Kinds of Shellbrook Soils 

Orthic Dark Gray - The Shellbrcok Grthic Dark Gray 
soi1 occurs mainly on mid- and Upper slope positions in the 
landscape, however, in some areas it cari be found on lower 
slopcs. It is a well-drained soi1 characterized by a dark-gray 
A horizon, 11 to 22 cm thick, underlain by a reddish-brown 
B horizon and a grayish, moderately calcarcous C horizon. 
There may be a tbin, grayish layer with platy structure 
between the A and B horizons which, if cultivated, is often 
incorporated into the plow layer. 

GleyedRegoDarkGray - TheShellbrookGleyedRego 
Dark Gray soi1 usually occurs on lower slopes, but it cari 
occur on ail slope positions in some landscapes. It is affected 
to varying degrees by imperfect soi1 drainage and is charac- 
terized by a highly calcareous A horizon, which is underlain 
by a highly calcareous C horizon. Tbe C horizon often has 
drab colors and reddish spots and stains, indicative of imper- 
fect soil drainage. 

Gleyed Calcareous Dark Gray - The Shellbrook 
Gleyed Calcareous Dark Gray soil usually occurs on lower 
slopes, but in some amas may extend onto Upper slopes. It is 
affected to varying degrees by imperfect soi1 drainage and is 
characterized by a highly calcareous A horizon, which is 
underlain by highly calcareous B and C horizons. Tbe B and 
C horizons often have drab colors and reddish spots and 
stains, indicative of imperfect soil drainage. 

Gleysolic Soils - Gleysolic soils represent a variety of 
wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, occasionally, 
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on the bottom of small drainage channels and low-lying 
depressional areas. They occur in areas that collcct runoff 
from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain wet for 
much of the growing season. They often have thick, dark- 
colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that include 
reddish spots and streaks, indicative of formation under 
poorly drained conditions. Most of tbese soils are not 
cultivated unless drained, although some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils 
have become saline and/or carbonated 

Agricultural Properties of Shellbrook Soils 

The best Shellbrcok soils are those with loam to very 
fmesandyloamsurfacetextures. Thesearegoodagricultural 
soils of capability class 2; a slight moisture delïcit, imparted 
by the subhumid regional climate and a moderate water- 
holding capacity, is their main limitation. Shellbrook soils 
witb fine sandy loam to sandy loam surface textures are fair 
agricultural soils of capability class 3 due primarily to their 
low water-holding capacity. Shellbrook soils may be further 
downrated based on other soil and landscape limitations (i.e. 
salinity, topography, erosion, etc.) chat are peculiar to indi- 
vidual delineations. Ratings for each delineation are listed 
under the heading “Agricultural Capability” in the Interpre- 
tive Data Tables section of this report 

Shellbrook soils have a moderate amount of organic 
matter in the A horizon. They are low in available phospho- 
rus and high in available potassium. Shellbrook soils have a 
weak to moderate cloddy structure that breaks to fine granu- 
lar and single grain, making them moderately susceptible to 
wind erosion. Relatively high infiltration rates, coupled with 
very gentle to gentle slopes, often result in a low susceptibil- 
ity to water erosion. Shellbrook soils occurring on land- 
scapes with moderate slopes, however, are more susceptible 
to water erosion. It is recommended that soil conservation 
practices, such as maintenance of trop residues through 
reduced tillage or leaving stubble standing, inclusions of 
forages in trop rotations, strip cropping and shelterbelts, be 
utilized wherever possible to control soi1 emsion and main- 
tain or enhance soi1 organic matter content and aggregate 
stability. 

Stones are not generally a problem on Shellbrook soils, 
however, periodic clearing may be required where the lacus- 
trine mater& are shallow (less Tan 1 m thick) and underlain 
by glacial till or gravel. 

S ylvania soils are Gray Luvisolic soils mat have formed 
in sandy fluvial materials, in areas where wooded vegetation 
has had a strong influence on soi1 formation. Soils that have 
formed under these conditions are usually strongly leached, 
resulting in low organic matter levels and, hence, a grayish- 
colored surface upon cultivation. Surface textures arc pre- 
dominantly loamy sand to very fine sandy loam. 

Sylvania soils are usually stone free, however, some 
stones may occur where the fluvial materials are shallow 
(less than 1 m thick) and underlain by glacial till or gravel. 
Sylvania soils usually occur on hummocky landscapes with 
gentle to moderate slopes, but cari also occur on undulating 
landscapes with very gentle to gentle slopes. 

Sylvania soils frequently occur in complex with soils of 
other associations. In complexes with soils formed in finer- 
textured lacushine mater& the S ylvania soils tend to occur 
on mid- and upper slope positions, whereas, in complexes 
with soils formed in coarser-textured fluvial materials or 
glacial till, they usually occur on the mid- and lower slope 
positions of tbe landscape. 

Kinds of Sylvania Soils 

Orthic Gray Luvisol - The S ylvania Grthic Gray Luvi- 
sol soi1 usually occurs on mid- and Upper slopes and knolls 
but, in some landscapes, it may be restricted to lower slopes 
and depressions. It is a well- to rapidly drained soi1 which, 
under forested conditions, is characterized by the presenceof 
a thin, dark-colored surface horizon below the forest litter, 
underlain by a strongly leached, gray to grayish-brown, platy 
horizon of variable thickness. Upon cultivation, part or all of 
this leached horizon is incorporated into the plow layer, 
producing a light-gray surface horizon, 11 to 16 cm thick. In 
some areas, a portion of the strongly leached, grayish- 
colored horizon remains below the cultivated surface layer. 
Below these horizons is arelatively thick, dark-brown todark 
grayish-brown B horizon that usuaIly has a strong (hard), 
angular blocky to prismatic structure, and is underlain, in 
mm, by a dark grayish-brown, weakly calcareous C horizon 
with a weak. blocky to massive structure. 

Gleyed Gray Luvisol - The Sylvania Gleyed Gray Lu- 
vis01 soi1 commonly occurs on mid- and lower slope posi- 
tions in most Sylvania landscapes. It is a moderately well- to 
imperfectly drained soi1 with a light-gray A horizon, 8 to 15 
cm thick, underlain by a very light-gmy horizon with platy 
structure. This horizon is underlain, in mm, by a relatively 
thick, brownish or reddish-brown B horizon that has a 
distinct, angular blocky structure when dry. The B horizon 
is underlain, in turn, by a grayish-colored, weakly calcareous 
C horizon. The B and C horizons often have reddish spots 
and stains and dull colors, indicative of formation in areas 
with restricted drainage. 

Dark Gray Luvisol - The Sylvania Dark Gray Luvisol 
soi1 cari occupy all slope positions in most Sylvania land- 
scapes. It is a well-drained SO~I which, under forested 
conditions,ischaracterizedbythepresenceofadark-colored 
A horizon below the forest litter, underlain by a strongly 
leached, gray to grayish-brown horizon with platy structure. 
Upon cultivation, the forest litter, A horizon and part of the 
underlying leached horizon are incorporated together, pro- 
ducing a dark gray-colored surface horizon, 10 to 18 cm 
thick. These horizons are underlain, in tut-n, by a brownish 
or reddish-brown B horizon having a strong, angular blocky 
structure. 

- 

- 

- 
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Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol - The Sylvania Gleyed 
Dark Gray Luvisol soil generally occurs on lower slope 
positions in the landscape. It is a moderately well-to imper- 
fectlydrained soilcharacterizedbyadark-gray Ahorizon, 10 
to 20 cm thick, underlain by a relatively thick, brownish or 
reddish-brown B horizon that has a strong, angular blocky 
structure. The B andC horizons often havereddish spots and 
stains and du11 colors, indicative of formation in areas with 
restricted soil drainage. 

Gleysolic Soils - Gleysolic soils represent a variety of 
wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, occasionally, 
on the bottom of small drainage channels and low-lying 
depressional areas. They occur in areas that collect runoff 
from heavy tains and snowmelt, and usually remain wet for 
much of the growing season. They often have thick, dark- 
colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that include 
reddish spots and streaks. Peaty Gleysolic soils have a 
surface layer of peaty material, 15 to 40 cm thick. In areas 
where the deposit of peat was relatively thin, much or all of 
the peat may have been incorporated into the Upper mineral 
soi1 horizon upon cultivation. Most Gleysolic soils are not 
cultivated unless drained, although some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils 
have become saline and/or carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of Sylvania Soils 

The best Sylvania soils are those with very fine sandy 
loam textures. They are considered to be fair agricultural 
soils of capability class 3. Areas with fine sandy loam to 
sandy loam surface textures are, at best, only poor agricul- 
tural soils of capability class4. Alow water-holdingcapacity 
is the main agricultural limitation of these soils. Areas witb 
very light surface textures (loamy Sand) are rated class 5 
(nonarable and suitable only for perennial forages or im- 
proved pasture) due to theirvery low water-holding capacity 
and low natural fertility. Sylvania soils may be further 
downrated based on other soil and landscape limitations (i.e. 
topography, wetness, etc.) that are peculiar to individual 
delineations. Ratings for each delineation are listed under the 
heading “Agricultuml Capability?’ in the Interpretive Data 
Tables section of this report 

The sandy nature and low organic matter content of the 
Sylvania soils result in SO~IS of low fertility and poor tilth. 
They are slightly to moderately acid in reaction, however, 
these levels do not seriously affect the production of most 
crops, although some sensitive crops, such as alfalfa, may be 
affected. S ylvania soils are coarse textured and lack drought 
resistance, while their loose surface structure makes them 
susceptible to wind erosion when cultivated. They are not 
usually susceptible to water erosion due to their high infiltra- 
tion rate. TO ensure productivity, management practices 
should be followed that Will increase the organic matter 
content, maintain or increase fertility levelsand prevent wind 
emsion. S ylvania soils may be better utilized for tbe produc- 
tion of forage crops than cereal crops. This would add 
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organic matter to the soi1 and, along with proper tillage 
methods, protect against erosion. As well, the use of fertiliz- 
ers would help ensure their continual use as arable agricul- 
turai land. 

Waterhen River soils are Gray Luvisolic SO& tbat have 
formed in sandy fluvial materials containing tbin bands of 
loamy to silty lacustrine mater% in areas where wooded 
vegetation has hada strong influenceon soi1 formation. Soils 
tbat have formed under these conditions are usually strongly 
leached, resulting in low organic matter levels and, hence, a 
grayish-colored surface upon cultivation. Surface textures 
range from sand to sandy loam. 

Waterhen River soils are usually stone free. They are 
usually associated with undulating or hummocky landscapes 
with very gentle to gentle slopes, although they cari also 
occur on hummocky landscapes with moderate to steep 
slopes. Waterhen River soils also occur in complexes with 
soils of other associations. In complexes with soils of other 
sandy associations, the Waterhen River soils most often 
occuron the lower slope positions in the landscape, although 
in some landscapes tbeir distribution is unpredictable. 

Kinds of Waterhen River Soils 

Orthic Gray Luvisol -The Waterhen River Grthic Gray 
Luvisol soil is a well- to rapidly drained soi1 that usually 
occurs on mid- and lower slope positions in the landscape, 
although it cari occur on all slope positions in some land- 
scapes. Under forested conditions, the surface organic litter 
layer is underlain by a grayishçolored, weak platy or 
structureless A horizon, 5 to 15 cm tbick. Upon cultivation, 
part or ail of tbis leached horizon is incorporated with the 
litter layer into the plow layer, producing a light-gray sur- 
face. Tbis horizon isunderlain by alternate layers of &y-rich 
bands (Bt horizon) and sand-rich interbands (Bm horizon) 
that extend to a depth of 100 cm or more. Below mis horizon 
is a weakly to noncakareous C horizon. 

Brunisolic Gray Luvisol - The Waterhen River Bruni- 
solic Gray Luvisol soil is a well- to rapidly drained soi1 that 
usually occurs on mid- and lower slope positions in the 
landscape, although it cari occur on all slope positions in 
some landscapes. Under forested conditions, the surface 
organic litter layer is underlain by a grayishcolored, weak 
platy or structureless A horizon, 5 to 15 cm thick. Upon 
cultivation, part or all of this leached horizon is incorporated 
with the litter layer into the plow layer, producing a light- 
gray surface. Below the A horizon is a brownish-colored, 
structureless B horizon, 15 to 50 cm tbick. This horizon is 
underlain by altemate layers of clay-rich bands (Bt horizon) 
and sand-rich interbands (Bm horizon) that extend to a depth 
of 100 cm or more. Below this horizon is a weakly to 
noncalcareous C horizon. 

Peaty Gleysolic Soils - Peaty Gleysolic soils occur 
mainly in sloughs and low-lying depressional areas. They 
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are characterized by a shallow layer of peaty material, from 
15to40cmthick,thatoverliesadark-coloredAhorizon. The 
tmdcrlying horizons have drab colors that often include 
reddishspotsandstains,indicativeofformationunderpoorly 
drained conditions. When the organic material is primarily 
tïbricpeat,theorganiclayermaybeupto6Ocmthick. Unless 
artificially drained, most of these soils are fiequently wet for 
allorasignificantportionofthegrowingseasonandareoften 
flooded. 

Agricultural Properties of Waterben River Soils 

Waterhen River soils are considered to be poor agricul- 
turalsoilsofcapabilityclass4. Alowwater-holdingcapacity 
and low natural fertility are the main agricultural limitations 
of these soils. Waterhen River soils may be further down- 
rated based on other soi1 and landscapc limitations (i.e. 
topography, exccss wemess, etc.) that are peculiar to indi- 
vidual delineations. Ratings for each delineation arc listed 
under the heading “Agricultural Capabihty” in the Interprc- 
tive Data Tables section of this report 

The fine-textured bands associated with tbese soils 
effectively increase the water-holding capacity of these soils 
from whatitmightotherwisebe. However, theyareverylow 
in organic matter and in such essential plant nutrients as 
nitrogen, phosphorus and, in some cases, sulphur. They are 
slightly to moderately acid in reaction, however, tbese levels 
donot scriously affect tbe production of most cmps, although 
some sensitive crops, such as alfalfa, may be affected. The 
lack of organic matter coupled with sandy textures makes 
them highly susceptible to drought and wind and water 
erosion when cultivatcd. 

Waterhen River soils on smooth landscapes may be 
suitable for the production of forage crops and possibly 
early-maturing feed grains. TO ensure good productivity, 
management practices should be followed that Will increase 
the organic matter content, maintain or incmase fertility 
levels and prevent water and wind erosion. Such practices 
should include use of forages in trop rotations, addition of 
manure, tillage methods that will conserve trop residues, 
strip cropping and shelterbelts. 

Wedand soils include Gleysolic soils formcd in a mix- 
ture of mater& associated with depressional areas and 
small areas of open water. Most occur as sloughs, too small 

to show separately on tbe soil map, and are included in the 
map units of the surrounding upland soils. Gnly the larger 
axas have heen delineated on the map. Wetland soils are 
made up of a variety of soils which are referred to collectively 
as Gleysolic soils. Al1 are wet for at least a portion of the 
growing season and many remain flooded for much or ail of 
the growing season. 

Kinds of Wetland Soils 

Gleysolic Soils - Wetland Gleysolic soils occur in 
sloughs and, occasionally, in the bottom of small drainage 
channels and low-lying depressional areas. They occur in 
areas that collect runoff fiom heavy tains and snowmelt, and 
usually remain wet for much of the growing season. The A 
horizon may be thin or thick (greater than 10 cm), and darkly 
colored; or it may be leached and gray or gmyish-brown in 
color. Peaty poorly drained soils have a layer of peaty 
material, from 15 to 40 cm thick, overlying mineral materi- 
ais. Wetland soils have drab subsurface colors that are often 
dotted with reddish spots and streaks, indicative of formation 
under poorly drained conditions. Some of these poorly 
drained soils arc also saline and carbonated. Most of the 
Wetland soiIs are not cultivated unless drained, ahhough 
some may become dry enough to cultivate during periods of 
prolonged drought. 

Agricultural Properties of Wetland Soils 

Al1 areas of Wetland soils have little or no potential for 
arable agriculture. Most have an agricultural capability 
rating of class 5 or lower. Some areas are suitable for tame 
or native forage production or as native grazing land. Those 
amas indicatedon the soi1 map with the symbol Wz 1 have the 
highest potential. These are areas that usually become dry at 
some point in the growing season and have potential for 
forage production. Someof the shallower onesmay he arable 
during extended dry periods and will have some potential for 
the production of tame hay, or early maturing, moisture 
tolerant crops. Those areas indicated on the soi1 map with the 
symbol Wz2 usually have at least central portions remaining 
flooded for ail of tbe growing season. In these areas, only the 
outer margins have any potential for the production of native 
hay. Those areas indicated on the soi1 map with the symbol 
Wz3 usually remain flooded for ail of the growing season and 
have little or no potential for agricultural use, even as grazing 
land. 

- 
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INTERPRETATIONS 

- 4.1 SALINITY 
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Saline soils occur sporadically throughout the agricul- 
tural area of Saskatchewan. These soils contain sufficient 
water soluble salts to inhibit the uptake of moisture by 
plants,resultinginmoisturestressandreducedplantgrowth. 
The presence of saline soils cari often be recognized by bare 
spotsinthecroporby unevenstandsofgrainorforage. Very 
strongly saline soils usually develop a white surface trust 
during dry weather. Where less salt is present, the soi1 is 
grayish in color when dry and the subsoil often bas streaks or 
specks of salt at a depth of 5 to 25 cm or deeper. In weakly 
saline or moderately saline soils that are very wet, it may not 
be possible to see the Salt. 

Development of Saline Soils 

Salinesoilsresultalmostinvariablyfiomthemovement 
of salts carried by groundwater and subsequent concentra- 
tion in the soi1 upon evaporation of this water at or near the 
soi1 surface. 

Soluble salts are present in the parent materials of all 
soils as theresult of on-going natural, chemicai and physical 
weatheringprocesses. When theamountofwater evaporat- 
ing from the soi1 is greater than the amount infihrating, Salt.9 
may accumulate in the soi1 and may result in saline soils. 
Areas are subject to soi1 salinization where water tables are 
high and theamountof infiltration of precipitation is limited. 
In most cases, this is a natural process which has been going 
on since the time of deglaciation. Agriculture has, however, 
aggravated the problem in some areas by tbe use of cropping 
systems that are not as water efficient as the natural prairie. 

Management of Saline Soils 

Management of saline soils requires the effective man- 
agement of soi1 water in bath the saline and nonsaline parts 
of the landscape. In terms of water management for soi1 
salinity control this means making the most efficient use of 
soi1 moisture possible. Extending the cropping rotation or 
continuously cropping in nonsaline amas will cycle more 
precipitation through crops ramer tban allowing it to mach 
the water table where it may contribute to salinity in some 
other location. Leaving stubble standing promotes a more 
even distribution of snow caver reducing the amount that 
blows off the land into large snow drifts or depressions 
where, upon melting, it has a greater chance of infiltrating to 
the watertable. Saline soils should be seeded to long-terni 
forage or continuously cropped with crops having the appro- 
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priate degree of salt tolerance. The objective in the saline 
areas is to reduce the amount of evaporation from the soi1 
surface, lower the watertable level and move salts downward 
with infdtrating precipitation. 

Table 2. The relative tolerance ofcommon field crops to 
soi1 salinity. (Differences of one or two places in 
the ranking may not be significant.) 

soybeans Canola 
Field B eans Mustard 
Faba Beans Wheat 
Peas Flax 
Com Fall Rye‘ 
Sunflowers Oats 

Barley’ 
Sugar Beets 

Barley may produce 
somecropbutthis 
land best suited to 
tolerant forages. 

Red Clover Reed Canary Altai Wild Rye 
Alsike Meadow Fescue Russian Wild Rye 
Timothy lntemediate Wheat Slender Wheatgrass’ 

Crested wheat Tall Wheatgrassb 
Brome 
Alfalfa 
Sweetclovef 

^_ -. -... 
tolerant ot tloodmg, whxh is ccmmon in 

some saline areas. 
b Under dry conditions slender wheatgrass is more tolerant than 

tall wheatgrass. 

For more information on saline soils and their manage- 
ment, see the publication The Nature and Management of 
Salt Affected Land in Saskatchewan by Saslcuchewan 
Agriculture, Soils and Crops Branch. 

Explanation of the Salinity Symbol 

The soi1 salinity symbol is made up of three components 
indicating the extent of saline soils, the degree of the salts in 
the saline soils, and the position in tbe landscape occupied by 
the saline soils within me delineation and is based on field 
observation alone. 
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Soi1 Salinity Extent Class Limits 

Table 3. Soi1 salinitv extent class limits. 

Nonsaline 

(WI weak 

(M) Moderate 

(S) Strong 

(V) Very Strong 

0 
o- 3 
3 - 10 
lO- 20 
20 - 40 
40 - 70 

> 70 

Soi1 Salinity Degree 
Table 4. Descrhtion of soi1 salinitv deeree classes. 

2- 4 

4- 8 

8- 16 

16-k 

There are no visible effects of salts on the growth of crops. No yield 
loss. 

Yields of very sensitive crops may be restricted. Cereals are generally 
unaffected. 

Yields of many crops are restricted. Wheat yields may be reduced by 
30%. 

Only tolerant crops yield satisfactorily. Wheat yields may bereduced 
by 60%. 

Only a few very tolerant crops yield satisfactorily. Wheat yields may 
be reduced by 80- 100%. 

Note: Electxical conductivity values based on a saturated paste extract. 
Yield loss estimates are based on recent research and only apply to the saline soils, not to the entire delineated area. 

Landscape Position 

The landscape position describes where in the landscape saline soils occur. In some areas, saline soils occur in 
more than one landscape position. These situations are indicated by the use of two letters. 

Table 5. Description of landscape position symbol. 

P Saline soils occur on the edges of depressions, sloughs or runways. Al1 soils in the bottoms of the 
depressions are leached and nonsaline. 

A Saline soils occur throughout the bottoms of depressions and sloughs. 

D Saline soils extend throughout the bottoms of dissections and small runways. 

S Saline soils occur on the sides of hills and slopes well above any slough or depression. 

1 Saline soi1 parent mater& within 60 cm of the soi1 surface generally occur on knolls and Upper slopes. 

- 

- 

- 
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The irrigation suitability rating is based on soil and 
landscape characteristics. The suitability rating uses limiting 
factors to predict the potential landscape-water-trop interac- 
tion. It also considers the potential long-term consequences 
of irrigation such that the soi1 Will remain permanently 
productive while being irrigated. It does not consider water 
availability and quality, climate, or economics. Within any 
one map delineation there may be smaller soi1 areas that have 
a higher or lower irrigation suitability than that indicated by 
themapsymbo1.Q 

. . . . er a field w 

Symbol Interpretation 

The combination of soil and landscape categories (Table 
6), based upon the most limiting features present (Tables 7 
and 8). determine the irrigation class and suitability rating 
(Table 9). 

A maximum of threc limitations are shown in the sym- 
bol. An ideal soil area to be used for irrigation will have the 
following characteristics: 

l medium texture 
l uniform texture vertically and horizontally 
l uniformly well drained 
l nonsaline 
l permeable 
l nearly level 
. nonstony 

Table 6. Soi1 and landscape categories. 

1 A nonlimiting 
2 B slightly limiting 
3 C moderately limiting 
4 D severely limiting 

Irrigation Symbol 

example: 2Cmvt, 

2c - Irrigation class 

m - Soi1 limitations 

v* 5 - Landscape limitations 

The exampleabove indicatcs that thearea in question has 
slight limitations (2) due to soi1 factors (m) and moderate 
limitations (C) due to landscapc factors (v, t,). lhis area, 
thercfore, has a fair suitability rating (Table 9). 
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Excellent to good areas (Table 9) cari usually be consid- 
ered irrigable. Fairareas are marginally suitable for irrigation 
providmg adequate management exists such that the soil and 
adjacent areas are not affected adversely by water applica- 
tion. Poor soils cari usually be considered nonirrigable. ‘Ihe 
rating is given for the area based on soi1 chamcteristics in the 
Upper 1.2 m and the main landscape features in the area 
Depcndmg on the type and severity of the limitation, it may 
be advisable to investigate an area further. Portions of the 
total arca may also be significantly better or poorer than the 
general rating would indicate. For example, witbin a poor 
area with steep slopes, there may be areas of gentler topogra- 
phy that may be suitable for small scale irrigation if the 
detailed examination indicates that this smaller area is otber- 
wise suitable. 

Decision to Irrigate 

The cost of irrigation development cari be expected to 
increase with less suitable soils. The suitability rating does 
not take into account important factom such as cliiate, 
agronomy, availability of water,or economics in determining 
the feasibility of an irrigation project. If a field is indicated 
to be suitable for irrigation based on the information pre- 
sented in mis report, then an onsite inspection should be 
made. Other factors not used in this rating should also be 
considercd during a site spccific examination. These include 
gcological uniformity to 3 m, local relief, depth to bedrock, 
drainability, sodicity, organic matter content and surface 
crusting potential. These factors may affect the suitability to 
some degree in terms of the type of irrigation system that cari 
be used, the type and amount of surface preparation needed, 
theresponseofthesoilandcroptoappliedwater,andthetype 
of management needed. A decision cari then be made 
whether to irrigate if economic conditions arc suitable and an 
adequate source of water is available. 

Irrigation cari lead to improved stability and flexibility 
in farm production through improved reliability of water 
application. Although maximum yields may be attainable 
only through irrigation, assuming adequate management, 
other climatic considerations may affect the feasibility. Cli- 
matic factors may limit the range of crops that cari be grown 
due to heat or growing season limitations. In higher rainfall 
areas of the province, irrigation water may only be, in many 
years, a minor supplemental source of water that may not be 
needed every ycar. In these cases, the incmased retums 
through higher yields, in some years, may not justify the 
expense of development. In dry regions where the risk of 
trop failure due to drought is relatively high and the range of 
crops that cari be grown is lower, irrigation water may be a 
potcntially important source of moisture needed for trop 
growth. 
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able 7. Landscape limitations. 

a Impact on Target Areas - refers to the hazard resulting from the impact of applied irrigation water to 
the irrigated area. Impacts may include such effects as higher water tables, wetter soils, and increases in 
soi1 salinity. 

C Impact on Nontarget Areas - refers to the hazard resulting from the impact of applied irrigation water 
on an adjacent nonirrigated area. The hazardsmay include such effectsas higher water tables, wetter soils, 
development or build-up of saline areas, or flooding and sedimentation caused by runoff. 

i Inundation - refers to the frequency of flooding. The inundation hazard is used mainly on areas adjacent 
to rivers. 

P Stones - refers to the amount of stone present on me surface and in the soil. Stones may reduce the 
available water-holding capacity of the soil, increase development costs and restrict the types of crops that 
may be grown. 

t Slope - refers to the presence of simple slopes (t,) in undulating landscapes, or complex slopes (5) in 
hummocky or inclined landscapes. Complex slopes are often more limiting than simple slopes. 
Topography may affect the type of irrigation system, design and management required. 

V Horizontal Variability - refers to the horizontal variations caused by texture, soi1 structure, and 
landscape pattem that may result in the surface ponding of inigated soils. 

Table 8. Soil limitations. 

d 

k 

m 

Q 

r 

S 

W 

Structure - soi1 structural properties that restrict mot and water penetration. Commonly used with soils 
that have a dense B horizon and an A horizon that is subject to crusting. 

Geological Uniformity - the uniformity of the soi1 texture withdepth. Thegreater the texturaldifference 
between the surface and subsoil, the greater the potential for the development of perched water tables and 
lateral water movement. 

Hydraulic Conductivity - the rate at which water moves through a saturated soil. Used mainly on soi1 
areas that swell upon wetting, restricting water movement through the soil. 

Available Water-Holding Capacity - the amount of water held by a soi1 that cari be absorbed by plants. 
Coarse-textured soils with a low water-holding capacity are considered to be relatively inefficient for 
irrigation, as compared to medium-textured soils. Soils with this limitation also have relatively high 
hydraulic conductivities and intake rates. 

Intake Rate - the radte of movement of water into the soil. It is closely associated with hydraulic 
conductivity which controls the rate at which water moves through the soil, and thus affects the rate at 
which water is able to enter the soil. Usually used on fine-textured soils that have relatively low intake 
rates requiring relatively light water application rates. 

Depth to Bedrock - the presence of near-surface bedrock. Perched water tables may form, resulting in 
poor drainage and lateral movement of water and salts. 

Salinity - the presenceof soluble salts that may affect the growth of crops. The potential exists for lower 
yields, or for lateral salt movement into adjacent areas. 

Drainage - the rate of removal of water from a soi1 in relation to supply. Indicates areas of mainly poorly 
drained soils. 

- 

- 

- 

- 



Table 9. Irrigation suitability classes. 
- 

- 

- 

- 

-  

Y  

- 
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IA Excellenr No dl or landscape limitations 

2A 
2B 
1B 

Slight soi1 and/or landscape 
li!llitatiOnS 

3A 
3B 
3c 
1c 
2c 

Moderate soil an4or landscape 
lhiti3tiOllS 

4A 
4B 
4c 
4D 
1D 
2D 
3D 

GOOd 

Fti 

PoOr Severe soil and/or landscape 
lhit.ZNiOIlS 

These soih are medium textured, well drained and hold ade- 
quate available moisture. Topography is level to nearly IeveL 
Gravity irrigation methods may be feasible. 

The range of crops that cari be grown may be limited. As welL 
higher development inputs andmanagement skills are required. 
Sprinkler irrigation is usually the only feasible method of water 
application. 

L.iiitations reduce the range of crops that may be grown and 
increase development and improvement costs. Management 
may include special conservation techniques to minimke soil 
erosion, limit sah movement, Emit water table build-up or 
flooding of depressional areas. Sprinkler irrigation is usually 
the only feasible method of water application. 

Liiitations generally result in a soil that is unsuitable for 
sustained irrigation. Some lands may have limited potential 
when special crops. irrigation systems, and soil and water 
conservation techniques are used. 

The stones mting is an estimation of the average severity of stone piles, and the soi1 parent material observed. The 
of stoniness in a delineation. The estimation is based on the amount ofstone cl&ng &&y required is c.ategonzed into 
amount of stoneclearing activity requiredand is related to the one of six stone seve&v classes listed in the table below. 

4.3 STONES 

. 
numberandsize of stones on the soi1 surface, number and size 

Nonstony. 

Slightly stony - stones seldom hinder cultivation. Light clearing is occasionally required. 

Moderately stony - stones are a moderate hindrance to cultivation. Annual clearing is 
usually required. 

Very stony - stones cause a serious hindrance to cultivation. Suffkient stones to requit-e 
clearing on an annual basis. 

Excessively stony - stones prohibit cultivation or make clearing a major task. Cultivation 
is usually severely hindered, even after regular, heavy ckuing. 

Unclassified. 

Table 10. Stone chses. 
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4.4 SOIL CAPABILITY FOR the capability class (numbers in the example below) and kind 

AGRICULTURE 
of limitation is represented by the capability subclass (letters 
in the example below). (The bracketed numbem in the 
example below indicate the percentage of each capability 

The soi1 capability classification for agricultural use is class present.) Capability classes and subclasses are briefly 
an interpretive classification of soils based on limitations outlinedbelow. Acomplete explantation of thc system of soi1 
affecting their use for production of annual crops. These capability classification for agriculture is contained in the 
limitations are categorized according to degree or severity publication, A Guide to Soil Capability and Land Inven- 
and kind of limitation. Degree of limitation is represented by tory Maps in Saskatchewan. - 

SYMBOL SEQUENCE - 

Glass 3 soi1 Limitation due to adverse 
topography (T) and erosion 

6/10 or 60% of the delineation 

Limitation due to insufficient 
moisture-holclmg capacity (Mj 

hage (E> 

4/10 or 40% of the delineation 

3(6)M5(4)TEI means mat 60% of the area was placed in Glass 3 due to a limitation in 
moisture-holding capacity and 40% of the area was placed in Glass 5 because of limitations 
due to topography and erosion damage. 

Capability Glass (Degree of Limitation) 

The mineral soils of Saskatchewan are grouped into 
seven capability classes. Soils rated Classes 1 to 3 are 
considered suitable for sustained production of common 
cultivated field crops, those rated Glass 4 are considered 
marginal for sustained production of common cultivatexl 

Table 11. Description of capability classes. 

field crops, those rated Glass 5 are considered capable only of 
permanentpasmreandhayproduction,thoseratedClass6are 
considered suitable only for use as native pasture, and those 
rated Glass 7 are considered unsuitable for either the produc- 
tion of fïeld crops or for use as native pasture. 

CLASS 1 Soils ln this class have no significant limitations in use for crops. 

CLASS 2 Soils in this class have moderate limitations that restrict the range of crops or rquire moderate 
conservation practices. 

CLASS 3 Soils in this class have moderately severe limitations that restrict the range of crops or require 
special conservation practices. 

CLASS 4 Soils in thls class have severe limitations that restrict the range of crops or require special 
conservation practices, or both. 

CLASS 5 Soils in this class have very severe limitations that m-strict their use to the production of native 
or tame species of perennial forage crops. Improvement practices are feasible. 

CLASS 6 Soils in this class arc capable of producing native forage crops only. Improvement practices 
are not feasible. 

CLASS 7 Soils in this class have no capability for arable agriculture or permanent pasture. 

CLASS 0 Unimproved or virgin organic soils are not included in classes 1 to 7, and are designated by the 
letter ‘0’. 

- 

- 

- 

- 

-- 

-- 

- 
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- 

- 
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Capability Subclass (Kind of Limitation) 

The capability suhclass represents a grouping of particular area, the suhclasses are listed in order of their 
soils that have tbe same kind of limitations for trop produc- importance. 
tion. If more than one limiting condition is recognized in a 

Table 12. Descridion of caDabilitv subclasses. .  s .  

.  .  .  .  .  B - Limitations due to climatic deficiencies. 

Cm Depicts a moisture deficiency due to insufflcient precipitation. 

cs Depicts a heat deficiency expressed in terms of length of growing season and frost-free period. 

s Limitations due to soil deficiencies are caused by adverse physical, chemical and 
morphological properties of the soil. 

D Depicts adverse soi1 structure in the Upper layers (A and B horizons) that affects the condition 
of the seedbed, prevents or resuicts mot growth and penetration, or adversely affects moisture 
permeability and percolation. 

F Depicts adverse fertility characteristics of soils having naturally low inherent fertility due to lack 
of available nutrients, high acidity or alkalinity, high calcium carbonate content or inadequate 
cation exchange capacity. 

M Depicts an insufficient soil water-holding capacity, due to the combined effects of tbe textural 
characteristics of the top 1 m and by the organic matter content of the surface horizon. 

N Depicts excessive soil salinity and applies to soils with either high alkalinity or asufficient content 
of soluble salts to adversely affect trop growtb or the range of crops which cari be grown. 

S Depicts a variety of adverse soi1 characteristics. It is used in a collective sense in place of 
subclasses M, D, F and N, where more than two of them are present, or where two of these occur 
in addition to some other limitation. 
. . . LandscaDe - Limitations due to adverse characteristics of the soil landscape. 

T Depicts a limitation in agricultural use of the soi1 as the result of unfavorable topography. It 
includes hazards to cultivation and cropping imposed by increasing degree of slope as well as by 
the irreguhity of field pattem and lack of soil uniformity. 

W Depicts a limitation due to excess water caused by either poor soi1 drainage, a high groundwater 
table or to seepage and local runoff. It does not include limitations that are the result of flooding. 

P Depicts a limitation caused by excess stones and it applies to soils that are sufficiently stony tbat 
the difflculty of tillage, seeding and harvesting are significantly increased. 

E Depicts a limitation caused by actual damage from wind and/or water erosion. 

1 Depicts a limitation due to inundation and applies to soils subjected to flooding by lakes or 
streams, but does not include local ponding in undrained depressions. 

R Depicts a limitation due to shallowness to bedrock and applies to soils where the rooting zone is 
restricted. 

X Soils having a moderate limitation due to the accumulative effect of two or more adverse 
characteristics of the soi1 and the landscape which singly are not serious enough to affect the class 
rating. 

- 
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4.5 SURFACE pH 

The pH scale, which ranges from 0 to 14 is used to 
indicate the relative acidity or alkalinity of a solution. A soi1 
with a pH value of 7.0 is neutral, while one with a value less 
than 7.0 is acidic, and one with a value greater than 7.0 is 
alkaline. 

The pH values indicatedin the table in Section 6.0 are for 
the surface layer of soi1 which ranges in thickness from 10 to 
20 cm. The soil pH was determined using a mixture of one 
part soil with one part distilled water. A soil with a pH 
between 6.5 and 7.5 provides the best environment for trop 
growth. Yields of sweet clover and alfalfa arereduced below 

Table 14. Defmition of surface DH svmbol, 

x0 
Xl 
x2 
x3 
A0 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
BO 
Bl 
B2 
B3 
B4 

Xl0 
XSA3B2 
FB3 
X6C2D2 
ASB5 
A7B2C’ 
A’B2C3 
A3B4C3 
A3B3C3D’ 
A4B4X2 
A4B4C’X’ 
B7A2C’ 
B4C“A2 
B7C3 
BSC5 
BVD’ 

a pH of 6.0. A pH of 5.5 or less may reduce the yields of 
wheat, barley and canola. 

Table 13. Surface pH classes. 

- 

X less than 5.5 Moderately acid 
A 5.5 to 6.0 Slightly acid 
B 6.1 to 6.7 Slightly acid to neutral 

6.8 to7.5 Neutral to slightly alkaline 
greater than 7.5 Alkaline 

B5 
B6 
Cl 
c2 
c3 
c4 
C5 
C6 
c7 
DO 
Dl 
D2 
D3 
D4 
U 

B7A3 
B7X3 
C5B4D’ 
C7B3 
CBW 
CSD’ 
CSB2D3 
CD3 
cv 
D4C3F 
D5C5 
D7C3 
D9C’ 
D5C3B2 
Unclassifkxi 

EXAMPLE 

Symbol- Bl = EP%I?A= 

B4 - 40% of surface area has a pH in the ‘3” range (6.1 - 6.7) 

c4 - 40% of surface area has a pH in the “c” range (6.8 - 7.5) 

A2 - 20% of surface area has a pH in the “A” range (5.5 - 6.0) 

- 
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S - Shallow Marsh. Contains vegetation composed of 
various intermediate-height grasses, sedges, and forbs. 
Flooding normally lasts until July or early August. 

E - Emergent Deep Marsh. Contains vegetation com- 
posed of coarse grass-like plants such as bulrushes and 
cattails. Water normally persists into late summer and 
fall and occasionally throughout the winter. 

0 - Open Water Marsh. Contains an open water zone that 
occupies less than 75% of the wetland3 diameter. 
Plants that occur in the open water area are either 
submerged rooted or floating. Water is normaIly per- 
sistent throughout the year, except in times of extreme 
drought. 

P - ShaBow Open Water Wetland. ‘Ihe shallow open 
water wetland has an open water zone that occupies 
greater than 75% of the wetland’s diameter. 

A - Open Alkali Wetland. Contains a high concentration 
of salts in the mineral material throughout tbe extent of 
the wetland. The length of time the wetland is flooded 
varies from a few weeks to montbs. When the wetland 
is dry, a salt trust usually forms on tbe soi1 surface. 

C - Cultivated Wetland. Any wetland that has been al- 
tered by cultivation. 

B - Bog. Wetlands having an accumulation of masses and 
forest peat mater&. 

F - Fen. Wetlands associa& witb nutrient-rich ground- 
water, and having an accumulation of sedge residues. 

L - Lake. Named lalces, and other large waterbodies that 
are predominantly open water and greater than 2 m in 
depth. 

N - No Wetlands. Wetlands occupy less than 1% of the 
mapped area. 

4.6 WETLANDS CLASSIFICATION 
- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

Wetlands are intermittent, semipermanent, or perma- 
nent waterbodies and include areas that have been drained as 
well as ams in which organic soils occur. Undisturbed 
wetlands are used extensively by wildlife for shelter, breed- 
ing habitat, and as feeding areas. Agricultural use of wet- 
lands is often limited. However, some wetlands may pro- 
vide native forage or hay for livestock, and trees may be 
used f?om some organic wetlands. If draine4 these wet- 
lands may support annual trop or hay production. 

The size and type of wetland is often reflective of the 
permanence of a wetland. Generally the larger a wetland 
ami the more open water there is, the more permanent it is. 
Nevertheless, wetlands will be influenced by recent climatic 
conditions. Due to the drought of the 198O’s, for example, 
many wet meadows and shallow marshes have become dry 
enough to cultivate. In wetter years, it may be that many of 
these areas Will becorne flooded and they may not be fea- 
sible to farm without installing drainage. 

Wetlands occur in almost all areas, but are often not 
large enough to be mapped as individual areas. The wet- 
lands classification attempts to indicate the types of wet- 
lands that occur in each soi1 area mapped, as well as their 
approximate size and extent. It may, however, also be used 
to describe an individual wetland chat is large enough to be 
delineated on the map. The wetland types cari be identified 
using characteristic vegetation types, and the size and extent 
of wetlands distributed in tbe landscape is estimated using 
air photo interpretation. 

Wetland Symbol 

The wetlands symbol is composed of: an extent class, 
followed by a wetland type, a size class, and a water quality 
rating. 

Wethnd Type 

I 
Extent Class - 4S2-N - water Quality 

I si2.e class 
For example: an area with the. wetland symbol4S2-N wadd be 
intexpteted as follows: 20 to 40% of the art has shallow marshes that 
an?. 1 to 5 acres in size, witi fresh to moderately saline water. Ihere 
may be two wetland symbls listed in the Soil Interpretation section. 
The first sy=mbol refers to the most axnmon wetland type in the 
polygon. and the seccnd symbl refers to the next most common. 
Intemediate types of wetlands cari also be expeaed in most areas. 
Ten types of wetlands are identifuzd. A description of the wetland 
typa and classes follow. 

Wetland Types 

Wetland Extent and Size Classes 

The proportion of tbe polygon tbat has wetlands is 
estimated-ana given an exterït cia&. The main size classes 
of wetlands in the polygon is also determined. 

Table 15. Wetland extent and size class limits. 

Water Quali ty 

Quality of the water is estimated based upon the wetland 
vegetation. 

- 

- 

W- Wet Meadow. Contains vegetation composed mainly N - Fresh to Moderately Saline. Waterconductivity is less 

of fme-textured grasses and sedges of low stature inter- than 15,000 j.ts/cm3. 
mixed with various forbs. Occasionally willows will H - Saline to Highly Saline. Water conductivity is greater 

dominate the wet meadow. Normally wet meadows are than 15,000 ps/cm3. Plants that are known to occur 

flooded for only tbree or four weeks in the springtime. where it is saline are red samphite, alkali grass, and 
prairie bulrush. 

- 
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4.7 WIND EROSION 

Wind Erosion Potential 

The calculation of wind erosion potential is based on the 
following formula: 

E(p)=CxTxIxK 

E(p) Potential annual soi1 10s~. 

C Climatic factor (based on average wind ve- 
locityandtemperature). Valuesarecompiled 
from weather stations and are presented on a 
rural municipality basis. 

T Landscape factor (bascd on slope class and 
surface form). Topography, including the 
differences in relief between one location and 
another, the direction, steepness and fre- 
quency of slopes, andthe comparative rough- 
ness of the land’s surface, has a pronounced 
effect on the potential erodibility of soils. 

Table 16. Wind erosion susceptibility classes. 

1 Soi1 erodibility factor (bascd on texture). 
The relative proportions of sand, silt and clay 
presentinfluenceasoil’sabilitytoabsorband 
retain moistme an& consequently, to form 
aggregates resistant to wind erosion. Coarse 
textured soils have a “single grain” structure 
lacking sufficient amounts of silt and clay to 
bind individual sand particles together. Con- 
sequently, these soils are readily broken 
down andenxled by wind. Fineand medium- 
textured soils have a higher water-holding 
capacity and stronger surface attraction. This 
results in a good soil structure with a high 
degree of resistance to wind erosion. 

K Soi1 ridge roughness factor (based on tex- 
ture). 

The E(p) values from the formula are used to predict a 
soil’s susceptibility to winderosion if tbe soil surface is bare 
(i.e. it is in summerfallow with no growtb and no organic 
residueon the surface). Management practices and the actual 
amount of past wind erosion that has occurred are not 
considered. 

1 Very Low 

2 L.OW 

3 Moderate 

4 High 

5 Very High 

6 Extmmely High 

U Unclassified 

Good soi1 management and average growing conditions Will produce a trop 
with suffrcient residue to protect these soils against wind erosion. 

Good soi1 management and average growing conditions may produce a trop 
with sufftcient residue to protect these soils against wind erosion. 

Average growing conditions may not supply adequate residue to protect these 
soils against wind erosion. Enhanced soil management practices are necessary 
to control wind erosion. 

Averagegrowing conditions Will not providesuffïcient residue toprotect these 
soils against wind erosion. Coarse-textured soils may be seeded to pasture or 
to forage crops to prevent severe degradation of the soil. 

These soils should not be used for annual cxopping, but rather for pasture and 
forage crops which Will protect the surface from severe degradation. 

These soils must IX left in permanent pasture and are not capable of sustaining 
arable agriculture. 

Unclassified areas (e.g. Wetlands). 

- 
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- 

-  

4.8 WATER EROSION 

Water Erosion Potential 

Thepotentialwatererosionclassesareobtainedbyusing 
the Universal Soilloss Equation. This equation is an erosion 
mode1 developed in the United States to predict long term 
average soil losses from runoff. The equation is: 

A=RxKxLxSxCxP 

A Computed loss per unit area (tons per acre 
per year). 

R Rainfall erosivity factor (the amount and 
intensity of rainfall an area receives). 

K Soi1 erodibility factor (calculated using sev- 
eral physical soil properties; texture, organic 
matter, infiltration rate and structure). 

Table 17. Water erosion susceptibility classes. 

L Slope length factor. 

S Slope steepness factor. 

C Cover and management factor. 

P Support practice factor. 

Assessment of potential water erosion for a particular 
ama is independent of current management practices and 
thereforetheCandPfactorsinthecq.tationareheldconstant 

When using this information, it should be remembered 
that theclass assigned to an area is an estimation of potential 
erosion for the entire area and that individual soils may occur 
within the area that vary significantly from the assigned 
Glass. 

1 Very Low 

2 LQW 

3 Moderate 

4 High 

5 Very High 

U 

D or G 

Unclassified 

Conventional soil management will produce sufficient residue to protect the 
soi1 from water erosion. 

Conventional soi1 management and average growing conditions should pro- 
duce sufficient residue to protect the soi1 from water erosion. 

Conventional fatming practices Will result in a steady loss of soi1 due to water 
erosion. Conservation practices shouldbe instituted toprevent degradation of 
these soils. 

Rapid loss of soi1 will occur unless conservation practices are instituted. All 
gullies in these amas should be grassed. 

These soils should not be broken due to their water erosion hazard. If broken, 
perennial crops or permanent forage should replace annual crops. 

Unclassifïed areas (e.g. Wetlands). 

If an area was observed to be gullied (G) or dissected @) (dissections being 
Modifier-s shallow gullies that cari be crossed with farm implements), these symbols were 

added to the erosion class symbol to indicate that higher rates of erosion may 
occur on the stceper slopes along the edges of the dissection or gully if they are 
left unprotectcd. 
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4.9 PAST WIND AND WATER ERO- uncultivated areas, however, do have clear evidence of recent 
erosion. 

SION The rating system contains six classes with thedegtee of 

An erosion rating has been assigned to each soi1 area. 
This rating reflects the surveyor’s best estimate of the extent 
and degree of erosion that has occurred in an area since 
cultivation. Areas that have never been cultivated usually 
have enough vegetative caver to protect the soi1 surface from 
erosion and, therefore, remain relatively unaffected. Some 

- _ 
past wind and water erosion ranging from unaffected (wo> to 
very severe (W5). These classes, with the exception of WO 
(unaffected),areassigned modifiers (G, K, B) which identify 
the type of erosion that has occurred. Wedands, nonsoil areas 
and some uncultivated amas were not classified and are 
designated with the symbol ‘U’. 

U 
wo 
Wl 

WlK 

WlB 

WlG 
w2 

W2K 

W2B 

W2G 

w3 
W3K 

W3B 

W3G 

w4 
W4K 

W4B 

W4G 

W5 
W5K 

W5B 

WSG 

Unclassified 
Unaffected. No evidence of past wind or water erosion. 
Weak. Soils are slightly eroded. 
The knolls have slightly thimrer A horizons and are lighter in color than midslopes. There is no noticeable 
thickenipg of the surface horizon on mid- to lower slopes. 
Wmd has removedpart of the soi1 surface resulting in thiier A horizons. There is very little mixing of the A and 
B horizons and little sign of soi1 accumulation on mid- and lower slopes. 
A few very shallow dissections are present indicating very slight evidence of water erosion. 
Moderate. Soils are moderately eroded. 
Eroded knolls make up 5-15% of the area. The knolls are much lighter in color than midslopes. There is a 
noticeable thickening of the surface horizon on lower slopes due to accumulation of upper slope material. 
Wind has removed part of the A horizonresulting in moderately thin A horiu>ns. There is slight mixing of A ami 
B horizons during tillage and some evidence of soil accumulation near fencelines and windbreaks. 
Shallow dissections arepresent. The dissections may easily be crossed by farm implements and have little effect 
on cultivation. There is evidence of rill erosion (small channels a few centimeters deep, occurring after substantial 
rains or snowmelt). 
Strong. Soils are strongly eroded. 
Erodedknolls make up 1540% of the area. The knolls are much hghter in color than midslopes. A large portion 
of the A horizon has been removed and redistributed to lower slopes. On knolls, subsoil has been mcorporated 
into the cultivated horizon. 
Wind has removed a signifïcant amount of the A horizon. Regular tillage results in a thorough mixing of the B 
horizon with the remaining A horizon. Accumulation of wind-blown material occurs along fencelines and 

windbreaks. 
Distinct dissections are present. The dissections may be crossed by farm implements with some diffïculty, and 
have amoderate effecton cultivation. These dissections shouldbe seeded to grass to prevent fmther damage from 
erosion. 
Severe. Soils are severely eroded. 
Eroded knolls make up 40-70% of the area. The eroded knolls are white in color, with light colors extending well 
onto the midslope position. Erosion has destroyed the soi1 profüe on Upper slopes. 

Wmd has removed most of the A horizon and frequently part of the B horizon. Gccasional blowout areas are 
present, creating a very unstable surface. 
Gccasional shallow gullies are present. The gullies cannot be crossed by farm implements. and therefore, should 
not be cultivated for annual cropping. Reclamation for improved pasture is diffrcult unless erosion cari be 
c4mtrolled. 
Very Severe. Soils are very severely eroded. 
Erodedknolls make up greater than 70% of the area The knolls and midslopes are white in color. Erosion bas 
destroyed the soil profile on Upper and midslope positions. 
Wind has removed most of the soil profile. Blowout holes are numerous and easily carved into the subsoil or 
parent material. Areas between blowouts are deeply buried by eroded soi1 material. At best, this land should be 
utilized for native or improved pasture. 
Deep gulhes occur frequently. Soi1 profiles have been destroyed except in small areas between gullies. These 
areas should be permanently grassed. Reclamation of eroded areas is a diicult process. 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 
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4.10 SAND AND GRAVEL 
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The sand and grave1 symbol shows the location of near these amas contain sa& and gravels of suffcient volume or 
surface sources of sandy and gravelly materials. The quality to enable commercial development. 
materials cari range from mixtures of sand and silt to coarse The tenu sand refers to materials with greatcr than 50% 
gravelly sand. Thesematerials may be used for concrete, sub- sand and with less than 15% clay. Grave1 refers to materiaIs 
base for roads, traffic grave1 or pervious borrow for fdl having a significant component of particles greater than 2 
purposes. This symbol does not suggest whether any of mm in diameter. 

- 

Table 19. Description of sand and grave1 symbol. 
- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

SGO 

Sl 

Gl 

SGl 

s2 

G2 

SG2 

s3 

G3 

SG3 

S4 

G4 

SG4 

U 

No sandy or gravelly materials recognized 

Sandy materials occupy l-15% of landscape 

Gravelly materiak occupy l- 15% of landscape 

Sandy and gravelly mater& occupy l-15% of landscape 

Sandy materials occupy 1540% of landscapc 

Gravelly materials occupy 1540% of landscape 

Sandy and gravelly materials occupy 154% of landscape 

Sandy mater& occupy 40-70% of landscape 

Gravelly materials occupy 40-70% of landscape 

Sandy and gravelly materials occupy 40-70% of landscape 

Sandy materials occupy greater than 70% of landscape 

Gravelly materials occupy greater Tan 70% of landscape 

Sandy and gravehy materials occupy greater than 70% of landscape 

Unclassificd 
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4.11 SOIL MOISTURE AND YIELD Estimation of Potential Yield 

Anestimateoftheamountofavailablesoilmoisturemay The amount of soi1 moisture available to the trop equals 
be of value in decision-making regarding the seeding of the amount stored in the soil prior to seeding, plus that 
stubble land and the level of fertilizer inputs required. In most received as precipitation during the growing season. Avail- 
cases, such decisions rely, in part, on an estimate of expected able soi1 moisture prior to seeding cari be estimated using - 

yield. Since yield is largely a function of soi1 moisture Table 20. The probability of receiving various amounts of 
conditions, an estimate of the amount of soi1 moistum avail- precipitation over the growing season is given in Table 21. 
able to the trop over the growing season cari be used to assess 
the probability of obtaining a given yield. Table 21. Probability (9%) of receiving &l&& the indi- 

Calculation of Available Soi1 Moisture 

TO calculate the amount of available water in the soil, 
multiply the soil’s available water-holding capacity (see 
Table 20) by the depth of moist soil. 

Table 20. Available soi1 water-holding capacity in rela- 
tion to soi1 texture. 

Loamy sand 
Sandy loam 
Fine sandy loam 

Very fine sandy loam 
Sandy clay loam 
Lmnl 

0.05 
0.08 
0.09 

cated amounts of growing-season precipitation 
(May 15 to August 13). 

Precipitation (mm)’ 
100 120 130 150 160 180 200 215 230 245 

Probability (9%) 
>95 90 85 75 65 50 35 25 15 10 

I Precipitation data from Meadow Lake weather station. 

Example: If the probability of receiving 180 mm of 
precipitation were50%, thenw 180 mm ofprecipi- 
tation could be expected in 5 out of 10 years. 

Silt loam 
clay loam 
Silty clay loam 

CbY 
Silty clay 
Heavv clav 

0.10 
0.12 
0.14 

0.16 
0.17 
0.20 

0.21 
0.22 
0.23 

Example: If a loam-textured soi1 were moist to a depth 
of 500 mm, it would contain about 70 mm (500 x 0.14) 
of available water. 

L 

TO asses the probabihty of obtaining a given yield: 

1. Estimate the available soi1 moisture prior to seeding. 
2. Determine the total moisture requirements (Table 

22). 
3. Assess the probability of receiving enough precipita- 

tion during the growing season to make un the 
diiference. 

1 Example: If a loam-textured soi1 were moist to a depth 
1 of 500 mm, what would be the probability of obtaining 

a wheat yield of at least 1500 kg/ba? 

1. Stored soi1 moisture = (500 x 0.14) = 70 mm. 
2. Total moisture requirements = 200 mm. 
3. Moisture required = (200 - 70) = 130 mm. 
4. Probability of receiving at least 130 mm is about 

85%. 

Table 22. Estimated yieldsb (kgha) in relation to available moisture requirements. 

wheat 600 900 1200 1500 1800 2100 2400 2700 3000 3300 .015 
Oats 640 950 1270 1590 1910 2230 2540 2860 3180 3500 .026 
Barley 740 1110 1480 1850 2210 2580 2950 3320 3690 4060 .019 
Flax 360 500 660 830 990 1160 1320 1490 1650 1820 .016 
Canola 360 540 720 900 1080 1270 1440 1620 1800 1980 .018 

I 
b Yields are based on good management and reasonably normal seasonal cliiatic conditions, partic~larly withreapect to the timelinesa 

of rainfall eventa. Actual yields may exceed estimates under abnormally favorable conditions, orbe below estimates due to weeds, 
disease, low fertility, or adverse climatic extremes. 

- 

- 

- 

- 

1 

- 

- 
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4.12 DEEP TILLAGE 
Deep Tillage Limitation Symbol 

- 

- 

- 

A system has been developed to rate tbe suitability of 
solonetzic soils for deep tillage treatment. Because so- 
lonetxic soils are highly variable, tbis rating system should 
be used only as a guide. A detailed field inspection should 
be carried out before a decision to deep till is made. 

Table 23. Description of soil limitation classes. 

N None Solonetzic soils are dominant in the area and have no limitations for deep tillage. 

M Moderate Soi1 or landscape properties are limiting or solonetzic soils are not sufficiently 
extensive to nquire tmatment of an entire field. 

S Severe Soi1 or landscape properties are severely limiting or most soils in the area are not 
soloneaic. 

0 Not solonetzic Soifs are not solonetzic. 

Table 24. Description of soil limitations. 

Saline soils are present and should not be deep tilled. 

Parent material 
texture 

Clayey or sandy soils are present and should not be deep tilled. 

P Stones Because stones are brought to the soi1 surface by deep tillage, stony soils are not 
suitable for tihage treaunent. 

- t Topograph y Steep slopes are a limitation to deep tillage. 

C Soi1 zone Aridity in the Brown soil zone could be a limitation to deep tillage treatment. 

- 
Some properties that Will affect the success of deep The calcium carbonate layer and the B horizon sbould occur 

tillage cannot be identified at the scale of mapping done for within 40 cm of the soi1 surface and soil drainage should be 
this report These properties include: depth to calcium good at any site selected for deep tillage. These properties 
carbonate (lime), depth to the B horizon, and soi1 drainage. should be checked in the field before tillage is done. 



- 
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5. ACREAGE FACTS 
Rural Municipality of Meadow Lake, Number 588 

TOTAL AREA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 228204 . . . . 563893 

SOIL CAPABILITY FOR AGRICULTURE 
Classl ........................................ 0 .............. 0 
cIass2 ................................ 19174 ...... 47379 
class3 ................................ 47048 ... .116255 
cIass4 ................................ 41174 .... 101741 
Class5 ................................ 64681 .... 159827 
Class6 ................................ 19146 ...... 47310 
class7 ................................ 10985 ...... 27144 
class 0 ................................ 24936 ...... 61617 

IRRIGATION SUITABILITY 
Excellent ................................... 98 .......... 243 
GOOd ................................... 38324 ...... 94699 
Fair ...................................... 59462 ... .146930 
PoOr ................................... 123261 ... .304579 

SALINITY 
Very Strong ................................ 0 .............. 0 
S@ot% ..................................... 169 .......... 418 
Moderate ............................... 2428 ........ 5999 
Weak ....................................... 270 .......... 667 
None ................................. 225338 ... .556809 

SAND AND GRAVEL, 
Sandy .................................. 53414 ... .131987 
Sandy and GravelIy .............. 2050 ....... .5065 
Gravell y .................................. 446 ........ 1102 

STONES 
Non- to SlightIy Stony ...... 160804 ... .397347 
Moderately Stony ............... 57188 .... 141312 
Very Stony ............................ 1349 ........ 3334 
Excessively Stony ....................... 0 .............. 0 

SURFACE pH (Soi1 Acidity) 
xc < 5.5) ...................... 19994 ..... .49404 
A (5.5 - 6.0) ..................... .67767 .... 167452 
B (6.1 . 6.7) ..................... .75006 .... 185340 
C (6.8 - 7.5) ..................... .38280 ..... .94591 
D( > 7.5) ...................... 18260 ..... .45121 

SURFACETEXTURE 
Sands.. ................................. 76364 .... 188695 
Sandy Loams ..................... .46716 .... 115436 
LOlUllS ................................. 55904 .... 138138 
Clay Lmms ......................... 18861 ...... 46606 
Clays ..................................... 2519 ........ 6225 
Organics .............................. 18943 ...... 46808 

WIND EROSION POTENTIAL 
Very Low .......................... 160990 .... 397806 
LQW ........................................... 26 ........... .65 
Moderate ..................................... 0 .............. 0 
I-ml .................................... 39348 ...... 97229 
Very High ................................... 0 .............. 0 
Extremely High .......................... 0 .............. 0 

WATER EROSION POTENTIAL 
Very Low .......................... 109599 ... .270818 
L.OW ....... ..Y .......................... 72219 .... 178454 
Moderate ............................... 8395 ...... 20744 
High ...................................... 8372 ...... 20686 
Very High ............................. 2220 ........ 5486 

WETLANDS AND POORL,Y DRAIN?ZD SOILS 
Open water and lakes . . . . . . . . . . . . 8079 . . . . . . 19964 
Wet, poorly drained soils . . . . 46348 . . . . 114525 
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Amr Bbpe Land !Surface titOIl Agrbulhml W&lMb Wlnd Watsr Put Sandi Jeep kmage 
No. MapUnit Glass Forn~ Texh~m Salinlty Iwi9atlon Clasa CapabW pH Classifkatbn Eres. Em. Em. Gravel Till (ac) 

1 Av41 
2 KkfJn2 
3 Pn5 
4 PnKkl9 - 
5 IJll 
6 AwBL3 
7 Ill12 
8 AwBL3 
9 wz3 

10 Pn5 
11 BtPn27 
12 BtPn26 

- 13 Pn5 
14 Av41 
15 Pn5 
16 BLAWI 
17 Pn5 
18 Rw 
19 Pr!5 
2oRw 

- 21 Rw 
22th 
23 Av41 
24 Av41 
25 Av41 il 
26 Av41 
27 Av41 
28KkPn2 
29 KkPn2 
30 LnBt3I 
31 Dol 
32 Myralake 
33 Btln5 

- 34 BtLn5 
35 Btln5 
36 PnBL6 
37 PnBL6 

-- 38 PnBL6 
39 Pn8 
40 Pn9 
41 Pn5 

- 42 Pn9 
43 PnBtl 
44 w 
45 Pria 
46Rw - 
47 f'nBtl 
48 PnBL6 
49 PnBL6 
50 PnBL6 

-, 51 PnBL6 
52 PnSy3 
53 LcDo3C 
54Rw 

- 55 
56 
57 
58 

- 59 
60 
61 
62 
63 - 

SyPnlC 
Rw 

.$:2 
BU 
LcBv3 
PnSy14 
MwBL4 
PnSy14 

2-3 UC kd 
3 u ns-= 
4-3 h 
3 

zd 
&SI 

34 SI-I 
2-3 u SI-O 
3 u I-si 
2-3 u SI-O 

II u 
4-3h cs 
4-5 hd k 
3 u k-SI 
2 u cs-k 
2-3 UC kd 
3 cs-k 
2 Hu 0-l 
3 cs-k 
4-5 HC o-k 
3 cs-k 
3 tid 0-k 
3 ud o-k 
6 hd KS-k 
2-3 UC kd 
2-3 UC kd 
23 UC kd 
23 UC kd 
23 UC kd 
3 u gskl 
3 
4-3 Ed 

gsld 
SI-k 

3-4 h kl 

3-5 hd k-51 
3-5 hd 1%SI 
3-5 hd k-sl 
23 h fso 
4-6 h fs-a 
4-6 h k-o 
5-3 hr s 
3-4h s 
3 u a 
3 u s 
3 u s-k 
3 Ifs 
5-3 hr s 
3-4 lc s-o 

3 4-6 E k 
4-6 h k-o 
4-6 h fsa 
3-4 h fs-a 
3-4 hd k-Ifs 
2 u VI-I 
3-4 Id I 
3 R-k 
35 if VI 
3 udvl 
3 Ifs-k 
1 H 0 
3-4 h fi-i 
3 u k-lk 
2 u k.-C 
3 u k-Ifs 

64 BvDol 2 u I 
65 WookrdLake 

- 

0 
0 
0 
IWA 
0 
2MA 
0 
2MA 
1MPA 
0 
0 
1WA 
0 
0 
0 
IWA 
0 
1WA 
0 
1WA 
1WA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1WA 

IWA 
1WA 
1WA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

4Cmi2 
ampv 
Xmt2p 

3Dgmv 
3Dgmv 
4Dmv 

4Cwi 
4Dmv 
4Dct2 

3Dwmv 
3Dwmv 
4Brnti p 
4Bnltip 
2Ddmv 
2cdt2 

3Dmt2 
3Dmt2 
3Dmi2 
4Dmv 
4Dmt2v 
4Dmt2v 
4Dmt2 
4Dmv 
4Bmtl 
4Bmvtl 
4Dmv 
3Dmv 
4Dmi2 
4DCt2 

4Dmv 
4Dm@f 
4Dmt2v 
4Dmt2v 

3Bgv 
4Dct2 
3Dmgv 
4Dct2 

3Bgtl 
3Dmv 
4Cwi 
2cdl2 
4Dmv 
4Cwi 
4Dmv 
2wv 

SO 5(9)Wl7(l)W 
S2 5(1O)MF 
SO 5(QWW) 
S2 5(8)MF4(2)W 
S3 4(7)MD3(3)D 
S2 5(6)W4(1)MDC(3) 
52 3(8)D4(2)DW 
S2 5(6)W4(1)MDq3) 

7(8)W6(2)W 
k 5(QWW 
s2 5(lO)MW 
S2 5(8)MW4(2)MW 
SO 5(1O)MW 
SO 5(9)Wf7(1)W 
SO 5(10)MW 
SO 0(7)5(2)W41 )M 
SO 5(1O)MW 
S2 0(8)4(2)MW 
SO 5(lO)MW 
S2 WWW 
S2 WYWM 
S2 5(6)TE6(4)E 
SO 5(9)Wl7(1)W 
SO 5(9)Wl7(l)W 
SO 5(9)Wl7(l)W 
SO 5(9)Wl7(l)W 
SO 5(9)Wl7(l)W 
S2 5(1O)MF 
52 5(lO)MF 
52 4(6)MD5(4)MVt’ 
SO 3W4G’W5W4 

S2 4(5)MD5(3)MFq2) 
52 4(5)MD5(3)MFo(2) 
S2 4(5)MD5(3)MFq2) 
SO YWW 
SO www) 
SO 6(ww 
SQ WWWW'W) 
SO 5(QWW 
Sl 5(9)MFql) 

~0 WWW W(1) 
SO s(lO)MW 
SO 5(9)MW4(l)M 
SO 5(8)MFG(I)WO(l) 
SO 5(5)ME6(2)W0(3) 
SO 5(lO)MW 
SO WW'W 
SO 6(WW 
SO WWW 
SO WWW) 
SO 5(lO)MW 
SO 3(QMWP’ 
SO 5(3)Tbr6(3)W4(4)W 
SO 5(6)MW4(4)MF 
$3 6(mw)W 
SO 3(lO)M 
SO 5(1O)MW 

S-J wv(w 
SO 3(9)MD4(l)W 
SO S(lO)MW 
SO ww3) 
SO 5(lO)MW 
SO 3(9)D4(1)W 

Dl 6%~NJC2-N 1 
A6 N 1 
A5 2F2-N 4 
A5 4Wl-N 4 
A6 N 1 
C5 SF6N 1 
A6 X1-N 1 
Ci5 6F6-N 1 
U 6P6-N U 
A5 2F2-N 4 
A5 2S2-N 1 
A6 3WI-N 1 
A5 2Wl-N 4 
Dl 6S6-NJC2-N 1 
A5 2Wl-N 4 
C5 6FSN,4W2-N U 
A5 2Wl-N 4 
c5 663-N U 
A5 2Wl-N 4 
C5 6FSN,3W2-N U 
C!i 6F3-N,3W2-N U 
'3 N 1 
Dl 6S6-N,302-N 1 
Dl 6S&N,302-N 1 
Dl 6S&N,302-N 1 
Dl 6S6-N,302-N 1 
Dl 6%N,302-N 1 
A6 N 1 
A6 N 1 
A6 3-S2-N,lF2-N 1 
A3 1 

6P6-N 
A6 3B3-N 1 
A6 3B3-N 1 
A6 363-N 1 
A5 4F&N,2Wl-N 4 
A6 4F6-N,2Wl-N 4 
A6 4F&N,2Wl-N 4 
A5 3B2-N 4 
A5 2F%N,2W2-N 4 
A5 2B2-N 4 
A5 3B3-N 4 
A5 3Wl-N 4 
A5 X2-N 1 
A5 3B2-N 4 
C5 4F2-N,2E5N 4 
A5 3Wl-N 4 
A6 4F&N,2Wl-N 4 
A6 4FBN,2Wl-N 4 
A6 4F&N,2Wl-N 4 
A6 2F%N,2W2-N 4 
A5 2S2-N 4 
A3 lCP-N,lWl-N 1 
C5 X34-N,3W3-N 1 
A5 2W2-N,2S2-N 1 
C5 4E4-N,4C4-N 1 
A3 lS2-N,lWl-N 1 
A5 3S4-N,lWl-N 1 
C5 6FCN,4F%-N U 
A6 2W2-N 1 
A5 2Wl-N 4 
C5 5S&N,4F%N 1 
A5 2Wl-N 4 
A6 2Wl-N,2Cl-N 1 

6L6-N 

1 
1 
1 

iD 
1 
2 
1 
U 
1 
2D 
1 
1 
1 

: 
1 
4 
1 
3D 
3D 
50 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3D 
2 

2D 
2D 
2D 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1D 
2 
30 
2 
40 
20 

: 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

wo 334 0 
Se4 0 

u s40 
U SG40 
U SGO 0 
u u 0 
WlB SGO 0 
u u 
u s4 0 
u s40 
W2BG S2 0 
w2B s2 0 
u ci40 wo s4 0 
u s40 u u 0 
U 

E 0 
z s40 
u s40 
u s40 
u s40 
wo s4 0 
wo s4 0 
wo s4 0 
wo s4 0 
wo s4 0 
U Y340 
U CG40 
wx Sl 0 
wm 5x0 0 

W2BK SGO 0 
W2BK SGO 0 
w2BK SGO 0 
w2B 5x3 0 
u 5.30 
u s30 
U 
U 2 0 
u s40 
u s40 
W2B S3 0 
w2B 54 0 
u 540 
u s40 
W2B S3 0 
u 530 
u s30 
u s30 
WIB 53 0 
W2B s4 0 
wo SGO 0 
wo SGO 0 
W2B 54 0 
wo SGO 0 
WlB SGO 0 
W2B 54 0 
u u 0 
WlG SGO 0 
WlB 54 0 
u si0 
W2B S4 0 
wo SGO 0 

503.7 
197.0 
212.2 
20.4 
66.4 

110.5 
53.4 
37.3 

241.2 
10824 

307.9 
1357.6 

184.3 
122.9 

3013.6 
913.7 
233.4 
866.0 
37.1 

144.5 
77.5 

226.4 
169.1 
40.0 
41.2 
223 

1958.7 
210.5 
480.8 
453.1 
256.3 
306.5 

2245.6 
183.3 
575.8 

39.5 
17.8 

192.0 
2087.3 

138.1 
518.8 
805.2 

1149.6 
594.3 
223.8 
113.6 
214.7 
45.6 
84.7 
30.8 

1518.7 
2835.5 
5604.9 

63.7 
2133.9 

203.5 
1400.5 

798.2 
161.5 
243.4 

1319.6 
863.6 
978.8 

1555.5 
454.3 
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Ama Slop~ Land Sutface Stonr Agdouthwal WBtlWk 
NO. MapUn# Clasa Fonn Texture Salinfty Irrigation Glass 

Whd Water Part Sand/ Deep AcmaQ~ 
CapabW ptl ckBBlfkatbn Em. Eres. Erw. Grave1 Tif1 (ac) 

66 PnBLlS 3 
67 Wd 1 
88 BLl 1 
8BvlJl5 3 
m BLl 1 
71 BLPnlO 1-2 
72 F'nBL6 2-3 
73 PnBL6 2-3 
74 LcSy5 32 
75 PnBL6 2-3 
76 InDol 32 
77 InDo 2-3 
78 ~csy5 3 
79 Pn2 2-3 
60 DoLnB 3-4 
61 BLPn2 l-2 
a2 pn3 3-5 
83 LcPnQ 3-2 
84 BvDol 3-2 
85 DoIn1 3-2 
a8 wz3 1 
a7 DOL~Q 3 
88 BLPnlO l-2 
69Bv3 32 
QORW 3-4 
91 Bv3 3-2 
92 InfI 3 
93 BvDo4 3-2 
94Rw 2-3 
95 PnLca 34 
96 BvDo4 52 
97 Wd 1 
98 LnDol 3 
69 BvDo2 2 

100 BvLnl 3 
101 Do2C 2 
102 BLPn2 1-2 
103 BLPnl l-3 
104 BLl 1 
105 Waterhen River 
106 BLl 1 
107 Sy8vl 2-3 
108 BLl 1 
109 PnWtQ 23 
110 LcBv3 3-2 
111 L& 32 
112 wz3 1 
113 LcDo5C 3 
114 LCD& 2-3 
115 BLl 1 
116 PnWtQ 2-3 
117 PnLca 3-4 
lia KkayinewLake 
119 PnLc8 3-l 
120 wz3 1 
121 LL4 1 
122 SyPn3C 3 
123 Mw6 2 
124 PnBLlO 23 
125 MwBL4 2-3 
126 PnBLlO 2-3 
127 Cassidybke 
126 PnBLlO 23 
129 Av24 24 
130 PnSy13 3 
13lBLLLQ 1 
132 SyPn5 3 
133 MwPnl 3 
134 PnMw5 3-2 
135 Hw fi-6 

h fs-o 
I u 
H o 

I 
H 0 
Hu *k 

fs-a 
h fs-o 

vl-lk 
L fs-o 
ud I 
U I-R 

ud VI-116 
hd k 
hll I 
Hh 0-k 
hd Ifs-k 
WI R-k 
ufl I 

I 
: u 

I 
ii” o-k 
u I-CI 
id I 
u Lcl 
u I 
u I 
id I 
h fs-11 

I 
: u 
ud I 

I 
Id I 
ud I 
Hh c-k 
Hh 0-k 
H o 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

H o 
ud Ifs-vl 
H 
U Ll 
U VI-I 

VI-R 
Y u 
hd fl-l 
ud vf-l 
H 

k-n 
h fs-n 

0 4% fio WV 
0 Emv SO 4(6)MF3(3)D5(l)W 
0 4% SO WI 
0 4Dmv SO 5(6)MW3(2)M4(2)M 
0 PBdvtl SO 3(9)MD4(l)W 
0 3E!gvll ~0 ~QW(W 
0 4Cwi u 6(7)~(3)W 
0 3Bsm SO 3(7)MD4(2)MF5(1)W 
0 3ssfl SO 3(lO)MD 
0 4Cwi SO WO) 
0 4Dmv SO 5(6)MW3(2)M4(2)M 
0 4Dmv SO Wl~WWt2) 

h fs-fl 0 
I u 0 
H 0 
ud il-k 0 
u cl 0 
u 
U FF 

0 
0 

U s-o 0 

u s-o 

UC ls-c 

Ifs-f6 
FI 0 
u IS 
u Ik-k 

0 
3MA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

4Dmv 
4Cwi 
4Cwi 

4Cwi 
4cwl 
4Dmv 
4Dmv 
2cdv 
4Dmv 
2Bdnv 
2Ddv 
2cdv 
4Bml2 
2cdt2 
4Cwi 
3Dmt2 

" 
2BdtlV 
4bi 
XdP 
4cwi 
2Bqa 
4Dcl2 
2BqdH 
2Bdnv 
PBqdti 
4fkt? 
4Dmv 
LBqdn 
4Cwi 
2BdtlV 

5 
4% 
4cwi 
4Cwi 

4Dmv 
4Cwi 
4Cwi 
3Dmgv 
4Cwi 
4Dmv 
4Cwi 
4Dmv 

4Dmv 

3Cmv 
4Cwi 
3Dmv 
4Cwi 
4Dmv 
4Dc12 

SO 5mw1 Pw 

il %Y 
SI 3(7)D4(2)Ey~W 
9 WO) 
SO 0(6)5(3)MF3(1)D 
SO 5VIMFO(3) 
SO 5(7)MFO(3) 
SO 3(5)M4(1)W5(4)MF 
a 5VVJFO(3) 
S2 3(lO)D 
$2 3(7)MD4(3)MW 
SO 3(6)f&(l)W5(3)MF 
SO 5(10)MF 
52 3(9)C=t(l)E 
SO 0(6)5(4)MF 
SO 6(6)ME5(4)MF 
SO 3(8)M5(2)ME 
SO 3(ww)E 
Sl 3(lO)D 
U 7(1O)W 
S2 3(lO)D 
SO WNWWl ID 
SO 3(lO)D 
SO 6(7)~v)w 
SO 3(lO)D 
Si 3(lO)D 
SO WPWP 

A6 4FSN,2W2-N 
U6P6-N 
C5 6F6-N 
A6 2Wl-N 
c5 6F6-N 
A4 5F6-N 
A5 4F&N,2WlN 
A5 4F6-N,2Wl-N 
A6 PWlN,Xl-N 
A5 4F6-N,2Wl-N 
A6 lW2-N 
A6 X2-N,2B2-N 
A6 X1-N 
A5 N 
A6 N 
A4 5F6N 
A5 N 
A6 N 
A6 1Wl-N 
A6 N 
U 6P6-N 
A6 lWl-N 
A4 5F6-N 
AS lWl-N 
C5 4E3-N,403-N 
A5 lWl-N 
A6 lW2-N 
A6 103-N 

S2 6(4)EW5(3)EW3(3)DW C5 3E3-N,3C2-N 
SO 5(6)MW3(2)M0(2) A8 3F6-N,2Sl-N 
SQ WWW A6 103-N 
SO 7(lO)W U 6P6-N 
Si 3(lO)D A6 lC2-N 
si 3(8)D5(1)W6(1)W A6 3F4-N 
Sl 3(7)D4(3)E A6 N 
SO WWW A3 3E5-N 
SO 0(6)5(4)MF A4 5F6N 
SO 0(7)5(3)MF A4 6FôN 
SQ WO) C5 6F8N 

SO 5(6)MW3(2)M0(2) 

k $7 
SO 4(7)MF5(3)MF 
SO 5(lO)W 
SO 5(6)MF7(lYO(3) 
SO 4(4)W3(2)MW0(4) 
SO 5(6)MF7(1)W0(3) 

SO 5(6)MF7(1)WO(3) 
SO 5(6)Wl6(3)Wl7(l)W 
SO 5(8)MF6(2)W 
SO 0(9)5(l)MF 
SO 5(lO)MW 
SO 5(5)MW6(4)WO(l) 
SO !qQ)MW6(l)W 
S2 5(6)MEq4)E 

C5 6F6-N 
A5 2Wl-N 
C!5 6FôN 
A5 2Sl-N,2F5N 
A6 2W2-N,Xl-N 
A3 3Cl-N 
U 606-N 
A3 3.9-N 
A3 N 
C5 6FCN 
A5 2Sl-N,2F5-N 
A6 3FE-N,2S4-N 

6L6-N 
A6 3F6-N,2S4-N 
U 6P6-N 
A5 8B8-N 
A5 N 
c5 6W6-N 
A6 4F&N,2ES-N 
C5 4F5N,&N 
A6 4WN,2E5-N 

6L6-N 
A8 4F&N,2E5N 
Dl 6%N,3P2-N 
A5 2S2-N,2E3N 
C5 5F&N,5E%-N 
A5 3W2-N 
A4 5S-N,2+'3-N 
A6 433-N 
C5 N 

4 
U 
U 
1 
U 
U 
4 
4 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
4 

: 
4 
1 
1 

1 
1 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 

: 
1 
1 
1 
1 
U 
U 
U 

U 
1 
U 
4 
1 

: 
1 
1 
U 
4 
4 

4 
U 
U 
1 
1 
4 
1 
4 

4 
1 
4 
U 
1 
1 
4 
4 

1 
U 
U 
2D 
U 
U 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2D 
1 
20 
1D 

u 
20 
20 
2D 
2 
U 
2 
U 

iD 
2 
2 
2 
3D 
1 
2 
U 
2D 
1 
2D 
1D 
U 
U 
U 

s3 0 
i s30 
u u 0 
wx SGO 0 
u u 0 
wo s2 0 
W2B 53 0 
W2B S3 0 
W2B S2 0 
W2B S3 0 
WlG SGO 0 
WlB SGl 0 
wx s2 0 
WlB S4 0 
w3G SGO 0 
WlB 52 0 
WlB S4 0 
w3BG s2 0 
wx SGO 0 
wo SGO 0 
U SGO 0 
wo SGO 0 
wo s2 0 
wo SGO 0 
wo SGO 0 
wo SGO 0 
wo !xào 0 
wo SGO 0 
w3G SGO 0 
WlB S3 0 
wo SGO 0 
u s30 
WlG SGO 0 
wo SGO 0 
wx SGO 0 
WlG SGO 0 
WlB S2 0 
WlB S2 0 
wo u 0 

U 
1D 
U 
1 
2 

i 
2D 
20 
U 
1 
1 

1 
U 
U 
2D 
1 
1 
1 
1 

wo u 0 
WlG 53 0 
u u 0 
W2B S4 0 
WlB SGO 0 
WlB SGO 0 
U SGO 0 
WlB SGO 0 
WlG SGO 0 
u u 
w2B SI : 
WlB 53 0 

WlB S3 0 
u s30 
wo u 0 
W3B S4 0 
wo s4 0 
u s30 
wo SGO 0 
u s30 

1 u ST30 
1 wo s4 0 
1 W2B 54 0 
U u u 0 
1 W3B S4 0 
1 WlB S2 0 
1 wo s3 0 
5D w3G s4 0 

376.8 -- 
57.8 

100.4 
1305.5 

6.6 - 
14.0 
521 
23.3 

1983.0 - 
724.8 

i 705.1 
1071.5 

595.8 _ 
120.9 
664.9 
395.8 

1846.6 
1149.3 - 
4490.9 

845.8 
422 

590.7 - 
3401.1 

116.4 
36.4 

1004.4 
1021.3 

94.7 
115.7 
704.0 .- 

2238.3 
84.5 

1553.0 
1620.5 _ 
1191.6 

529.7 
389.9 
878.8 
165.8 

1387.2 
522.0 

1817.8 
368.9 

1722.7 
1135.9 

573.7 
58.7 

926.3 
241.4 
345.8 

1269.2 
424.9 
276.7 

1240.6 
90.2 

123.0 
588.4 
145.9 
255.5 
265.8 

1513.7 
11032 

246.1 
244422 

2396.6 
2961.4 

727.8 
1366.5 
6525.6 

239.4 
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AgdCUltUrd W&lIdr wbd watr Part Sand/ Deeq Acreage 
CspabiW PH Ciasefffcatbn Eres. Em. Eres. Gravai TII1 04 

136 
137 
136 
139 

.- 140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 

.- 153 
154 
155 
156 

i 157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 -. 
166 
167 
166 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 

./ 174 
175 
176 
177 

WZ3 1 
BlPnl9 1-2 
PnMwP 3 
Pfl5 a-5 
AvBL3 2-4 
Pfl5 5-a 
PilLcl 55 
Pn8 57 
E 3-2 1 

Mw6 3 
DOLCX 3 
Bv5 3 

p a-4 5-3 3 
w a-4 
Pt15 6 
Pnl 3 
PrlBL4 a-4 
SyBvl 3 
sy9 3-2 
Pn6 a-4 
BeaverRiier 
LL5 1 
PnWti 2-3 
Pn7C 3 

"i a-2 1 
Braba Lake 
Urllucky Lake 
-91 3 
WZ3 1 
WZ3 1 
St.CyrLake 
LnDd 4-3 
W22 1 
La3 3 
WZ3 1 
ML4 2 
BlPn2 l-2 
FasterLake 

I u 
Hu o-s 
U fs-If6 
h fs 
UC le0 
h fs-lfs 
hd Ifs-R 
h tfs-fs 
H o 
U fl-vl 

U Rd 
U I-VI 

h 
I 

hd Ik-51 
U Ifs 

hd Ifs-fl 

h fs 

hd L 
U fs-l 
U ls-fl 

ur s-ls 

H o 
ur ls-sl 
u s-ls 

vi-d 
FI 0 

h ls 0 3Bmt2 
I u 1MP 4Cwi 
I u 1MP 4Cwi 

h I 
I u 

VI-R 
Y u 

SI-O 

iii o-s 

-- 178 ~dn2 
179 BLMw4 
160 DoBvlT 
161 Rw 

- 162 DoBvl 
163 wz3 
164 LLBLl 
165 LnDo2 
la6 - syLc3 
187 LcDol 
la6 LCD01 
la9 LCD01 
190 LcPnl 

.4 191 wz3 
192 wz2 
193 SyLc2 
194 Il.5 

- 195 wz3 
196 wz3 
197 LL5 
198 Do3C 

- 199 LCD02 
200 BLMw4 
201 LCD01 
202 Syl 

- 203 wz3 
204 Pn2 
205LL5 

- 

S-4 h cl-l 0 
2 Hu d 0 
2-3 ud Id 0 
34 ho OI 0 
3 ud sild 0 
11 u 0 
1 H o 0 
2-3 ud I-CI 0 
4-5 h ls-VI 0 
3 ud vi-l 0 
3 ud VI-I 0 
3 ud VI-I 0 
57 hd d-s 0 
1 I u 1MP 
11 u 1MP 
3-4 h k-VI 0 
1 H o 0 
11 u 0 
1 U 0 
1 H 0 
3-2 
4-3 : 

El-l 0 
fl-sil 0 

1-2 Hu el 1WP 
3-4 h fi-l 0 
4-3 h fl-is 0 
11 u 0 
4-3 h s-k 0 
1 H o 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
2MA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2MA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1WP 
2MP 
1WP 
2MP 
0 
0 

4Dmt2 

4Dmt2 
3Dmt2 
3Dmt2 

Eztl 
4cwi 

" 
xq* 
3Dmt2v 
3Dmv 
3Dmv 
4DmQ 
4Bmti 
4Dmv 
3Dmv 
3Cmv 
4Bmvtl 

3Bmvtl 

i&Yl 
4Cwi 

2cdl2v 
4Cwi 
2Ddv 

z2i 
4cwi 

XqQv 
4% 
2Bdnv 
4Dct2 
2BdtlV 
4Cwi 
4Cwi 
2cdv 
3Cmt2v 

!Ei 

zsv 

z 
3Cmt2v 
4% 
4cwi 
4cwi 
4Cwi 

2cdl2v 
4cwi 
2cdt2 
Xmthr 
4% 
4Cmt2 

!O $;&MF 
SO Ywwlw 
SO qlO)ME 
i 5$g$)WKY3) 

SO 4(3)TM3(2)M5(5)MF 
SO q5)MF6(3)T7(2)W 
SO W) 
SO 3(ww1w 
~0 q6)W6(4)W 
SO wwwwl)W 
~0 ww wf41 )w 
s2 qa)D6(2)w 
S2 4(6)MWq4)MF 
xl 5(10)MW 
SO 4(4)M3(l)D5(5)MW 
SO 6(1O)ME 
SO S(lO)MF 
~0 WWW W(3) 
Sl q7)MWq3)D 
SO 5(6)MF4(4)M 
~0 YWW W(1) 

SO WV 
~0 YWWW'WM 
SO w)~w)w 
SQ 3(5)M4(4)M6(1)W 
sa W) 

SO qlO)MF 
U WW’WW 
U 7(lO)W 

Sl 3(8)D5(l)W6(1)W 
u 6(1O)W 
~0 W.MW’WW 
U 7(1O)W 
SO Ywwo(4 
SO 0(7)5(3)MF 

s2 3(a)D6(2)w 
fa 0(7)6(3)W 
SO q10)D 
S2 6(5)W5(2)W3(3)D 
SO 3(10)D 

SO 27 
s2 3(8)D5(l)W6(1)W 
SO 5(6)MF6(l)W3(3)M 
SO 3(lO)MD 
SI 3(1O)MD 
SO qlO)MD 
SO q5)MEq4)TEql)M 
U 7(1O)W 
U 6(W'WW' 
SO q5)MF6(2)W3(3)M 
f W) 

7(lO)W 
U 7(lO)W 
SO W) 
SO 3(5)02(3)D6(2)W 
SO 3(6)MD5(l)w6(l)W 
SO o(w)w 
SO 3(10)MD 
SO 4(7)M5(3)MF 

i0 $i!&2)ME 
so WI 

U 6P6-N 
A4 6F6-N 
A6 3W2-N,2S2-N 
A5 N 
C5 5S6#,4FSN 
A5 N 
A6 IW2-N 
A5 2S2N,2P5-N 
A5 6B6-N,2F&N 
A3 2S2-N,lC2-N 
C5 !S-l@WSN 
A3 3Cl-N,2S3N 
A6 3S2-N,Xl-N 
A6 3P3-N,2Wl-N 
A6 2S2-N 
45 2Wl-N 
A5 2S2-N 
A5 N 
A5 N 
A6 4FdN,2P5-N 
A5 2W2-N 
A5 lS2-N 
A5 2B4-N,2S2-N 

6L6-N 
A5 6BGN,2F&N 
A5 2S2-N 
A5 2S2-N 
A6 lE5-N,lS2-N 
C5 6F&N,4B&N 

606-N 
6CGN 

A5 N 
U 606-N 
u 6P6-N 

6P6-N 
A6 205N,2S2-N 
U 6S6-N 
Bl 3C6-N,2C2-N 
U 606-N 
C5 5%N,5F4-N 
A4 6F8N,2SN 

6L6-N 
A6 3Q3-N,lE2-N 
C5 6F5-N,303N 
A6 lS2-N 
C5 5E3-N,3S2-N 
A6 lSl-N 
U 6P6-N 
A6 5B&N,5F&N 
A6 2E4-N,2S2-N 
A6 lS2-N,lE3N 
A3 N 
A3 N 
A3 N 
A6 ISl-N 
U 6P6-N 
U 5E6-N,5S&N 
A6 2E4-N,203-N 
A5 6B6-N 
u 6P6-N 
u 6F+6-N 
A5 6B6-N 
A3 2E4-N,203-N 
A3 2E3-N,2F5N 
C5 5F6N,4S4-N 
A3 lE2-N 
A5 N 
u 66-N 
A5 lS2-N 
A5 6B6-N,2F6-N 

I: 
4 
4 
1 
4 
4 
4 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
4 
4 
1 
1 
4 

U 
4 
4 
1 
U 

1 
U 
U 

: 
1 
U 
1 
U 

1 
U 
1 
1 

: 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

: 
U 

u 
U 
U 
U 
1 
1 
U 
1 
1 
U 
4 
U 

U 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
20 
4 
U 
2 
1 
2 
2 

2D 
1 
1D 
3 
1 
1D 
1 
1 
1 

: 
U 

2 
U 
1D 

ZD 
U 
U 
1D 
1 
20 
2D 

zi 
U 
U 
1 
U 
U 
U 
U 
2 
2 
U 
2 
3 
U 
1 
U 

u s30 
u s20 

SS 0 
ii 54 u sa im 
u St0 
U 
U z 6 
U 0 
wo tG0 0 
U SGO 0 
WlK SGO 0 
WlK SGO 0 
WlKG SGO 0 
w2BGs3 0 
WlB 54 0 
W2B 54 0 
u s40 
U 
U s3 0" 
WlB S3 0 
WlB S4 0 
u s40 

U 
tl s4 6 
u s40 
WlB S2 0 
u u 0 

WlE 54 0 
u St0 
U SGO 0 

WlK SGO 0 
U SGO 0 
WlK SGO 0 
U SGO 0 
wo SGO 0 
U s2 0 

WlK SGO 0 

ZG iG0 : 
U SGO 0 
WlG SGO 0 
U SGO 0 
u u 0 
WlG SGO 0 
W2B S3 0 
WlG SGO 0 
WlG SGO 0 
WlG SGO 0 
wx s2 0 

s3 0 
; ci30 
w2B s3 0 
u u 0 
u Sao 
u Sao 
u u 0 
WlK SGO 0 
W2K SGO 0 
u u 0 
WlK SGO 0 
wo si 0 
u s40 
u s40 
u u 0 

1702 
091.8 
3875 
273.4 

3119.9 
284.0 
646.4 

6567.1 
3559.5 
1129.1 
918.2 

1630.6 
439.7 

22U2.1 
1678.1 
309.0 
506.9 
98.8 

196.2 
1519.0 
2u4.5 

1101.8 
2688.9 
481.9 
619.4 

1249.1 
920.1 

2576.4 
1960.4 
182.8 
404.9 
646.1 
64.2 
58.6 

1067.9 
2i17.5 

47.6 
7862 
56.9 

1056.4 
3881.5 
161.2 

2247.6 
124.3 

1421.0 
307.0 

1004.8 
60.1 

1759.1 
52729 
1171.7 

63.7 
264.0 
164.1 

1578.4 
96.6 

134.3 
1543.6 
132.0 
38.8 
64.0 

226.7 
3516.7 
664.3 

2125.7 
408.7 
93.6 
57.0 

254.0 
626 
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-. 

206 wz3 1 
207 MwBL4 2-l 
208 LitUeRushLake 
209 wz3 1 
210 Syl 4-5 
2llDoLc2 4-3 
212 Sya 3-2 
213 BLMw3 1 
214 wz3 1 
215 F'nLLl3 5-t 
216 Bbl8C 2 
217 Sy2 3 
218 PeMellCL 23 
219 PnLL13 
220 Pn2 
221 Ll.5 
222 Pna 
223 PnLL2 
224 PnNt2 
225 Lesb2 
226 NtPnl 
227 LcLnl 
228 Sb9C 
229 wz3 
230 PnLL13 
231 wz3 
232 MdBv3 
233Rw 
234 Md2 
235 Mdl 
mLcsb2 
237 SyPn5 
238 wz3 
239 LnPnl 
240 PnSy6 
241 Hm3 
242 Mw6 
243 wz3 
244 Wzl 
245 MdBv3 
248 MdBv5 
247 Md2 
248 Mdl 
249 BvMdP 
25oRw 
251 MdBv3 
252 Cotelake 
253 Hm3 
254 Av23 
255 Pn7 
256 Pn7 
257 Rw 
258 Bv4 
259 Md5 
26oRw 
261 LnMdl 
262 IJlMdl 
263DoLna 
264 Bv2 
265 Bv2 
266 Ln12 
267 Bd-1117 
26aBL2 
269 MwBL4 
270 BvLn5 
271 Lcln3 
272 Ln3 
273 LcSy4 
274 lnBt2 
275 Pnll 

4-5 
4-3 
1 
5-7 
4 
3 
2 
3 
34 
2 
1 
3-4 
1 
2 
35 
2 
2 
2 
3 
1 
4-5 
3 
3 
2-3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3-5 
2 
2 
35 
3-4 
3-5 
43 
2 
2 
2-3 
2-3 
1 
2-l 
2 
2 
3-2 
2 
3 
3 

I 
U 

I 

h 
h 

LIU 
I 
h 
U 

U 

h 

h 
H 
h 
h 
U 
U 

k 

Y 
hr 
I 
ud 
id 
U 
U 

U 

I 
h 
U 

id 
I 
I 
ud 
ud 
ud 

id 
ud 
ud 

U 
ud 
U 

U 

id 
ud 
U 

ic 
h 
h 
h 
U 

U 

U 

H 

U 

U 

U 

U 
U 

U 
U 

U 
SI-O 

U 
SI-k 
I-VI 
Il-SI 
O-sl 
U 
SQ 

d 
SI-k 
SI-IS 

SQ 

s-ls 
0 
Ifs-fs 
ko 
ls-sl 
Il 
ls 
SI 
VI 
U 
SQ 

U 
sil 
d-R 
d 
sil 
i l 
ls 
U 
SI-Ifs 
Ifs-d 
I-VI 
Id 
U 
U 
sil 
dsil 
sil 
d 
d 
d 
d 

I-VI 

sil 
IS-S 

IS-S 

Id 
I-CI 
sil 
sd 

d-l 
d-l 
I-R 
ls-l 

d-o 
I 
VI-I 
k-SI 
fl-lfs 
SI-IS 
S 

0 
1WP 

1MP 
0 
1WP 
0 
1WP 
1MP 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2MR 
3MP 
0 
3MP 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2MA 
0 
0 
0 
1MP 
1WA 
1WP 
0 

0 
2MA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1WD 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

4cwi 
4cwl 

4cwi 
2cmP 
mt2v 
2Ddmv 
4Cwi 
4Cwi 
4Dmv 

LBmdtl 
WV 
4Dmv 
4Cm12 
4Cwi 
3Dmt2 
3Dmv 
3cmV 

xdv 
3Bmt2 
2Cmt2 
3Bgsv 
4Cwi 
4Dmv 
4cwi 
w 
4DcQ 

4Cwi 
Xmt2v 

1611 
4Cwi 
4Cwi 
4Cwi 
adq 

2Bqv 

"y 
4Dct2 
PBdqv 

1Btl 
3Dwsv 

4Dc12 
PBdqv 

3 
” 
PBdtlv 
3Dgmv 
4Cwi 
4Cwi 

2" 
Xmv 
2Ddv 

U 7(1O)W 
52 5(4w4w4 

i0 $%(3)MF 
SO 3(8)DM6(2)W 
SO 4(9)Mw5(l)W 
3 o(WWYl Y 
U 7(1O)W 
SO q4)MF6(3)EWO(3) 
SO 2(8)Cs5(2)W 
SO 4(7)M5(3)MF 
SO 3(5)M4(3)M6(2)W 
SO 5(4)MFq3)EWO(3) 
SO qB)MFq2)ME 
SO WO) 
SO 5(wwwMw 
SO 5(wwww3) 
SO 5(5www3)M 
SO 3fww)W 
SO qlO)ME 
Sl qlO)MD 
S!I 2(8)M4(1)Nql)W 
U 7(lO)W 
SO q4)MFq3)EWO(3) 

!Y ;:$Y 
SO 6(1O)TW 
SO 2(5)D3(5)D 
SO 2(5)D3(3)D4(2)W 
~0 WWMW 
a WWWW 
U 7(1O)W 
S2 4(6)MD5(4)MF 
SO 5(5)MF6(2)W4(3)M 
Sa 2(lO)M 
a wwww 
U 7(lO)W 

io a;::;: 
SO 2(8)D4(2)W 
SO 2(5)D3(4)D4(1)W 
SO 2(5)D3(3)D5(2)W 
SO 2(8)D5(2)W 
SO 5(9)EWql)W 
SO 2(9)D4(1)W 

SO 2(lO)M 
SO qlo)w 
SO 5(7)MW6(3)ME 
SO 5(7)MW6(3)ME 
SO 6(9)WE7(1)W 
SO 2(7)D3(3)D 
SO 2(8)D4(l)W5(l)W 
Sl 6(6)WE7(2)W4(2)TE 
Sl 3(7)DT2(3)D 
SO 3(6)DT2(2)lX(2)TW 
s2 3(9)D5(l)W 
~0 WPWP4W 
SO 2(4)D3(4)D4(2)W 
S2 qlO)DM 
S2 3(3)M(3)MF5(4)MW 
SO O(l0) 
s2 6(4)w5(3)WO(3) 
S2 3(7)02(2)D4(l)W 
Sl 3(9)MD4(l)W 
S2 4(7)DP6(2)Wql)MF 
SO 3(4)M4(3)M5(3)MW 
s2 4(5)MD5(3)MFq2) 
Sl 5(9)Mw6(l)W 

u 6P6-N 
c5 !isbN,5F6-N 

u aP6-N 
A5 N 
A3 3S3-N,lE4-N 
A5 X2-N,lS2-N 
C5 5F&N,4S&N 
U 6P6-N 
A5 3B3-N,3E3-N 
03 2S4-N,2C3=N 
A5 lCl-N 
Dl 2E3-N,2S2-N 
A5 3B4-N,m-N 
A5 lS2-N 
A5 6B6-fQF6-N 
A5 2S2-N,2+'5N 
A5 3B5-N,204-N 
A5 2E4-N,2S2-N 
A3 39-N 
A5 N 
A6 N 
D3 2C3-N 
u 6P6-N 
A5 2B!LN,2F5-N 
u 6P6-N 
A6 lC2-N 
C5 6P6-N 
A8 N 
A6 X3-N 
A3 X33-N 
A5 X53-N 
u 6P6-N 
A6 lW2-N 
A5 2S2-N,2B3-N 
A3 N 
c5 6s5-N 
u 6P6-N 
U 6S6-N,4C5N 
A6 lC2-N 
A6 3C2-N 
A6 x2-N 
A8 X2-N,2S2-N 
A8 3C2-N 
C5 5S2-N,4Cl-N 
A6 X2-N 

6L6-N 
A3 N 
D3 5E3-N/lS3N 
A5 2W2-N 
A5 2W2-N 
C5 5S6-N,5E5N 
A5 lW2-N 
A6 3W2-N,3S2-N 
C5 5SNJE5N 
A6 N 
A6 2W3-N 
A6 3W2-N 
A5 3Cl-N 
A5 3Cl-N 
A6 lCl-N 
A6 2S2-N,2P&N 
C5 6F6-N 
C5 5F&N,5W6-N 
A6 Xl-N,lW2-N 
A6 2W2-N,lC2-N 
A6 4B2-N 
A8 X1-N 
A6 4B2-N 
A5 2B2-N.X2-N 

U 
1 

U 
1 
1 

: 
U 
4 
1 
1 
1 
4 
4 
U 
4 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
U 
4 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
U 
1 
4 
1 

u 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 

U 
1 

u s40 
wo s4 0 

U 
2 
3 
2 
U 
U 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
U 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 

: 
1 
U 
1D 
4D 
1 
1 
1 
1 
U 
3 
1 
2 
1D 
U 
U 
1D 
1D 
1D 
2 
2fl 
4D 
1D 

u s40 
WlB S4 0 
W2K SGO 0 
W3B S4 0 
u u 0 
u s40 
u s30 
WlK SGO 0 
W2B S4 0 
WlB S4 0 
U 0 
U ii 0 
u u 0 
u s40 
wo s3 0 
w2B s4 0 
w2B SGO 0 
W4B S4 0 
w2B SGO 0 
WlB SGO 0 
U SGO 0 
wo s3 0 
U SGO 0 
WlG SGO Mxc 
w3G SGO 0 
wo SGO Mc 
WlB SGO Mc 
w2B SGO 0 
W3B S4 0 
u s40 
w2B s2 0 
WlB S4 0 
WlK SGO 0 
u St0 
U SGO 0 
U SGO 0 
WlG SGO Mxc 
WlG SGO Mxc 
WlG SGO Mc 
wo SGO Mc 
WlG SGO Sx 
w3G SGO 0 
WlG SGO Mxc 

2 WlK SGO 0 
20 wo s4 0 
1 w2B s4 0 
1 w2B St 0 
4D wx SGO 0 
1D WlG SGO 0 
1 wo SGO Mc 
4 w3G SGO 0 
2 WlK SGO Sx 
2 WlK SGO Sx 
2 wo SGO 0 
1 wo SGO 0 
1 wo SGO 0 
1 wo SGO 0 
1 wo SGO 0 
U u u 0 
1 U SGO 0 
1 wo SGO 0 
2 WlG SGO 0 
1 WlB SGl 0 
1 WlB S2 0 
2 WlB Si 0 
1 W2B S4 0 

74.5 - 
2681.1 

3962 
79.5 

185.7 - 
3692 

1320.8 
988.1 
115.5 -_ 
590.0 
665.5 
137.6 
868.1 

1164.4 -- 
708.7 

22925 
58.9 

2140.3 - 
5437.6 
1728.1 

265.9 
149.0 -- 

1606.3 
128.1 

3989.6 
8.2 - 

2467.3 
554.0 
265.5 

3036.8 .- 
3962 

26492 
80.3 

181.9 
877.9 -- 
167.5 
lat.7 
22u.2 
221.3 

1513.4 
4158.4 
3644.3 
3cO4.7 -- 
11526 

97.3 
4841.7 

259.6 
98.5 

1140.9 
211.0 
405.0 
391.9 

2696.5 
7488.1 
1957.6 

529 
169.0 
238.2 

1719.4 
192.9 

15912 
1699.0 

142.0 
994.7 

2157.1 
1648.1 
53928 

808.4 
667.6 
554.8 

- 
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Ama Slopa Land Surface stone Agrkultural 
Na MapUnIt Clam Fm Texture Salinity Inigation Clsw CapablW 

Wethld, Wind Water Part Sand/ Jeep A~mp 
PH Cbssifkatbn Ercm. Eres. Em. Grave! TUI (ac) 

- 276 BtLnl6 
277 In1 
278 IJll 
279 SyPnl 

-. 280 Lca 
281 SyPnl 
282 BtPn27 
283 BtLnl9 
284 HwAvl - 
285 Ln2 
286 Btln18 
287. w22 
288 BLAwl 

'- 289 618 
290 LnBt31 
291 LLBL4 
292 lnBt31 
293 LlAwl 
294 LnBt30 
295 Bti 
296Rw 

- 297 BtLn19 
298Rw 
299 LnBtil 
300 LnBt31 
301 LnBt30 
302 LnBt31 
303 ML4 
304 wz3 
305 MIa4 
306 IJlll 
307 lJl13 
308 BlAwl 
309 lnLc3 
310 lnBt30 
311 lnBt31 
312 AwLLl 
313 lnHo3 

- 314 Rw 
315 Lnll 
316 In1 
317 MwBL4 

- 318 PnBL4 
319 LrlLc3 
32% BtPn26 
321 lnBt#l 
322 LnBt31 - 
323 MwBL4 
324 BLAwl 
325 IJlll 
326 AwBLl 
327 Av5T 
328 Av24 
329 AvBL3 
330 Av5 

- 331 Rw 
332 Av5 
333 IJlll 
334 AvBL3 

- 335 Hml4T 
2s Ln13 
337 lnBd3 
338 In11 

-. 339 BU7 
340 Hml4T 
341 MdMa2 
342 MdMa2 
343Ln3 - 
344 Lnll 
345Ma3 

-- 

3-2 u ls-sl 0 
3 ud SI 0 
34 h SI 0 
3 u SI-k 0 
32 u I 1WA 
3 u SI-k 0 
32 u ls-sl 1WA 
3 u ls-sl 0 
7-5 k 
3-4 h Fis 

0 
0 

3 SI-l6 
1 Y u 

0 
1WA 

2 Hu MI 2MA 
2-3 ud ls-fil 1WA 
3 

Ll 
SI46 1WA 

1 
h LIS 

0 
4-3 1WA 
2-3 Hu o-l 1MA 
3udl-k 1WA 
3 hd ls-SI 1WA 
3 ud I 1WA 
3 hd bd 1WA 
3 ud I 1WD 
3 h sels 1WA 
34 h SI46 1WA 
52 LIS 
3-4 t: I-k 

1WA 
1WA 

2 10 3MA 
1 : u PMPA 
2 10 3MA 
82 L kl 1WA 
3-2 ud I 1WA 
1-2 Hu o-l 2MA 
3-2 u I-SI 1WA 
3 ud Cls 1MA 
4-3 hd kl 1WA 
23 u I-0 1WA 
4-3 hd I 1WA 
3 udl 2MA 
3-2 I 1WA 
4-3 Ed I 0 
2 ud l-o 2MA 
2-3 lso 
3-4 h I-SI 

0 
1WA 

3-4 h 16-s 0 
3 ud l-61 1WA 
4-5 hd SI46 1WA 
2 LKI l-o 2MA 
2-3 Hu o-l 3MA 
2-3 u I 1WA 
2 u l-o 2MA 
2 u I 3MA 
2 u SI 2MA 
2-3 UC l-o 3MA 
2 IJ SI-I 1WA 
3 UC SI-I 2WD 
2 u ls-l 1WA 
3 u SI 0 
23 UC 10 3MA 
2-3 ud SM 1MA 
3-2 I 
4 h sd-s 

0 
0 

3-4 h SI 0 
1 H o 1WA 
2-3 ud SI-vl 1MA 
2-3 u kl 1WA 
23 u kl 1WA 
3-4 hd kl 0 
2 ud I-51 0 
2-l ud l-cl 0 

3Dgmv 
2Bmdîl 
2Cmt2 
2Ddmv 
2cdv 
2Ddmv 
3Dgmv 
3Dgmv 
4Dct2 

“V 
4cwi 

3Dgmv 
4Dct2 
3Dgmv 

2Cdmv 
PDdmv 
2Ddv 
2Ddv 
4cwi 
4cwl 
4cwi 
2Ddv 
-2Bdvtl 

2 
2DdSV 

2Ddv 
4Dwv 
XqQv 
4Dct2 
2Bdvtl 
2cdt2 
4Cwi 
3Dmv 
2Ddv 
3Dgmv 
2Ddv 
2Ddmv 
4Cwi 
4Cwi 
2Bdvll 

4DWSV 

E 

4Dwv 
mt2 
4Dwv 
PBmdtl 
4Dwsv 
2CIlW 
2BdllV 

adqv 
2Ddmv 
4cwi 

2cdta 
2BdV 

1Bv 

s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 
52 
s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 
U 
s2 

I 
SO 
s2 
52 
s2 
SO 
52 
s2 
s2 
52 
Sl 
SO 

E 
s2 

s: 

:i 
s2 
s2 
52 
s2 
s2 

ii 
52 
s2 
Sl 
s2 
s2 
si 
SO 
Sl 
s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 
Sl 

4(6)MDq4)MW ~6 
4(1O)MD A6 
4gww w A6 
4(6)MWq4)MF A5 
wPWwwlw A3 
4(6)MWq4)MF A5 
WW4~ ~6 
4(5)MD5(4)Mw6(1)W A6 
wmw)w 
3(4)DP4(3)MD5(3)WM : 
YWWW A6 

U 
c5 

4(5)MWq5)MW A6 
$WW&MF ~6 

3(4)DP4(3)MW5(3)MW : 

3Wl-N 
lE3-N 
lE3-N,lClH 
X1-N 
X1-N 
X1-N 
X1-N 
482-N 
3P3-N 
483-N 
N 
606-N 
5FdN,5W4-N 
3Wl-N,2F2-N 
3Cl-N 
5B4-N,5F4-N 
X2-N,2S3-N 

4wwvwo(5) 
3(4)D4(3)MW5(3)MW 
4(ww5w 
WWKW’W4 
4(5)MD5(5)Mw 
0(Pww 
w)~vl~w) 
46)W4~ 
3(5)D4(4)MW5(I)W 
3(5)D4(3)MW5(2)MF 
5(4)W4(3)WMo(3) 
7(8)W6(2)W 
5(4)W4(3)WMo(3) 
3(7)D4(3)MW 
aww IW 
0(6)4(2)MW5(2)W 
3VPWWW )W 
3(3)D4(3)MW5(4)MW 
3(6)D4(3)MW5(l)W 
wNw) 
WDWWWW 
q7)W4(3)WM 

~~~~'l'w 
4(7)WO(3) 
www 
3(5)DM4(4)MW5(1)W 
WWW'~ 
3(6Vw4)MW 
WWDW)~ 
4(7)w3) 
WMWWW 
w)wl w 
4(5)W5(5)W 
5(8)w(2)W 
4(1O)WP 
W’W 
4ww)w 
5(8)M'7(2)W 
4(w5(2)W 
4(9)MDql)W 
q6)WO(4) 
$;;(305(2)W 

4(mwww) 
WPW )W 
0(7)7(3)W 
3(WWVWW 
2(5)W(3)P5(2)W 
2(5)D3(3)P5(2)W 
WP4WWW’ 
WWWD 
a1 o)cô 

A6 5B4-NJE4-N 
A6 3C2-N,2S2-N 
A6 3Wl-N,283-N 
C5 5W2-NJF2-N 
A6 3Wl-N 
C5 6B3-N,4W2-N 
A6 3F2-N 
A6 3W2-N,3S2-N 
A6 3Wl-N 
A6 3Cl-N 
C5 5F%N,5W3-N 
U 6F6-N 
C5 5F%N,5W3-N 
A6 X1-N 
A6 X1-N 
C5 6F6-N,4W3-N 
A6 2%N,!Cl-N 
A6 3Wl-N,2S2-N 
A6 3Wl-N,2Sl-N 
A4 5B3-N,W-N 
A6 2%N 
C5 5W3-N,4B3-N 
A6 X1-N 
A6 N 
C5 6C4-N,2S3-N 
A6 4F5-N,2S3-N 
A6 2Wl-N.lCl-N 
A5 3F2-N 
A6 3W2-N 
A6 3F2-N 
C5 6WN,2S3-N 
C5 6F5N,4S2-N 
A6 X1-N 
C5 5F3-N,5S3-N 
Dl 6W3N 
Dl 6W6-N 
C5 5E3-N.4F3N 
Dl 6Cl-N 
C5 4F'3-N 
Dl 6Cl-N 
A6 3Wl-N 
C5 5E3-N,4F3-N 
A3 3C2-N 
A6 lCl-N,lSl-N 
A6 4B2-N 
A6 3Wl-N 
C5 5F&N,4L6-N 
A3 3C2-N 
A6 2F3-N,X3N 
A6 2F3-N,2#N 
A6 3Cl-N 
A6 lCl-N 
A3 lSl-N 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 

: 
U 
1 
1 
U 
1 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

: 
1 
1 
1 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 

: 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
20 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
5 
2 
2 
U 
U 
1D 
2 
U 
3 
U 
2D 
1D 
3D 
1D 
3D 
2 
2 
2 
2 

: 
1 
2D 
20 
U 

P 
3D 
1 
3D 
3D 
2 
3D 
1D 
1 
2 
1 
2D 
3-D 
1D 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1D 
2 
2 
2 
U 
1D 
1 
1 
2D 
1D 
1D 

WlB SGI 0 
WlG SGO 0 
WlK SGl 0 
w2B s4 0 
WlG SGO 0 
w2B St 0 
WlB S2 0 
WlK SGO 0 
w3G SGO 0 
WlK SGl 0 
w28 SGO 0 
U Sl 0 
u u 0 
W2B SGO 0 
WlK SI 0 
wo u 0 
w3K Sl 0 
wo u 0 
w2BG Sl 0 
w2BG SGl 0 
wx SGO 0 
w2BG SGl 0 
U SGO 0 
wo Sl 0 
wo Sl 0 
WlB Sl 0 
W2B Sl 0 
wo SGO 0 
U Sl 0 
wo SGO 0 
WlG SGO 0 
WlG SGO 0 
wo u 0 
WlK SGO 0 
W2BGSl 0 
w2KB Sl 0 
wo u 0 
wx SGO 0 
wx SGO 0 
WlK SGO 0 
W2KG SGO 0 
wo SGO 0 
W2B S3 0 
W2K SGl 0 
W3B S2 0 
WlGB Sl 0 
w2K Sl 0 
wo Sl 0 

;K $0 : 
wo u 0 
WlG SGO 0 
wo SGO 0 
WX SGO Mnc 
WlB SGO 0 
wx SGO 0 
WlB SGO 0 
WlB SGO 0 
w2G SGO Mnc 
wx 9.30 0 
WlK SGl 0 
U 62 0 
WlG SGO 0 
u u 0 
wx SGO 0 
WlK SGO Mxc 
WlK SGO Mxc 
WlG SGO 0 
WlG SGO 0 
WlG SGO 0 

726.3 
2556.1 
4751.0 
1706 
678.9 
176.6 

2311.6 
2268.2 
924.7 

1664.3 
313.0 
244.3 
794.8 
565.5 
171.6 

1578.0 
3569.0 
193.2 

2905.3 
1668.0 

96.5 
975.2 
145.5 
312.1 
140.5 
553.0 
263.1 

2164.1 
76.0 

620.1 
114.6 
216.0 
923.2 

3515.9 
2629.8 
620.2 
80.6 
41.6 

305.4 
539.6 
87.0 
87.7 

632.3 

E3' 
148.8 
791.1 

3225.8 
783.9 

4291.6 
288.0 
553.2 
393.7 
662.7 
853.1 
832.4 
ta.2 
924.1 

29320 
1296.0 
2196.4 

65.4 
476.0 

2161.7 
412.1 
x9.9 
19.2 
31.6 

311.6 
36.5 
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Ama SlcfJa Land surke stone 
Na IAapUnlt Clar Form Textum Salintty Imfgation Chsa 

Agrbultural 
Capability 

- 

Wetiands Wlnd Watw Part Sand/ hep Acnagr 
pH Classtkatbn Em. Eroa. Eres. Grawl Till (ac) 

346 In13 
347 BL17 
348 Lnl 
349 In1 
350 In2 
351 LcSy4T 
352 InBdl 
353 Do4T 
354 Bv2 
355 Bv2 
356 Hm3 
357 Ltll 
358 MdBv2 
359 BvMdP 
380 Ida2 
361 In1 
362 SyPnl 
383 91 
364 SyPnl 
365 In11 
366 PnMw2 
367 PnBd7 
368 tnll 
369 tnll 
370 In1 
371 Rw 
372 In1 
373 PnBd7 
374 PnBd7 
375 In1 
376 InMal 
377 Lrll 
378 PnBd7 
379 Rw 
360 Av15 
381 6bHm5 
382 syx 
383 PnBd7 
384Rw 
385 Lc2 
386 PnBd7 
387 NtSy-3 
388 Av5 
389 BLAwl 
390 MdBv2 
391 BvMd3 
392 Wzl 
393 BvMdl 
394 Bv2 
395 Mdl 
396 MeadowLake 
397 Av15 2-3 u 
398 BVDOP 3-4 ud 
399 Avl5 2 u 
400 Avl5 2 u 
401 Rw 3 UC 
402 Mw6 2 UC 
#3 BvMd5 3 u 
404 BvMd5 3 
405 wz3 1 Y 
406 LnBv3 4-3 h 
407 Mw8 2 u 
408 HoDd 3 
409 BtPn3 3 ud 
410 LnBtl 34 hd 
411 tnBd2 4 hd 
412 R~AVI 4-6 
413 In1 3-2 ri 
414 Lnl 3 u 
415 Rw 3-6 lc 

4-3 h 
1 H 
3 IJ 
3 
3-4 t: 
2-3 u 
4 hd 
3 u 
32 u 
32 u 
2 
43 h 
2 
3-4 1: 
4-5 hd 
3-4 h 
4-5 hd 
3 
4-5 Ed 
3-2 u 
3-4 h 
3 
2-3 id 
3-4 h 
3 ud 
3-6 hc 

ud 
3 u 
3 u 
3 ud 
3-2 ud 
3 ud 
3 u 
3-4 
2 : 
3 h 
3 hd 
3 u 
34 UC 
3 u 
3 
3-4 : 
3-2 ud 
2 Hu 
2 
2-3 L 
11 
2 u 
2 u 
2 u 

kl 
0 
SI-I 
SI-l6 
SM 
kl 
gis-SI 
sil-l 
cl 
cl 
I-I 
Sl-gSl 
CI-C 
Cl-l 
Id 
SI-I 
sk 
ls 
SI-S 
I-SI 
fs 
Isgts 
I-SI 
I 
SI 
I 
SI 
Is-gls 
ISdlS 
SI 
I-SI 
SI 
Isgk 
sk 
lsd 
SI-I 
SI 
k3k 
SI-S 
I 
k*k 
SI 
silcl 
o-s 

zl 
U 
cd 
cl-c 
d 

sil-c 
d-l 
c 

d 
cd 
cl 

cl 
ICI 
cl-c 
kil 
ls 
SI-IS 
sl-!s 
sd 
SI 
SI 
cl 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1WA 
0 
0 
0 
IWA 
1WA 
1WA 
0 
3MA 
1WA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1WA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4MA 
0 
1WA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4MA 
0 
4MA 
0 
2WA 
IWA 
1WA 
1WA 

4SA 
1WA 
5SA 
5SA 
0 
2WA 
1WA 
1WA 
4MA 
0 
2WA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2cdP 
4cwi 
2Bmdtl 
2Cdmv 
2Ddmv 

+%N 
4CmQv 
2Bdvtl 

FF 
XmP 
4DSV 

adqv 

2CmB 
Xmt2v 
3Blllvll 
Xmt2v 
2Ddv 
4Dmv 
3Bmvtl 
PBdrlv 
2cdt2 
PBmdtl 
4Dct2 
2Bmdtl 
3Bmvtl 
3Bmvtl 
PBmdtl 
PBdvtl 
2Bmdtl 
3Bmvtl 
4Dct2 
4Dww 
Xmv 

4BgQv 
3Bmvll 
4Dct2 
2Bdvtl 
3Bmvtl 
2CmP 
4Dwsv 
4Cwi 
4Dsv 

g$ 

3Bqv 
2Ddqv 
xqv 

4Dwsv 

4Dwsv 
4Dwsv 
4Dct2 
4Cwi 

" 
4Cwi 
XgQv 
4cwi 
2Ddv 
30gmv 
2Ddmv 
2Cmt2 
4Dct2 
PBmdtl 
PBmdtl 
4Dct2 

S2 3(7)D4(3)MD 
SO o(lO) 
s2 4vw3w5w 
S2 4(6)MDq2)WP 
S2 4(5)MD3(2)D5(3)W 
si 3(5)M4(4)M5(l)W 
S2 5(6)MF4(4)MP 
Sl 2(5)D3(4)Dql)W 
SO 2(4)W(4)D5(2)W 
SO 2(4)D3(4)Dq2)W 
m 2(7w(3)M 
S2 4(lO)MD 
SO 3(5)D4(2)WN5(3)W 
SQ wP(2)w6(1 )W 
S2 3(5)DT4(3)TVf7(2)W 
S2 4(7)MD3(2)D5(1)W 
Sl 4(6)MT5(3)MFql)W 
SO www)w 
Si 4(6)MTq3)MFql)W 
62 3(6)E4(3)MW5(l)W 
~0 5(WWWW) 
Sl q9)MFql)w 
S2 3(6)D4(4)MD 
s2 3(9)D4(1)W 
s2 4(9)MD6(1)W 
S2 6(7)lW7(3)W 
S2 4(lO)MD 
Sl 5(9)MFql)W 
Sl 5(9)MF6(l)W 
S2 4(10)MD 
Sl 3(5)D2(4)&5(l)W 
S2 4(lO)MD 
SI 5(9)MF6(l)W 
SO 6(lO)TW 
SO 4(6)W5(4)NW 
SI 3(5)M2(3)M6(2)W 
SI 4(9)Mql)W 
Sl q9)MFql)w 
SO 6(lO)Tw 
SO www 
SI 5(9)MF6(l)W 
SO 3(5)M4(5)M 
SO 3(5)W4(3)NWq2)W 
SO s(lO)W 
SO 3(6)D4(2)WN5(2)W 
SO 2(9)D5(1)W 

V+‘WW 
i0 2(5)D3(4)D5(l)W 
SO 2(6)D4(l)W5(3)W 
SO 2(5)D3(3)D5(2)W 

A6 lS2-N 
c5 5F5-N 
A6 2Wl-N 
A6 x1-N 
A6 4P2-N 
A6 23-N 
A6 N 
A3 x2-N 
A5 3sl-N 
A5 W-N 
A3 ICl-N 
A6 1Cl-N 
A8 4Cl-N 
A6 3F'l-N 
A8 93-N 
A8 3W2-N 
A5 3F2-N 
A5 2Fl-N,aN 
A5 3F2-N 
A6 3Wl-N 
A6 4B2-N 
A5 2Fl-N 
A8 lCl-N 
A6 Xl-N 
A6 2F2-N 
C5 3E2-N,X2-N 
A6 lSl-N 
A5 2Fl-N 
A5 2Fl-N 
A8 1Sl-N 
A6 X2-N 
A8 lSl-N 
A5 ZFl-N 
C5 3P2-N,302-N 
03 6CSN,3W2-N 
A3 3E3-N 
A5 X1-N 
A5 2Fl-N 
C5 3P2-N,302-N 
A3 X1-N 
A5 2Fl-N 
A5 lCl-N 
Dl X1-N 
c5 6F3-N 
A6 4C2-N,2W2-N 
A6 X1-N 
U 5S6-N,3F4-N 
A6 3Wl-N 
A5 4W4-N 
A8 Xl-N 

si y5)WNq5)w 03 5W2-N,3S2-N 
SO 2(6)D5(2)W A6 Xl-N,2S3-N 
SO 6(6)WN7(2)W D3 634-N,304-N 
SO 6(6)WN7(2)W D3 6S4-N,34%N 
SO 7(1O)W C5 603-N 
SO 5(5)W6(5)W C5 5W4-N,4FdN 
SO 2(5)D3(3)D5(2)W A8 X2-N 
SO 2(5)D3(3)05(2)W A6 X2-N 
U WWWW’ u 6E6-N 
SI 3(8)D2(2)D A8 Ici-N 
SO 5(3)w6(3)W4(4)W C5 5WN,4W4-N 
SI 2(5)D4(3)W5(2)W A4 Xl -N,3S2-N 
Sl qlO)MW A5 3F2-N 
S2 417lMD5131MW 
s2 4[8jm(ijwo(i) 

A6 3F2-N 
A6 2i3-N,2S2-N 

Si 5(61lW614)W 
si 4i9jklDtii jw 

C5 4P3-N,2E3-N 
A8 3F2-N 

S2 4(lO)MD A6 lSl-N 
SO q6)TW7(2)W C5 3P2-N.302-N 

1 
u 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
U 
1 
1 
U 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 

2 
U 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1D 
2 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
3D 
2 
3D 

AD 
2 
1 
1 
2D 
2 
20 
4 
20 
1 

iD 
20 
2D 
1 
3 
1D 

k 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
2D 
U 
1 
ID 
U 
1 
1 
1 

W2K SGO 0 
u u 0 
WlK SGO 0 
WlK SGO 0 
WlG SGl 0 
w2B s2 0 
WlB G2 0 
WlG SGO 0 
WlK SGO 0 
WlK SGO 0 
WlB SGO 0 
WlB SGl 0 
wo SGO Mxn 
WlG SGO Sx 
wx SGl 0 
WlK SGO 0 
W2B S4 0 
W2B 54 0 
W2B 54 0 
WlK SGO 0 
u s30 
W3B SG4 0 
wx SGO 0 
WIG SGO 0 
wx SGO 0 
U SGO 0 
WlG 6GO 0 
W3B SG4 0 
W3B SG4 0 
WlG SGO 0 
wx !xl 0 
WlG SGO 0 
w3B sG4 0 
u SI0 
wx SGO 0 
w2B SGO 0 
w2B s4 0 
W3B SG4 0 
u SQ0 
WlG SGO 0 
W3B SG4 0 
W2B 64 0 
WlG S4 0 
u u 0 
WlG SGO Sn 
WlG SGO Sx 
U SGO 0 
WlG SGO Sx 
WlG SGO 0 
WlG SGO Mc 

1 WlG SGO 0 
2D WlG SGO 0 
1 U SGO 0 
1 U SGO 0 
3 wx 330 0 
1 U SGO 0 
2 WlKG SGO Sx 
2 WlKG SGO Sx 
U U SGO 0 
3 wx SGO 0 
1 WIG SGO 0 
2 WlK SGO 0 
1D W2B S2 0 
2D WlB SI 0 
2D U G2 0 
5 U s2 0 
2D WlG SGO 0 
2 WlK SGO 0 
4 W3G G2 0 

140.0 
1501.1 
2961.6 
1476.8 

777.1 - 
432.8 
324.0 
5812 
1602 - 
705.6 
243.4 
216.0 
230.1 _ 

1070.6 
2667.1 
1141.0 

350.1 
803.6 - 
590.1 

1005.7 
1112.1 

522 - 
3355.7 

138.5 
176.3 
221.2 - 

1001.5 
17.8 

199.9 
754.1 -- 

1399.4 
70.3 
11.8 

213.6 - 
403.4 
452.4 
515.6 

94.6 
231.3 - 

11752 
489.4 
405.8 
353.9 .- 

1137.8 
2546.2 

980.6 
217.4 - 

2314.9 
330.3 

1737.9 
919.5 
216.5 

1059.1 
229.5 
468.7 
122.6 
665.6 
393.8 

6465.0 
920.6 
203.0 
907.5 

1565.1 
1588.9 - 
1590.9 

525 
461.2 

1303.5 
125.9 
619.4 
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416 SyPnl 3 
417 LnBdl 3.2 
418 SyPnl 3 
419 Syin3 2-3 
420 Av41 2 
421 LnBdP i-4 
422 Do3 52 
423 wz2 1 
424 Bv2 3 
425 BvMdl 3 
426 Meadowbke 
427 AV22 2-3 
428 Av15 2-3 
429 Mdl 2 
430 AvBU 2-3 
431 AvBL3 2-3 
432 Bv5 3 
433Hw 3-4 
434 Bv5 3 
435 DeadmansLake 
436 LnBvt 
437 Av5 
438 Av5 
433 B-v5 
44oLn9 
441 Bv2 
442 wz3 
443 In10 
444 Lnl 
445 BL3 
446 BL3 
447 Ln2 
448Rw 
449 Llll 
450 LLl 
451 in1 
452 BLLL22 
453 InBtl 
454 Lnl 
455 iJlSy1 
456 Ln2 
457 Pn9 
458 iJl1 
459 SyPrll 
480 Bv5 
461 812 
482 PrlLn3 
463 sym 
484 BvDo3 

"R 
487 In1 
488 DoSy3T 
489 sym 
470 RW 
471 SyLc3 
472 LcDolT 
473 LcSy5T 
474 syLc4 
475 BLLL34 
476 Av38 
477 Pn2 
478 Lu5 
479 PnLL13 
48uFiw 
481 Pn2 
482 Do3 
483 Pn2 
484 BLLL34 
485 Do3 

4-5 
2 
2 
3 
4-6 
2-3 
1 
3-2 
3-2 
1 
1 
3-2 
3-6 
3 
1 
3 
1 
4-5 
3 
3 
3 
3-4 
23 
3-2 
3 
3 
3-2 
3 
3 
34 
5 
3 
3 
3-4 
7-6 
3-4 
3 
3 
3-4 
1 
23 
3-4 
1 
5-4 
3 
3-5 
34 
3-5 
1 
4-6 

ud SI-k 

U SI-15 

ud si-k 
ud k-51 

sikl 
h ki 
ud sii-sid 
i u 
h ci 
U dc 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1WA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

U Slgi 4MA 
u d 4sA 
U ci 1WA 
UC k-o MA 
UC ko 1MA 
U I-d 0 
UC si-i 0 
u id 0 

h Si-i 

U i-si 

U ki 
i-ci 

E i 

Y 
dc 

U ti 
ud SI 
H o 
H o 
U Sld 

UC id 
SI 

11 0 
SI 

H 0 
ha si-k 
U SI 

Si 

h SI 

u s 

U SI-k 
U k-s 

i-d 

:d k-d 

od 
S-Si 

k-si 
ud d-l 
hrd k-si 
hd Ci-k 
ud SI 

ud Ck 
lui S-VI 
IK si-is 
hd s-vi 
ud VI-I 
ud Vi-k 
h k-R 
H 

tR 
:d 
S-IS 

H o 
h S-O 

s-si 
hl s-k 
h sil-l 
hr s-k 
H o 
h 1-sii 

LA 
2WA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1WP 
0 
1WP 
0 
0 
0 
1MP 
0 
1WP 
0 
0 
0 

2Bmdtl 
PDdmv 
2Bmdtl 
fg 

xdta 
2cdv 

" 
.Wdfl 

4DWSV 

4DWSV 

2 

" 
4Dcf2 

2Cmt2v 
4Dwv 

2Ddt2v 

2 
2Bdtil 
2Bmdtl 
4cwi 
4cwi 
2Cdmv 
4Dc12 
2Bmdtl 
4cwi 
2Bmdtl 
4Cwi 
2Ddmv 
2Bmdtl 
2Bmdtl 
2Cdmv 
4Bmvtl 
2Bmdtl 
3Dmv 

3Dgmv 
4Cmv 
3Bmgtl 
2Bqdtt 
3Cmt2 
4Dct2 
PBmdtl 
2Ddv 
4Dmv 
4Dct2 
4Dmv 
2wfl 
=+w 
3Dmv 
4cwi 
1cV 
4Cmt2 
4% 
4Dmv 
4iM2 
4Dmt2v 
2Gwv 
4Dmt2v 
4cwi 
2Ddt2v 

Sl 4(5)MF5(5)MF 
s2 4(7)MF5(3)MW 
Sl 4(5)MF5(5)MF 
Sl q7IMFq3YW 
~0 2(WWW4W 
Sl 3(4)D4(4)MF5(2)W 
a WKWW 
U 'WWW 
fio mw 1ww4 
SO 2(5)D3(4)05(1)W 

S3 5(6)WP6(4)WP 
Sl 6(1O)WN 
SO 2(5)D3(3)D5(2)W 
fa YWWW’W) 
~0 YWWN’Wl 
fio WPWW 
Sl Ymww 
SO 3w5P)w 

Sl 3(6)DTq3)MD5(1)W 
~0 W'WW 
~0 YW'WW 
~0 WPWM’ 
S2 5(4)T6(3)Wq3)T 
SO 2(5)D3(3)D5(2)W 
U 7(1O)W 
Sl 3(7p4(2)MD5(1)W 
Sl 4(9)MD5(1)W 
a W) 
SO O(10) 
S2 q5)MP3(3)D5(2)W 
SO 6(1O)TW 
S2 qlO)MD 
SO W) 
S2 qlO)MD 
SO W) 
Sl 4(5)MD5(5)MW 
S2 qlO)MD 
Sl 4(9)MD5(1)W 
S2 4(8)MD5(2)W 
SD 5(8)MF6(1)WO(l) 
Sl q9)MD5(1)W 
64 q1opAw 
SO 3(8)D5(2)W 
St 4(6)MF5(4)MW 
52 5(6)MFq3)MD3(1)D 
S2 4(5)MD5(5)MF 
SO 2(8)D3(2)D 
~0 5(7)MF4(3)M 
S2 5(lO)MW. 
S2 4(10)MD 
SO 3(5)D2(2)D5(3)MW 
~0 5(7)MF3(3)M 
S3 6(6)TE5(4)WE 
~0 YVWW 
Sl 3(1O)MD 
SI 3(6)M5(4)MF 
; ffo~3t2)M 

SJ wwww 
SO 5(7)MF6(3)ME 
a W) 
SO 5(4)MF6(3)EWO(3) 
52 5(lO)WE 
SO wwww 
SO 3(5)DT2(3)D5(2)W 
'a Y7)MW6(3)ME 
SO W) 
~0 WP4WVV~ 

A5 1Cl-N 
A6 3W2-N 
A5 1Cl-N 
A6 X1-N 
Dl 4Cl-N 
A8 303-N 
A3 4S2-N 
U 604-N 
A5 4Cl-N 
A6 3S3-N 

6L6-N 
D3 5F&N,5S3-N 
D3 5W2-N,4S2-N 
A6 X1-N 
C5 5F6-N,4E&N 
C5 5F&N,4E6-N 
A5 x1-N 
c5 ai-Y3Sl-N 
A5 x1-N 

6L6-N 
A6 2W2-N 
Dl 5P6-N,5E4-N 
Dl 5P6-N,5E4-N 
A5 3Cl-N 
A6 4P3-N 
A5 Xl-N 
U 6P6-N 
A6 X1-N 
A6 3F2-N 
C5 6F6-N 
C5 6F6-N 
A6 4Ç2-N 
C5 3P2-N,302-N 
A6 1Sl-N 
A5 6B5-N 
A8 lSl-N 
C5 5F6-N,5B&N 
A6 2B2-N 
A6 lSl-N 
A6 2F2-N 
A6 4B2-N 
A5 4F2-N 
A6 2F2-N 
A6 2W1-N 
A5 3Cl-N 
A6 4F2-N 
A6 N 
A6 lE2-N 
A6 lCl-N 
A5 lCl-N 
C5 4El-N 
A6 lSl-N 
A6 X3-N 
A6 lC2-N 
C5 4El-N 
A6 lC2-N 
A3 lCl-N 
A6 lCl-N 
A6 X2-N,lWl-N 
C5 5F&N,58&N 
Dl 3C2-N 
A5 N 
A5 6B6-N 
A5 3B3-N,3F3-N 
C5 4S2-N$E3N 
A5 lXi-N,lB3-N 
A3 3S3-N,lE3-N 
A6 lS3-N,lBSN 
C5 5F&N,5B&N 
A3 3S2-N.lEdN 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
U 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
U 
1 
1 
U 
U 
1 
1 
1 
U 

li 
1 
1 
t 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
4 
1 
1 
t 
U 
1 
4 
U 
4 
4 
4 
1 
4 
U 
1 

2D 
2 
2D 
1D 
2 

ZD 
U 
2 
2 

3 
1 
1 
2 
4 

: 
2 
2D 
U 
U 
2 
4 
2 
U 
2 
U 
3G 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1D 
1D 
1D 
2D 
1D 
5D 
2D 
2D 
1D 
5 
1D 
2D 
2D 

: 
1 
1 
U 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
U 
4 

w2B SI 0 
WlG 62 0 
w2B s4 0 
WXB S3 0 
w2G s4 0 
WlG G2 0 
WlG SGO 0 
U SGO 0 
WlG SGO 0 
WlKG SGO Sx 

w2B-G SGO 0 
WlG SGO 0 
WlG SGO Mc 

u 
SGO snl 
SGO sm 

wx SGO 0 
wx SGO 0 
wx SGO 0 

w2K SGl 0 
WlG SGO 0 
WIG SGO 0 
w2G SGO 0 
wm SGl 0 
WlG SGO 0 
U SGO 0 
WlB .SGl 0 
WlG SGO 0 

U 
u u 0" 
w2K SGO 0 
w3G SGO 0 
WlK SGO 0 
u u 0 
WlK SGO 0 
u u 0 
WPBG Sl 0 
WlK SGO 0 
W2B S2 0 
W2K SGO 0 
w2B s4 0 
W2B SGO 0 
W2B S4 0 
w2G SGO 0 
w2BG SGO 0 
w3B s3 0 
wx s3 0 
WlG SGl 0 
WlG S4 0 
U s2 0 
WlG SGO 0 
wx s2 0 
WZBG s3 0 
U SGO 0 
w2BGs3 0 
w2G SGO 0 
w3BG s2 0 
w2B s3 0 
u u 0 
WlG S4 0 
W3B S4 0 
u u 0 
u x30 
u s30 
u sd0 
WlK SGO 0 
u s40 
u u 0 
W2K SGO 0 

422.8 
2614.1 
244.9 
548.6 
549.0 
400.1 
537.3 
67.8 

974.6 
1437.1 
9761.7 
1160.0 

2002 
3978.2 
110.1 

10703.9 
175.4 
177.9 

1525.8 
169.5 
328.7 
68.4 

189.5 
915.0 
532.4 
906.7 
111.7 
586.5 

3388.4 
20.5 

119.6 
1351.2 
364.4 
446.7 
1602 
261.4 
397.4 

2869.7 
i 70.4 
948.8 

1411.7 
397.3 
5042 
786.6 
260.7 

1293.3 
1014.4 
1733.8 
1333.5 
216.6 
144.0 

1339.0 
709.0 
215.1 
360.8 
522.3 
857.0 

1013.0 
774.8 
452.3 
243.7 
81.9 

382.0 
9162 
353.8 
178.6 
661.9 
107.8 

2367.0 
7042.1 
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- 

WOllandr wlnd Watrr Pmt Sand/ Deep Acreage 
pH Ctadfkatbn Em. Em. Em. Gravel TII1 (ac) 

488 LLBLl 
487 PnLLS 
488 wtPn3 
489 RwAvl 
490 Bb18 
491 PnLlZ 
492 Pn7 
493 PnLL18 
494 PnLn3 
495 MAL2 
406 Lnl 
497 BLLt22 
498 LclJll 
489 Lao4 
5alRw 
501 InDo 
502 BLLL22 
503 GP 
504 Lnio 
505 LnlO 
506 InDo 
507 w23 
508 BLLL22 
509 Ill1 
510 BLLL22 
511 Lnl 
512 SyPn3 
513 wz3 
514 SyBLl 
515 LnDo6 
516 PnLnl 
517 MwBL4 
516 LnDol 
519 t?w 
520 LLll 
521 BLLl22 
522 Ln2 
523 BLLL22 
524 Rw 
525 Rw 
526 PnMwl 
527 Lnl 
528 PnMwl 
529 MwPnl 
530 Ho1 
531 Rw 
532 In11 
533 wtFt8 

1 
2-3 
4-6 
3-5 
32 
3-4 
23 
2-3 
32 
23 
3 
1 
2-3 
3 
3-5 
3 
1 

3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
3 
1 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3-2 
4-S 
1 
1 
3 
1 
4 
57 
3 
2 
3 
3 
4 
3-4 
3-2 
2-3 

534 MolleyLake 
535 PnWt8 3 
536 BLPn14 1-2 
537 LcLnl 34 
538 Dol 2-3 
539LcLnl 34 
540 Bi2 1 
541 D&l3 23 
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7. GLOSSARY 

- 

.- 

- 

- 

- 

Acid soiI - A soil having a pH of less than 7.0. 
Aggregate - A group of soi1 particles sticking together in 

such a way that they behave mechanically as a unit. 
AlkaII soll - (i) A soil having a high degree of alkalinity (pH 

of 8.5 or higher), or having a high exchangeable sodium 
content (15% or more of the exchangecapacity), or bath. 
(ii) A soi1 that contains enough alkali (sodium) to inter- 
fere with the growth of most cxops. 
Note: The &III “alkali soil” is often incorrectly used to 
describe a “saline soil”. 

AlkaIine soi1 - A soi1 having a pH greater than 7.0. 
Alluvial deposit - Refer to section ‘2.3 Surface Deposits” 

on page 2- 1 of this report 
Apron - Refer to section “2.4 Surface Forms” on page 2-2 

of this report. 
Aspect - The particular direction in which a slope faces. 
Available water - The portion of water in a soil that cari be 

readily absorbed by plant roots. Sec also “field capac- 
ity”. 

Bedrock - The preglacial scdiments, exclusive of stratified 
deposits in preglacial valleys, that underlie the surficial 
glacial sediments. These bedrock materials may or may 
not be consolidated into solid rock and may be exposed 
at the surface. 

Blanket - A mantle of unconsolidated materials thick 
enough to mask minor irregularities in the underlying 
unitbutstillconforming tothegeneralunderlyingtopog- 
raphy. 

Blowout - A small area from which soil material has been 
removed by wind. 

Charme1 - The bed where a natural stream of water runs or 
has run. 

Clay - (i) A soi1 particle that is less than 0.002 mm in 
diameter. (ii) A soi1 textural class. See also “texture, 
soil”. 

CM - A compact, coherent mass of soil varying in sizc, 
usually produced by plowing or digging. 

Cobble - Rounded or partially rounded rock or mineral f?ag- 
ment between 8 and 25 cm in diameter. 

Cobbly - Containing appreciable quantities of cobbles. The 
term is used to desaibe both soi1 and land. 

Cohvium - A heterogenous mixture of material that has 
moved down a slope and settled at its base, as a result of 
gravitational action. 

Degradation - (i) The decline in a soil’s fertility status as a 
result of loss of organic matter, erosion by wind or water, 
compaction, salinization, or acidiflcation. (ii) The 
changing of a soi1 to a more highly leached and more 
highly weathered condition, usually accompanied by 
morphological changes such as the development of an 
eluviated (leached), light-colored Ae horizon. 

Dissected - Where the original surface has been tut by run- 
ning water, leaving a network of channels, shallow 
gullies, or valleys. 

Dunes - Wind-built ridges and hills of sand formed in the 
same manner as snowdrifts. They are started whete 
some obstruction, such as a bush, boulder, or fente, 
causes an eddy or otherwise thwarts the sand-laden 
wind. Once begun, the dunes themselves offer resis- 
tance and they grow to form various shapes. 

Eluviation - The transportation of soi1 material in suspen- 
sion or solution within the soi1 by the downward or 
lateral movement of water. 

EoIian deposit - Refer to section “2.3 Surface Deposits” on 
page 2-1 of this report. 

Erosion - The wcaring away of the land surface by running 
water, wind, ice or gravity. 

Erosivity - The tendency fora soi1 to erode or permit erosion. 
Esker - A winding ridge of irregularly stratifïed Sand, 

gravel, and cobbles deposited under the ice by a mpidly 
flowing glacial stream. 

Fan - Refer to section “2.4 Surface Forms” on page 2-2 of 
this report 

Fibric layer - A layer of organic material containing large 
amounts of weakly decomposed fiber whose botanical 
origin is readily identifiile. 

Field capacity - The percentage of water remaining in the 
soi1 twoor three days after the soil has been saturatedand 
free drainage has prac tically ceased. 

Fluvialdeposit - Refertosection”2.3 SurfaceDeposits”on 
page 2-l of this report. 

Gene& - The mode of origin of the soil, especially the 
processes or soil-forming factors responsible for the 
development of the solum, the truc soil, fîom unconsoli- 
dated parent material. 

Glacial till - See “till”. 
Glaciofluvial - Refer to section “2.3 Surface Deposits” on 

page 2-l of this report 
Glaciolacustrine - Refer to section “2.3 Surface Deposits” 

on page 2-1 of this report 
Gleyed soi1 - Soi1 affected by gleysation. 
Gleysation - A soil forming process, opemting under poor 

drainage conditions, which results in the reduction of 
iron and other elements, and in gray colors and mottles. 

Grave1 -Rock fragments between 2 mm and 7.5 cm in 
diameter. 

Grumic - A fine-textured (clay or heavy clay) soil which 
cracks extensively when dry and forms angular blocky 
structures with grooved surfaces in subsoils due to the 
effect of swelling and shrinking during periods of wet- 
ting and drying. Surface horizons are massive, often 
with granular secondary structure under cultivation. 

Gully - A charme1 caused by erosion fiom concentrated but 
intermittent flow of water during and immediately after 
heavy rains or snowmelt. It is deep enough to interfere 
with and not be removed by tillage operations. 
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Heavy soil - A soi1 having a high content of fine particles, 
particularlyclay,orasoilhavingahighdrawbarpulland 
therefore requiring more power to cultivate. 

Horizon - Refer to section “2.1 l’he Soi1 Profile” on page 2- 
1 of this report 

Humic layer - A layer of organic material containing large 
amounts of highly decomposed organic material; only 
small amounts of fiber are present that cari be identified 
as to their botanical origin. Fibers cari be easily de- 
stroyed by rubbing. 

Hummocky - Refer tosection “2.4 Surface Forms” on page 
2-2 of this report 

Humus - (i) The fraction of the soi1 organic matter that 
remains after most of the added plant and animal resi- 
dues have decomposed. It is usually darkçolored. (ii) 
Humus is also used in a broader sense to designate the 
humus forms referred to as forest humus. (iii) Al1 the 
dead organic material on and in the soi1 that undergoes 
continuous breakdown, change, and synthesis. 

Hydraulic conductivity - The rate at which saturated soils 
transmit water. 

Inclined - Refer to section “‘2.4 Surface Forms” on page 
2-2 of this report 

Infiltration - The downward movement of water into the 
soil. 

Kettle - Depression left after the melting of a detached mass 
of glacial ice that was buried in glacial debris. 

Knob - A pronounced, rounded hill commonly found in 
knob and kettle topography in morainic amas. 

Knoll - A small, subducd, rounded hill commonly found in 
knoll and depression topography in areas of till plains. 

Lacustrioe deposit - Refer to section ‘2.3 Surface Depos- 
its” on page 2-l of this report 

Landform - The various shapes of the land surface resulting 
from a variety of actions such as deposition (eskers, 
moraines) and erosion (gullies, valleys). 

Leaching - The downward removal from the soi1 of materi- 
als in solution. 

Level - Refer to section ‘2.4 Surface Forms” on page 2-2 of 
this report. 

Light soi1 - A soil having a high content of coarser particles, 
particularly sand, or a soil having a low drawbar pull and 
therefore easy to cultivate. 

Loess - Material transport4 and deposited by wind and 
consisting of predominantly silt-sized particles. 

Mesic layer - A layer of organic material in an intermediate 
stage of decomposition; intermediam amounts of fiber 
are present that cari be identifïed as to their botanical 
origin. 

Microrelief - Small scale, local differences in topogmphy, 
including mounds, swales, or pits mat are usually c 1 m 
in diameter and with elevation differences of up to 2 m. 

Minera1 soll - A soi1 consisting predominantly of mineral 
matter. It contains less than 17% organic carbon except 
for an organic surface layer that may be up to 40 cm thick 
if formed of mixed peat or 60 cm if formed of fibric peat 

-- 

Moraine - Distinct accumulations of glacial material, 
mainly till, deposited directly by glaciers. 

Mottles - Spots or blotches of different color or shades of 
color interspersed with the dominant color. 

Neutral soi1 - A soil having a pH of 7.0. 
Organic matter, Soi1 - The organic traction of the soil; 

includes plant and animal residues at various stages of 
decomposition, cells and tissues of soil organisms, and 
substances synthesized by the soil population. 

Parent material - The unconsolidated and more or less 
chemically unweathered mineral or organic matter from 
which the solum of a soi1 has developed. 

Pedology - Those aspects of soi1 science involving the con- 
stitution, distribution, genesis, classilïcation and map- 
ping of soils. 

- 

- 

- 

- 

Permeability, soil - The ease with which gases and liquids 
penetrate or pass through a bulk mass of soi1 or a layer of 
soil. 

- 

pH, soi1 - The negative logarithm of the hydrogen ion activ- 
ity of a soil. The degree of acidity (or alkalinity) of a soi1 
as determined by an electrode or indicator at a specified 
soil-water ratio, and expressed in ternis of the pH scale. 

Ridged - Refer to section “2.4 Surface Forms” on page 2-2 
of this report 

-- 

- 

Rolling - Refer to section ‘2.4 Surface Forms” on page 2-2 
of this report 

Runoff - The portion of the total precipitation falling upon 
an area that flows away through stream channels or over 
the surface instead of entering me soil. 

Runway - The channel of a stream. 
Saline soil - A soi1 that contains enough soluble salts to 

interfere with the growth of most crops. As measured by 
the electrical conductivity of the saturation extract, the 
amount of Salt present is great enough to produce a 
reading greater than 4 mS/cm. Very sensitive crops may 
be affected at elecuical conductivities of 2 mS/cm. 

Sand - (i) A soi1 particle behveen 0.05 and 2.0 mm in 
diameter. (ii) A soi1 textnral class. See also “texture, 
soil”. 

- 

very coarse sand - A soi1 particle between 1 .O and 2.0 
mm in diameter. 
coarse sand - (i) A soil particlebetween 0.5 and 1 .O mm 
in diameter, (ii) A soil textural class. See also “texture, 
soils”. 
medium sand - A soil particlebetween 0.25 and 0.5 mm 
in diameter. 
fine sand - (i) A soi1 particle between 0.10 and 0.25 mm 
in diameter. (ii) A soil textural class. See also “texture, 
soil”. 
very fine sand - A soi1 particle between 0.05 and 0.10 
mm in diameter. 

Silt - (i) A soi1 particle between 0.002 and 0.05 mm in 
diameter. (ii) A soi1 textural class. See also “texture, 
soil”. 

Soi1 - (i) The unconsolidated mineral material on the imme- 
diate surface of the earth that serves as a natural medium 



- 

- 

- 

-.- 

- 

for the growth of land plants. (ii) The unconsolidated 
mineral matter on the surface of the earth that has been 
subjected to and influenced by genetic and environ- 
mental factors of: parent material, climate (including 
moisture and temperature effects), macro- and microor- 
ganisms and topography, all acting over a period of time 
and producing a product (soil) that differs from the 
material from which it is derived in many physical, 
chemical, biological and morphological properties and 
charactelistics. 

Solum - The upper horizons of a soil in which the patent 
materialhasbeenmodifiedandin whichmostplantroots 
are contained. It usua.lly consists of tbe A and B 
horizons. 

Stratification - The arrangement of sediments in layers or 
strata marked by a change in color, texture, dimension of 
particles, and composition. Stratification usually means 
layers of sediments that sepamte readily along bedding 
planes because of different sizes and kinds of material or 
some interruption in deposition that permitted changes 
to take place before more material was deposited. 

Structure, soi1 - The combination or arrangement of pri- 
mary soil particles into aggregates of secondary soi1 
particles, which are separated from each other by sur- 
faces of weakness. These secondary particles may be, 
but usually are not, arranged in the profde in such a 
manner as to give a distinct characteristic pattem. The 
secondary particles are characterized and classified on 
the basis of size, shape, and degree of distinctness. The 
general shape types are structureless, plate-like, block- 
like and prism-like. The terms are: 
structureless - Having no observable aggregation 
or no definite orderly arrangement around natural 
lines of weakness. 

single grain - Loose, incoherent mass of 
individual particles as in sands. 
massive - A coherent mass showing no 
evidence of any distinct arrangement of 
soi1 particles. 

block-like - Soi1 particles are arranged around a 
point and bouuded by flat or rounded sides. 

blocky (angular blocky) - Having block- 
like structures with flak rectangular faces 
and Sharp, angular corners. 
subangular blocky - Having block-like 
structures with rounded or flattened faces 
and rounded corners. 
granular - Having block-like aggregates 
that appear as spheroids having curved 
surfaces which have slight or no accom- 
modation to the faces of the surrounding 
aggregates. 

plate-like - Soi1 particles are arranged around a 
horizontal plane and generally bounded by rela- 
tively flat, horizontal surfaces. 

platy - Having thin, plate-like aggregates 
with faces mostly horizontal. 
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prism-like - Soi1 particles are arranged around a 
vertical axis and bounded by relatively fIat, vertical 
SUhUi!.S. 

prismatic - Having prism-like structures 
with vertical faces well-defined, and 
edges near the top Sharp and somewhat 
angular. 
columnar - Having column-like struc- 
tures with vertical edges near the top of 
columns not Sharp (columns may be flat- 
topped, round-topped or irregular). 

Substrate modifier - A material of different origin tbat 
underlies material in which a soil is formed, at a depth of 
1 morless. 

Superglacial - A glaciolacustrine or glaciofluvial deposit 
laid down in small ponds or lakes on the melting ice 
surface, which subsequently becomes mixed with or 
underlain by glacial till upon melting. It is notas uniform 
as typical lacustrine or fluvial deposits. 

Terrace - A nearly level, usually narrow, plain bordering a 
river, lake, or sea. Rivers are sometimes bordered by a 
number of terraces at different levels. 

Texture, soii - The relative proportions of the various soi1 
particles (Sand, silt or clay) in a soil as described by the 
classes of soi1 texture. Refer to section ‘2.5 Surface 
Texture” on page 2-3 of this report. The limits of the 
various classes and subclasses are: 
sand - Soi1 material that contains 85% or more 
Sand 

coarse sand - Soi1 material that contains 
25% or more very coarse and coarse sand, 
ami less than 50% of any other one grade 
of sand 
fine sand - Soil material that contains 
50% or more fme sand or less than 25% 
very coarse, coarse, and medium sand and 
less than 50% very fine sand. 
gravelly sand - Soi1 material that meets 
the rquirements of a sand but also con- 
tains 20 to 50% by volume of coarse frag- 
ments from 2 mm to 75 mm in diameter. 

loamy sand - Soîl material that usualIy contains 70 
to 85% sand but may contain as much as 90% sand 
depending upon the amount of clay present. 

gravelly loamy sand - Soi1 material that 
meets the requirements of a loamy sand 
but also contains 20 to 50% by volume of 
coarse fragments from 2 mm to 75 mm in 
diameter. 

sandy loam - Soi1 material that usually comains 52 
to 70% sand but may contain as much as 85% or as 
little as 43% sand depending upon the amount of 
clay present. 

fine sandy loam - Soi1 material that con- 
tains 30% or more fine sand and less than 
30% very fine sand or between 15 and 
30% very coarse, coarse, and medium 
sand 
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gravelly sandy loam - Soi1 material that 
meets the requirements of a sandy loam 
but also contains 20 to 50% by volume of 
coarse fragments from 2 mm to 75 mm in 
diameter. 
very fme sandy loam - Soi1 material that 
contains 30% or more very fine sand or 
more than 40% fine and very fine Sand, at 
least half of which is very fine Sand, and 
less than 15% very coarse, coarse, and 
medium sand 

loam - Soil material that contains 7 to 27% clay, 28 
to 50% silt, and less than 52% sand. 
gravelly loam - Soil makxial that meets the re- 
quirements of a loam but also contains 20 to 50% by 
volume of coarse fragments from 2 mm to 75 mm in 
diameter. 
silt loam - Soi1 material that contains 50% or more 
silt and 12 to 27% clay, or 50 to 80% silt and less 
than 12% clay. 
silt - Soi1 material that contains 80% or more silt 
and less than 12% clay. 
sandy clay loam - Soi1 material that contains 20 to 
35% clay, lessthan 28% silt, and45% or more sand. 
clay loam - Soi1 material tbat contains 27 to 40% 
clay and 20 to 45% sand. 
silty clay loam - Soi1 material that contains 27 to 
40% clay and less than 20% sand 
silty clay - Soi1 material tbat contains 40% or more 
silt and more than 40% clay. 
clay - Soi1 material that contains 40% or more &y, 
less than 45% Sand, and less than 40% silt. 
heavy clay - Soi1 material that contains more than 
60% clay. 

Till - Unstratitïed glacial drift, deposited directly by the ice, 
consisting of a mixture of &y, sand, silt, gravel, and 
boulders. 

eroded till - Glacial till that has been subjected to water 
erosion subsequent to deposition, often leaving a dense 
stoue lag or stony, gravelly lense on the surface. 
water-modified till - Glacial till that has hadsignificant 
amounts of water-sorted materials incorporated, usually 
during deposition, that results in less stony than normal 
glacial till with more sandy, silty or clayey textures than 
unstratifïcd glacial till. 

_. 

- 

Tilth - The physical condition of soil as related to its ease of 
tillage, fitness as a seedbed, and impedance to seedling 
emergence and mot penetration. 

Topography - The physical features of a district or region, 
taken collectively; especially, the relief and contours of 
the land. 

- 

Undulating - Refer to section “2.4 Surface Forms” on page 
2-2 of this report. 

Veneer - Unconsolidated materials too thin to mask the 
minor inegularities of the underlying unit surface. A 
veneer Will range from 10 cm to 1 m in thickness and will 
possess no form typical of the material’s genesis. An 
exarnple of this is shallow lacusuine deposits overlying 
glacial till. 

-. 

- -  

Water, soil - Water occupying the pore spaces in the soil. 
Water table - ‘Ibe Upper surface of groundwater or that level 

in the ground where the water is at atmospheric pressure. 
Wihingpoint -Themoistumcontentofasoilatwhichplants 

wilt and fail to recover their turgidity when placed in a 
dark, humid atmosphere. 

-  

-A 

Zone, soi1 - An area in which the dominant soils reflect the 
zonal influence of climate and vegetation, and form a 
natural landpattem with other soils that exhibit the zonal 
influence only weakly or not at all. In Saskatchewan 
soils, there is a gradual increase in the organic matter 
content of the surface horizons as one moves from the 
southwest to the northeast, as reflected by their surface 
color. This forms the basis of soil zonal separations in 
the province, namely Brown, Dark Brown, Black, Dark 
Gray, and Gray. 

_- 
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For more information about the data contained in this report or for more information about the 
Saskatchewan Soil Survey, contact: 

If more copies of this report are required, please indicate the name of the Rural Municipality and the 
number of copies required. 

- 

-+ 

- 
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Av5 Mainly Alluvium Gleysolic soils. 

Av15 Mainly a mixture of Alluvium Gleysolic soils, and Alluvium saline and carbonated Gleysolic soils. 

AV22 Mainly Alluvium peaty Fiego Humic Gleysol soils, wilh a mixture of Alluvium saline and carbonaied Rego 
Humic Gleysol soils on Upper slopes. 

AV23 

AV24 

AV38 

Mainly Alluvium Rego Humic Gleysol soils. 

Mainly a mixture of Alluvium peaty Aego Humic and peaty Orihic Humic Gleysol soils. 

Mainly a mixture of Alluvium Orihic and Rego Chemozemic soils, with Alluvium Gleysolic soils in 
depressions. 

Av41 Mainly a mixture of Alluvium Humic Regosol soils on mid- to upper slopes and Alluvium Gleysolic soils 
on lower slopes and in depressions. 

AvBL3 Mainly a mixture of Alluvium Gleysolic and peaty Gleysolic soils, with a mixture of Bagwa Lake Terric 
Mesisol and Typic Mesisol soils in low-lying areas. 

AwELl Mainly Arbow pealy Gleysolic soils, with a mixture of Bagwa Lake Typic Mesisol and Terric Mesisol soils 
intenixed. 

AwBL3 Mainly Arbow peaty Gleysolic soils, with Bagwa Lake Terric Fibrisol soils in depressions. 

AwLLI MainlyArbowpeatyGleysolicsoils,withamitiureof LavalleeLakeMesicFibrisolandTerricFibricMesisol 
soils intermixed. 

BiaineUW Ëlac&‘~+ofem& ko&f&i&d i~@tyfac&&te ~~eriirls.’ ‘: “I ‘: . ., 

Bb18 MainlyamixtureofBlaineLakeCalcareousBlackandGleyedCalcareousBlacksoils,withpeatyGleysolic 
soils in depressions. 

B&ti~,f.?lks 

BU 

EL2 

BL3 

BL17 

‘Organkgoi~~.fornled in fen peat ,: :.. i.. ,, 

Mainly Bagwa Lake Typic Mesisol soils. 

Mainly Bagwa Lake Typic Mesisol soils, with Bagwa Lake Terric Mesisol soils intermixed. 

Mainly Bagwa Lake Terric Mesisol soils, with Bagwa Lake Typic Mesisol soils intermixed. 

Mainly a mixture of Bagwa Lake Typic Mesisol, Typic Fibrisol and Fibric Mesisol soils, with Bagwa Lake 
Terric Mesisol soils along the margins. 

BLAwl Mainly a mixture of Bagwa Lake Typic Mesisol and Terric Mesisol soils, with Arbow peaty Gleysolic soils 
intermixed. 

BLLLS Mainly Bagwa Lake Typic Mesisol soils towards the tenter of depressional areas. with a mixture of 
Lavallee Lake Typic Mesisol and Typic Fibrisol soils along the margins. and a mixture of Pine Eluviated 
EutricBrunisolsoilsonmid-andlowerslopesof local uplandareasand PineOrthicRegosolsoilsonupper 
slopes of upland areas. 

MAP 
UNIT SOIL DESCRIPTION 

BLLL22 Mainly Bagwa Lake Organic soils towards the centerof depressional areas, with Lavallee Lake Or9anic 
soils along the margins. 

BLLL34 Mainlyamixture of BagwaLakeTypic MesisolandTerric Mesisolsoils towardsthecenterofdepressional 
areas, with Lavallee Lake Tenic Mesisol soils along the margins. 

BLMW3 Mainly Bagwa Lake Terric Mesisol soils in depressional areas, with Meadow Gleysolic soils along the 
margins of Bagwa Lake soils. 

BLMWQ Mainly a mixture of Bagwa Lake Typic Mesisol and Terric Mesisol soils in depressional areas, with 
Meadow Gleysolic soils along the margins of Bagwa Lake soils. 

BLPnl Mainly Bagwa Lake Typic Mesisol soils in depressional areas. with a mixture of Pine Eluviated Eutric 
Brunisol soils on mid- and lower slopes of local upland areas and Pine Orthic Regosol soils on Upper 
slopes of upland areas. 

BLPn2 Mainly Bagwa Lake Typic Mesisol soils in low-lying areas, with a mixture of Pine Eluviated Eutric Brunisol 
soils on mid- and lower slopes of local upland areas and Pine Orthic Regosol soils on Upper slopes of 
upland areas, and peaty Gleysolic soils in some depressions. 

BLPn9 Mainly Bagwa LakeTypic Mesisol soils in low-lying areas. with Pine Eluviated Eutric Brunisol soils on local 
upland areas. Waterhen River Brunisolic Gray Luvisol soils intenixed on upland areas, and peaty 
Gleysolic soils in some depressions. 

BLPnlO Mainly Bagwa Lake Typic Mesisol soils in depressional areas. with a mixture of Pine Eluviated Eutric 
Brunisolsoilsand PineOrthicRegosolsoilsonmid-andupperslopesoflocal uplandareas,and Dorintosh 
Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes of upland areas. 

BLPn14 Mainly a mixture of Bagwa Lake Typic Mesisol soils towards the tenter of depressional areas and Bagwa 
Lake Terric Mesisol soils along the margins, with Pine Eluviated Eutric Brunisol soils on local upland 
areas, and a mixture of Waterhen River Brunisolic Gray Luvisol and Orthic Gray Luvisol soils inlermixed 
on upland areas. 

BLPnl9 Mainly a mixture of Bagwa Lake Typic Mesisol, Typic Fibrisol and Fibric Mesisol soils in depressional 
areas, with a mixture of Pine Orthic Regosol soils on upperslopes of local upland areas and Pine Eluviated 
Eutric Brunisol soils on mid- and lower slopes of upland areas. 

Bt2 Mainly Biiem Lake Brunisolic Gray Luvisol soils, with Bittern Lake Orlhic Gray Luvisol soils intermixed. 
and pealy Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

Bt8 Mainly Biiem Lake Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol soils, with Bittem Lake Dark Gray Luvisol soils on some 
mid- and Upper slopes, and Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

EtLn5 Mainly a mixture of Biem Lake Brunisolic Gray Luvisol and Orlhic Gray Luvisol soils, with Bittem Lake 
Gleyed Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes. Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on some mid- and Upper 
slopes, and peaty Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

BtLn17 Mainly a mixture of Biiem Lake Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol and Gleyed Gray Luvisol soils, with a mixture 
of Loon River Dark Gray Luvisol and Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol soih on mid- and Upper slopes, and 
Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

BtLnl6 Mainly Bittem Lake Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on some mid- and 
Upper slopes. and a mixture of Biiem Lake Gleyed Gray Luvisol and Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol soils on 
lower slopes and through depressions. 
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BtLnlS Mainly Bittern Lake Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with Loon River Orihic Gray Luvisolsoils on some mid- and 
uooer slooes. Biiem Lake Gleved Grav Luvisol soils on lower siopes. and Gleysolic soils in depressions. . . . . , , 
A mixture of Gray LuvJsqlic soifs fotjtied jn toainy.glackl tili &Main by sha!itiw, sptdy gla& 
fluyiat .maWals (SJttem tike)‘and, Flrunisoilç .m’!d Regosolk ‘solla ‘font@ in sandy fluvial 
rnatafkk; sam of tiich hati baan wind work@ (pine). ‘. : ’ 

BtPn3 Mainly a mixture of Bittem Lake Brunisolic Gray Luvisol and Orihic Gray Luvisol soils, with a mixture of 
Pine Orthic Regosol and Pine Eluviated Eutric Brunisol soils intermixed. 

BtPn26 Mainly Bittem Lake Orthic Gray Luvisol soils. with a mixture of Pine Orthic Regosol and Eluviated Eutric 
Brunisol soils intermixed, and Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

BtPn27 Mainly Biiem Lake Orihic Gray Luvisol soils, with a mixture of Pine Orihic Regosol and Eluviated Eutric 
Brunisol soils intermixed. 

Beauer River Fiay Luvtsglk Sortsfwmëd inci& lacustrkte mate&&.’ : 

Bv2 Mainly Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol soils, with Beaver River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on some upper 
slopes, and Luvic Gleysol soils in depressions. 

Bv3 

Bv4 

Mainly Beaver River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes. 

Mainly Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol soils, with Beaver River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on Upper slopes, 
and Beaver River Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes. 

Bv5 Mainly Beaver River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol soils on some lower 
slopes and in depressions, and Gleysolic soils in some depressions. 

Baver River- 
DorÏntosh 

~;8~solicsoiIsfo&d in a mlxturs of clayey (Beavsr River) and sitty (DorJntosh) tacustrine 

BvDol Mainly Beaver River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils. with Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on some Upper 
slopes, and Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes. 

BvDo2 Mainly Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol soils, with Beaver River Orlhic Gray Luvisol soils on mid- to Upper 
slopes. a mixture of Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luvisol and Dark Gray Luvisol soils on some Upper slopes, and 
peaty Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

BvDo3 Mainly Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol soils, with a mixture of Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luvisol and Dark 
Gray Luvisol soils on Upper slopes. 

BvDo4 Mainly Beaver River Orihic Gray Luvisol soils, with a mixture of Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol soils on 
lower slopes and Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol soils in depressions, and a mixture of Dorintosh Orthic Gray 
Luvisol and Dark Gray Luvisol soils on some upper slopes. 

Gray LuvJsoltc~oils forined In amlxtureof claygy lac@kta rr$&als (Braver River) and weakty 
to moderately calcarsous, Joamy gl.acùil tlll (Loon River). 

BvLnl Mainly Beaver River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on Upper slopes 
and knolls. 

BvLnP Mainly Beaver River Orthic Gray Luvisol soib, with a mixture of Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol and 
Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol soils on lowerslopes. Loon River Orihic Gray Luvisol soils on upper slopes and 
knolls. and Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

BvLn5 Mainly Beaver River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with a mixture of Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol and 
Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol soils on lowerslopes, and Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on upperslopes 
and knolls. 

AmixtureofQrayLudsollc(BeaverRivar)andBlackC~zsmkandBlack~lonetzlc(Meadow 
Lake) soi18 formed In cJayey kcustrine materials. 

BvMdl Mainly Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol soils. with Meadow Lake Solonetzic Black soils on some lower 
slopes. 

BvMd2 Mainly Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol soils. wilh Meadow Lake Eluviated Black soils on some lower 
slopes, and Luvic Gleysol soils in depressions. 

BvMd3 Mainly Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol soils, with Meadow Lake Eluviated Black soils on some Iower 
s1opes. 
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BvMd5 Mainly Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol soils. with Meadow Lake Solonetzic Black soils on some lower 
slopes. and Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

Dol 

Do2 

Do3 

Mainly Dorintosh Orlhic Gray Luvisol soils. 

Mainly Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with peaty Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

Mainly Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luvisol soils. with Dorintosh Dark Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes. and 
peaty Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

Mainlv Dorintosh Dark Grav Luvisolsoils, with Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on some upperslopes. 

DoBLl Mainly DorintoshOrihicGray Luvisolsoils, withamixtureof BagwaLakeTypicMesisolandTerricMesisol 
soils in deoressions. and peatv Glevsolic soils along the margins of Bagwa Lake soils. _ _ 

Dorltiwsh;’ : @6y Luv@csoJts formsd in anMure of siJty fDcrlntosh) snd &y@ (Baaver Riyr) b7~5trine 
Elfkvy~*, rtjateriala, ,” 5 : : ‘.” , 

DoBvl Mainlv Dorintish Orthic Grav Luvisol Soi$. with Beaver River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on lower SlOpeS. 

DorZk... fi~WLUisoJk ?oiJs’+med In a mlxurra of sUty (Dorkttosh) atid ioamy (La C+I~) tantstrine 
..I .’ 

DoLcP Mainly Dorintosh Dark Gray Luvisol soils. with a mixture OI La Corne Orihic Gray Luvisol and Dark Gray 
Luvisol soils on upper slopes. Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on some Upper slopes, and peaty 
Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

Dorintosb 
Laon River 

Gray Ludsolk 5oil5 formed in a mixture of sltty lscustrme materials (DorJntesh) and ~eakty t0 
moderat& calcareous, toamy gJaciaJ till (Loon River). 

DoLnl Mainly Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luvisol soils. with Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on mid- to Upper 
slopes. 

DoLnP Mainly Dorintosh Orlhic Gray Luvisol soils, with Laon River Orlhic Gray Luvisol soils on mid- to Upper 
slopes, and peaty Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

DoLn3 Mainly Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with a mixture of Laon River Orthic Gray Luvisol and Gleyed 
Gray Luvisol soils intermixed. and peaty Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

DoLn6 Mainly Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with Dorintosh Gleyed Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes, and 
Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on Upper slopes and knolls. 

DoLn9 Mainly Dorintosh Da~GrayLuvisolsoils,withDorintoshO~hicGrayLuvisolsoilson mid-toupperslopes, 
and Laon River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on Upper slopes and knolls. 

Porintosh; 
Sytvania 

Gray LuvlsolksoJls foqnsd in a mixture of sJtty tacustrine materials (Dorintosh)and ssndy fluvJ@l 
matariats (SyJvanié); 

DoSy Mainly Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with Sylvania Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on Upper slopes, and 
Dorintosh Dark Grav Luvisol soils on some lower slopes. 

Gr5vr 
Jiamlio 

Nonsoil amas where grave! and ssnd materiats have been or are baktg rsmoved. 

Btaak Chernozamic soiki formed in loamy Jacustrim materials. 

Hm3 

Hm14 

Mainly Hamlin Orihic Black soils, with Hamlin Eluviated Black soils on lower slopes and in depressions. 

Mainly Hamlin Eluviated Blacksoils, with Hamlin Gleyed Eluviated Blacksoilson lowerslopes, and pOOrly 
drained soils in depressions. 

Hors&&d Dark Gray Chsmozamic SO& formsd in w&ty to moderatety calcareous, loamy gtactal till. 

Ho1 Mainly Horsehead Orthic Dark Gray soils. 

I i 1. / 
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HoDo Mainly Horsehead Orthic Dark Gray soils. with Dorintosh Dark Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes, and 
Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

MAP 
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LcLn3 Mainly La Corne Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with La Corne Dark Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes, and 
a mixture of Laon River Orihic Gray Luvisol soils on Upper slopes and knolls and Loon River Dark Gray 
Luvisol soils on some Upper slopes. 

Hw Mainly a mixture of Hillwash Regosolic. Luvisolic and weakly developed Chemozemic soils on steep, 
gullied valley side slopes. 

HwAvl Mainly a mixture of Hillwash Regosolic, Luvisolic and weakly developed Chernozemic soils on steep, 
gullied valley side slopes, with Alluvium Gleysolic soils on stream floodplains. 

Kk3 Mainly Kewanoke Eluviated Eutric Brunisol soils. 

KkPnP Mainly a mixture of Kewanoke Orthic Eutric Brunisol and Eluviated Eutric Brunisol soils, with a mixture 
of Pine Orthic Regosol. Pine Orthic Eutric Brunisol and Eluviated Eutric Brunisol soils intermixed, and 
Kewanoke Gleyed Eluviated Eutric Brunisol soils on lower slopes. 

Lc2 

LUI 

Lc8 

Mainly La Corne Dark Gray Luvisol soils. 

Mainly a mixture of La Corne Odhic Gray Luvisol aid Dark Gray Luvisol soils. 

Mainly La Corne Dark Gray Luvisol soils, with La Corne Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol soils on lowerslopes, 
and Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

LC9 Mainly a mixture of La Corne Gleyed Gray Luvisol and Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol soils, with La Corne Dark 
Gray Luvisol soils on Upper slopes. 

LCBv3 Mainly La Corne Orthic Gray Luvisol SO~IS, with Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes, and 
La Corne Dark Gray Luvisol soils on some midslopes. 

l.ncorn&~. 
Dorinto5tl 

Gray Luvi$~liC soils forined ina mixture &loittky(l.a C0+2)amt $y (a0ht00~j hic*wine 
material~, ‘. .: ” 

LcDol Mainly La Corne Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with a mixture of Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luvisol and Dark Gray 
Luvisol soils on lower slopes. 

LcD02 Mainly La Corne Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with a mixture of Dorintosh Orihic Gray Luvisol and Dark Gray 
Luvisol soils on lower slopes, and peaty Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

LcDo3 Mainly La Corne Dark Gray Luvisol soils, with La Corne Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on Upper slopes and 
knolls. and Dorintosh Dark Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes. 

LcDo4 Mainly La Corne Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with La Corne Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol soils on midslopes, 
and a mixture of Dorintosh Dark Gray Luvisol and Gleyed Dati Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes. 

LcDo5 Mainly La Corne Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with a mixture of Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on 
midslopes and Dark Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes, and Sylvania Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on some 
upper slopes. 

LcLnl Mainly La Corne Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with Loon River Odhic Gray Luvisol soils on Upper slopes. 

LcPnl 

LcPn9 

Mainly La Corne Orthic Gray Luvisol soils. with Pine Eluviated Eutric Brunisol soils on Upper SlopeS. 

Mainly La Corne Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with Pine Orihic Regosol and Pine Eluviated Eutric Brunisol 
soils on mid- to uooer slooes. 

L&b2 Mainly La Corne Dark Gray Luvisol soils. with Shellbrook Orthic Dark Gray soils on mid- to lower slopes. 
and Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

LcSb3 Mainly La Corne Dark Gray Luvisol soils, with Shellbrook Orthic Dark Gray soils on mid- to lower slopes, 
Shellbrook Gleyed Calcareous Dark Graysoils on some lower slopes. and Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

LcSy4 Mainly a mixture of La Corne Dark Gray Luvisol soils on mid- and lower slopes and La Corne Orlhic Gray 
Luvisolsoilson upperslopesand knolls, withamixtureof SylvaniaOrthicGrayLuvisolsoilsonsome Upper 
slopes and knolls and Sylvania Dark Gray Luvisol soils on some midslopes. 

LCSY5 Mainly La Corne Otthic Gray Luvisol soils, with Sylvania Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on Upper slopes, and 
La Corne Dark Gray Luvisol soils on some lower slopes. 

LLl 

LL4 

LL5 

Mainly Lavallee Lake Typic Mesisol soils, with Lavallee Lake Typic Fibrisol soib intermixed. 

Mainly Lavallee Lake Terric Mesisol soils. 

Mainly a mixture of Lavallee Lake Terric Mesisol and Typic Mesisol soils. 

LLI 1 Mainly Lavallee Lake Organic soils. 

lavallae La&+ 
A&$* ..‘I’ 

A mixture of Orghnk soila formeu in forest pe& weriain by shallow sphagnum peat (LsvNee 
.Lake) and Giaysolk soifs for#p@ In variabletextured ‘alltivig materi+ (Arbow). ,:. 

LLAwl Mainlyamixtureof LavalleeLakeTerricFibricMesisolandMesicFibrisolsoils,withA~owpeatyGleysolic 
soils intermixed. 

LavaIl& Lake. 
f3agwï La& 

A’mixhmre of Qrgtmk Soila fonn* in forest pi+ *veWn,by sQeiio\r aphynum peat (Ls\ralke 
Lake) and fah paat (Bagwa tak?). 

LLBLI Mainly Lavallee Lake Typic Mesisol soils. with Lavallee Lake Typic Fibrisol soilsintermixed, and Bagwa 
Lake Typic Mesisol soils toward the tenter of the depression. 

LLBL4 Mainly Lavallee Lake Terric Mesisol soils, with a mixture of Lavallee Lake Fibric Mesisol and Terric 
Humisol soils intermixed, and Bagwa Lake Typic Mesisol soils toward the tenter of the depression. 

Lj& R I w  I  “ ”  
.Grsy LiMsqli;c’ &OU~ irkiyd h wfakly to modexateiy catcaraous, lorpny gkwlai till, 

Lnl 

Ln2 

Ln3 

Mainly Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils. 

Mainly Lwn River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with peaty Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

Mainly Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with Loon River Gleyed Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes, 
and peaty Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

Ln9 

LnlO 

Mainly Loan River Dar% Gray Luvisol soils, with Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on some Upper 
slopes, and peaty Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

Mainly Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with Loon River Dar% Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes and 
through depressions. 
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Lnll Mainly Loon River Dark Gray Luvisol soils, with Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on upper slopes, and 
a mixture of Loon River Gleyed Gray Luwsol and Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol solIs on lower slopes. 

Ln12 Mainly Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol SOIIS, with Loon River Gleyed Gray Luvisol soils in depressions. 
and a mixture of Loon River Dark Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes and Loon River Gleyed Dark Gray 
Luwsol soils in some depressions. 

Lrl13 Mainly Loon River Dark Gray Luvisol soils, with Loon River Orthic Gray Luwsol soils on upper slopes. 

Gray Luvisolic soils formed in a mixture of weakly to moderately ~akare~us, loamy glacial till 
(Loon River) and gravelly fluvfal materials (Bodmfn). 

LnBdl 

LnBd2 

Mainly Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol solIs, with Bodmln Orlhic Gray Luvisol solIs intermwed. 

Mainly Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, wth Bodmin Orthic Gray Luvisol soils intermixed. and peaty 
Gleysolic solIs I” depressions. 

LnBd3 Mainly Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with Bodmln Orthic Gray Luvisol soils Intermixed, and 
Lavallee Lake Temc Mesisol soils in depressions. 

_-.-- _____---- ._.. “- ---...-. ______. 
Gray Luvisolic soils formed in a mixture of weakly to moderately cakareous~ loamy glacial till 

/ (Loon River) and loamy glacial till overlain by shallow, sandy glaciofluvial matertals (Bittern Lake). ____ ~~-- - 

LnBtl Mainly Loon River Otihic Gray Luvisol soils, with BIttern Lake Brumsol~c Gray Luwsol and Orlhlc Gray 
Lwsol solIs intermixed. 

LnBt2 Mamly Loon River Orlhlc Gray Luvisol SOIIS, with Bittern Lake Brunisolic Gray Luvisol and Orthlc Gray 
Luvisol solIs on lower slopes, and peaty Gleysol~c solIs in depresslow. 

LnBt30 Mamly Loon River Dark Gray Luwsol soils. with a mc&re of BIttern Lake Dark Gray Luwsol and Gleyed 
Dark Gray Luvisol solIs intermixed, and Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

LnBDl Mainly Loon Rwer Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, wth Loon Rwer Dark Gray Luwsol soils on some mid- and 
lower slopes, a mIxlure of BIttern Lake Dark Gray Luvisol and Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol solIs Intermixed 
and Gleysolic soils !n depressions. .-.~~~~ _.--- ._ .-_-- __.. -- ~.._~_. 
Gray Luvisolic soils formed in a mixture of weakly to moderately cakareous,-hamy glacial tifi 
(Loon River) and clayey lacustrine materials (Beaver River). I _. 

LnBvl Mamly Loon River Orthic Gray Luwsol soils, with Beaver River Orthic Gray Luv~sol solIs on lower slopes. 

LnBv3 Mainly Loon River Dark Gray Luvisol solIs. wth a mixture of Beaver River Orthlc Gray Luwsol and Dark 
Gray Luvisol solIs on some mid- and lower slopes. 

=--- -I’ Gray Luvisolk soils formed in amixture of weakly to moderately cafcareous, loamy glacial till 
(Loon River) and sifty lacustrine materials (Dorintosh). -I 

LnDol Mainly Loon Rwer Orlhlc Gray Lwsol soils, wth Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luv~sol soils on lower slopes. 

LnDo2 Mainly Loon RwerOtihicGray Luvisolso~ls. with DorintoshOrthicGray Luvisolsoilson lowerslopes. Loon 
River Gleyed Gray Luvisol soils on some lower slopes, and peaty Gleysollc soils in depressions. 

LnD04 Mainly Loon River Orlhic Gray Luvisol soils, with Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes, and 
Sylvania Orthic Gray Luvisol solIs intermixed. 

LnDo5 Mainly Loon River Orlhlc Gray Luvisol soils, with Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luwsol soils on lower slopes, and 
peaty Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

LnDo8 Mainly Loon River Orlhic Gray Luvisol soils, with Dorintosh Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes, Pine 
Eluviated Eutric Brunisol soils intermixed, and peaty Gleysollc soils in depressions. 

Loon Rfver- 
Horsehead 

LnHo3 

A mixture of Gray Luvfsolic (Loon River) and Dark Gray Chemozemic (Horsehead) soifs formed 
in weakly to moderately calcareous, loamy glacial till. 

Mainly a mixture of Loon Rover Orthic Gray Luwol and Dark Gray Luwsol soils, with Horse Head Orthlc 
Dark Grav soils on some upper slopes and knolls. 

Loon River- 
Laconle 

Gray Luvisotic sobs fotmed ln R mixture of weakly to moderately cak5reou5, loamy glacial tfll 
(Loon River) and foamy lacuatrfne matarfals (La Corn@. 

LnLc3 Mainly Loon River Dark Gray Luvisol soils, with a mixture of La Come Dark Gray Luvisol and Gleyed Dark 
Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes, and Loon River Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol soils on some mid- and lower 
slopes. 

Loon River- 
b4akwa 

A mixture of Gray Luvkolic (Loon River) and Black Chemcuemic (Makwa) soils formed fn weakhr 
to moderately calcara0us, foamy glacial till. 

LnMal 

LnMa2 

Mainly Loon River Dark Gray Lwsol soils, with Makwa Orthwz Black solIs on lower slopes 

Mainly Loon River Dark Gray Luvisol SOIIS. with Makwa Eluwated Black soils on lower slopes, and 
Gleysollc soils in depressions. 

Loon River- 
Meadow Lake 

A mixture of Gray Luvfsolic soils fom-red in weakly to moderately calcareous, loamy glacfaf tiff 
(Loon River) and Black Chernozemk and Black Solonetzic soils formed in Clayey k%XIStrine 
materials (Meadow Lake). 

LnMdl Mainly Loon River Orthlc Gray Luwsol soils, wth Loon River Dark Gray Luwsol soils on midslopes, and 
Meadow Lake Orthic Black soils on lower slopes. 

Loon River-Pine A mixture of Gray Luvisolic soils formed in weakly to moderately calcareous, foamy glaciial tifr 
(Loon River) and Brunlsollc and Regosolic sofla formed in sandy fluvfal materials, some of wfrfch 
have been wind worked (Pine). 

LnPnl 

LnPn15 

Lwn River-- 
Syhrania 

Mainly Loon River Orthic Gray Luwsol so@ with Pine Eluvlated Eutw Brunisol solIs intermlxed. 

Matnly Loon Rwer Orthic Gray Luvisol solIs, with Pine Eluvlated Eutric Brunisol SOIIS, and a mixture of 
Waterhen Rwer Brunisollc Gray Luvisol and Orthlc Gray Luwsol soils intermixed. 

-~.- 
Gray L&olic sofls formed in a mixture of weakly to moderately cakxreous, loamy glacfal till 
(Loon River) and sandy ffuvfal materials (Sylvania). 

LrlSyl Mainly Loon River Orthlc Gray Luwsol SOIIS, wth Sylvama Orthlc Gray Luvisol solIs intermixed. 
_____-- ____~~... ____~ 

Makwa Black Chernozemic soifs formed in weakly to moderately cakareous, loamy glacial hll. -y-TIl 

Ma3 Mainly Makwa Eluwated Black SOIIS, with Makwa Orthic Black solIs on upper slopes. 
~. ~ .- 

1 Meadow Lake A mixture of Black Chernozemicand Bfack Solonetzic soils formed in Clayey IaCwtrine mater%s? 

Mdl Mainly Meadow Lake Solonetzlc Black soils, with Meadow Lake Eluwated Black solIs intermixed, and 
Luvic Gleysol solIs in depressions. 

Md2 

Md5 

Mainly Meadow Lake Solonetzlc Black SOIIS, wth Meadow Lake Eluviated Black solIs intermlxed 

Mainly Meadow Lake Eluviated Black SOIIS, wth Meadow Lake Orthlc Black solIs on mid- to upper slopes, 
and LUVIC Gleysol SOIIS in depressions. 

Meadow Laka- A mixture of Bfack Chernoremic and Black Solonetzic (Meadow Lake) and Gray Luvisolic (Beaver 
Beaver River River) soils formed in clayey lacustrine materlafs. 

MdBv2 Mainly a mixture of Meadow Lake Solonetzlc Black, Black Solodized Solonetz and Black Soled soils on 
m!d- and upper slopes, wtth Beaver Rwer Dark Gray Luvisol soils on some lower slopes, Meadow Lake 
Eluwated Black soils on some lower slopes, and saline Gleysolic solIs in some depressions. 

MdBv3 Mainly Meadow Lake Eluvlated Black SOIIS. with Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol solIs on some lower 
slopes. 

MdBv5 Mainly Meadow Lake Eluwated Black soils, with Beaver River Dark Gray Luvisol soils on some lower 
slopes, and Luwc Gleysol solIs in depressions. 

Meadow Lake- A mixture of Black Chernozemk and BlackSolonetzic soils formed in clayey lacustrfns materials 
Makwa (Meadow Lake) and Bfack Chernozernic soils fOrmed in weakly to moderately CalCareOua, fOamy 

glacfal till (Makwa). 

MdMa2 Mainly Meadow Lake Eluwated Black soils, with Makwa Orthic Black solIs on upper slopes, and peaty 
Gleysolic soils in deprewons. 

Meadow 

Mti 

GleysOlic soils formed in variabfetexturerf alluvial materials. 

Mainly a mixture of Meadow Humic Gleysolic solIs on mid- and upper slopes and Meadow peaty Humic 
Gleysolic soils on lower slopes. 

Meedow- 
Gagws Lake 

A mixture of Gleysolk soifa formed in varfabfe-textm’ad alluvial meter&Is (Meadow) and Organk 
soifs formed in fen peat (Sagwa Lake). 

MwBL4 Mainly Meadow peaty Gleysolic soils, wth Bagwa Lake Terric Mesisol soils towards the center of the 
depressional area. 
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l MAP 
UNIT SOIL DESCRIPTION I 

Pina-Nisbat AmixtureofS~nisolkandRego~licsoikrfo~iniut~dyfluvialmat~kls;s~ofwhichhave 
bfm wind worked (Pine) &nd Dark Gray Chern.ozemk soik f?rq?ed &t sandy fluvial mat@& 
(Nisbet): .,:’ 

PnNt2 Mainly a mixture of Pine Orthic Regosol and Pine Eluviated Eutrtc Brunisol Soi$, wkh Nisbet Orthic Dark 
Gray soils intemrixed, and peaty Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

Pine-Sylvania AmixtureofB~nis~k~dRegosollcsoilsfo~insandy~u~kt)~~ï;i,~~nei>iwhicbhave 
baan wlnd worked (Pw) and Gray Luvisolk soifs formed in ~dy fluvial materia~ (Syfvank). 

PnSy3 Mainlyamixtureof Pine Eluviated EutricBrunisoland Pine Orthic Regosolsoils. with Sylvania OrthicGray 
Luvisol soils on tower slopes. 

PnSy6 Mainly a mixture of Pine Orthic Eutric Brunisol and Pine Orthic Regosol soils, wkh Sylvania Orthic Gray 
Luvisol soils on lower slopes. and peaty Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

PnSy13 Mainly a mixtureof Pine Orthic Eutric Brunisol and Gleyed Eutric Brunisol soils, with Pine Eluviated Eutric 
Brunisol soils intermixed, Sylvania Dark Gray Luvisol soils on some mid- and lower slopes, and peaty 
Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

PnSy14 Mainlya mixture of Pine Orthic Eutric Brunisol and Eluviated Eutric Brunisol soils, wtth Pine Gleyed Eutric 
Brunisol soils intermixed, and Sylvania Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes. 

Pins- AmixturaofBrunisolksndRegosolic~oi~formedlnsan~yfluvlat~tsriak,oo~of~ichhava 
Waterhen Rivar baan wind worked (Pine) and Gray tuvkolic soi15 fnrmed in sandy fluvial materkls contafning 

banded, tirter-textured rnaterkts (Waterhen River). 

PnWtl Mainly Pine Eluviated Eutric Brunisol soils. with a mixture of Waterhen River Brunisolic Gray Luvisol and 
Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on mid- and lower slopes. 

PnWt6 Mainly a mixture of Pine Eluviated Eutric Brunisol and Pine Orthic Regosol soils, with a mixture of 
Waterhen River Brunisolic Gray Luvisol and Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on mid- and lower slopes. and a 
mixture of Bagwa Lake Typic Mesisol and Terric Mesrsol SO~IS in depressions. 

PnWt9 Mainly Pine Eluviated Eutric Brunisol soils, with a mixture of Waterhen River Brunrsolic Gray Luvisol and 
Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on mid- and lower slopes. La Corne Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on some lower 
slopes. and peaty Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

Runway Regosolic, Lu~~~olk, Charnoiamk and Gleys@ic soils formed jn varkus d$pnsits associetad 
with shallowdraina&e channelo and gultks.. 

RW Mainly a mixture of Runway Gleysolic soils on channel bottoms and Runway Regosolic. Luvisolic and 
Chemozemic soils on charme1 side slopes. 

A mixlure of Fkgo&lk, Luvi5olk and Chernoremk soils formed in varjoua tiposits assocb&d 
with sha~kw drainage chsnr~r+ls and gullies (Runway) and vsr$ble4extur@ alluvial materlais 
(Alwkrn). .’ 

RwAvl Mainly Runway Regosolic. Luvisolic and Chemozemic soils on channel side slopes, with Alluvium 
Gleysolic soils on stream floodplains, and a mixture of Alluvium Orthic, Calcareous, Gleyed and Gleyed 
Calcareous Chernozemic soils on terraces. 

Sheilbrook Dark Gray Cherno~mk soifs formed in kamy kcustrlne materiate. 

Sb9 Mainly a mixture of Shellbrook Gleyed Rego Dark Gray and Gleyed Calcareous Dark Gray soils. 

A mbdure of Qark Gray Chernozemk (Shellbrook)and Bieck Chernozemic (Hamgn) soils formed 
in kamy facustrlne materfats 

SbHm5 Mainly Shellbrook Onhic Dark Gray soits, with Hamlin Orthic Black soils on some lower slopes, and 
Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

sy1vmlia Gray Lwieolic Soils formed in sandy fluvial materfals. 

SYl 

SY2 

Mainly Sylvania Orthic Gray Luvisol soils. 

Mainly a mixture of Sylvania Dark Gray Luvisol soils on mid- to lower slopes and in depressions and 
Sylvania Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on Upper slopes and knolls. 

SY~ Mainly a mixture of Sylvania Gleyed Dark Gray Luvisol and Gleyed Gray Luvisol soils, wtth Gleysolic soils 
in depressions. 

I l ! I 

1 MAP 
UNIT 
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SOIL DESCRIPTION 

SYS Mainly Sylvania Onhic Gray Luvisol soils. wtth a mixture of Sylvania Dark Gray Luvisol and Gleyed Dark 
Grav Luvisol soils on lower slopes. 

sylvank? A’dttire of or& Luyisolk SO& fatmep in sandy fk@l materkils (Sylvania) and DrganiO Soik 
eagwsLak9 forined In an peat @agym Lake). 

SyBLl Mainly Sylvania Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with Bagwa Lake Terric Mesisol soits in depressions. 

SyivtJrùa-.: oray ~uvisolic soik formed fna mixttiof anndy ffuvkl (S~lvanfa) and ci?& fao@rine (Beaver 
maver Rii River) materiaIs. 

SYBVl Mainly a mixture of Sylvania Onhic Gray Luvisol and Gteyed Gray Luvisol soils, with Beaver River Orthic 
Gray Luvisol soils on some lower slopes. 

SYLCP Mainly Sylvania Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, wtth a mixture of La Corne Orthic Gray Luvisol and Dark Gray 
Luvisol soils on lower stopes. and peaty Gleysolic soils in depressions. 

SyLc3 Mainly Sylvania Orthic Gray Luvisol soits. with La Corne Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes. 

SyLc4 Mainly Sylvania Dark Gray Luvisol soils, with a mixture of La Corne Dark Gray Luvisol and Gleyed Dark 
Gray Luvisol soils on lower slopes, and Sylvania Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on some Upper slopes. 

Syhtania- : Gray Lwisolic soils fomed In a mixture of sandy fluvial materkls (Sylvanla) and weakly to 
Laon River modaritte~ Calcareaus, kamy glacial Nil (Lnon River). 

SyLn3 Mainly Sylvania Orthic Gray Luvisol soils. with a mixture of Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol and Dark Gray 
Luvisot soils on lower stopes, and Sylvania Dark Gray Luvisol soils on some midslopes. 

SyLn4 Mainly Sylvania Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with Loon River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on Upper slopes, and 
Pine Orthic Eutric Brunisol soils on some mid- and Upper slopes. 

sylvank-Pina A mixture of Gray Lwvisolk softs formed fn cpndy fluvial materkls (SyfvanlaJand Brunkolkand 
Regosalic soi18 formad in sandy fluvkt matarîals, some of whkh have bwn wind worksd (Pine). 

SyPnl Mainly Sylvania Dark Gray Luvisol soils, with a mixture of Pine Orthic Regosol and Pine Orthic Eutric 
Brunisol soils on Upper slopes and knolls. 

SyPnP Mainty Sylvania Dark Gray Luvisol soils. wtth a mixture of Pine Orthic Regosol and Pine Orthic Eutric 
Brunisol soils on Upper slopes and knolls, and Gleysotic soils in depressions. 

SyPn3 Mainly Sylvania Orthic Gray Luvisol soils. with a mixture of Pine Orthic Regosol and Pine Eluviated Eutric 
Brunisol soils on Upper slopes and knolls. 

SyPn5 Mainly Sylvania Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with a mixture of Pine Eluviated Eutric Brunisol and Orthic 
Regosol soils on Upper stopes and knotts, and peaty Gteysolic soils in depressions. 

page yer- Gray Luvtsog~ sofk formed in a mixture of sandy fiMat msterkk cuntabting banded, finer- 
texturad meterialr waterhett Rivet) and shaikw, sandy guvkf materiafs underlain by e& to 
elajq I&custrine, ~teriaîs (Flotten). 

WtFt6 Mainly a mixture of Waterhen River Brunisolic Gray Luvisol and Orthic Gray Luvisol soils, with a mixture 
of Flotten Brunisolic Gray Luvisol and Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on mid-to upperslopes. and Pine Eluviated 
Eutric Brunisol soils on some lower slopes. 

~hW$rhen Ahm~ A mixture of Gray tuvisoIk aoiia f&nad in sandy fluvial matertak containkg banded, Inere 
textured materiak (Waterhen giver)and Srunlsotk anff Regosolk aoils formed ht sandy fluvkl 
materfafa, aotna of whlçh bave heen wind worked (pine). 

WtPn3 Mainly Waterhen River Brunisolic Gray Luvisol soils, wtth a mixture of Pine Orthic Regosol and Pine 
Eluviated Eutric Brunisol soils on Upper slopes, and Waterhen River Orthic Gray Luvisol soils on some 
mid- and lower slopes. 

Wetiand Giaysolk ~011s ad shaliow open water assoc@ed with wet, depressfonal amas. 

Wzl 

WZ2 

wz3 

Wet meadows. Mainly Wetland Gleysolic soils, with shatlow open water in central areas. 

Marshes. A mixture of Wetland Gleysolic soils and shallow open water. 

Open water wetlands. Mainly shallow open water, wtth Wetland Gleysolic soils in marginal areas. 






